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USER INTERFACE, OPERATING SYSTEM 
AND ARCHITECTURE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. The present application for patent incorporates by 
reference and claims the priority of commonly owned United 
States Provisional Applications for Patent Ser. No. 60/409, 
483 filed Sep.10, 2002 and Ser. No. 60/428,163 filed Nov. 21, 
2002. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002. In recent years, the mobile computing marketplace 
has been flooded with smaller and faster personal devices. 
These next generation handhelds, cell phones, automotive 
telematics and personal information devices sport high reso 
lution screens in excess of 320 by 240 pixels, processors 
faster than 300 MHz, and more than 16 Mbyte of dynamic 
RAM. New cell phones already in the marketplace combine 
traditional cellular technology with the power of a small 
personal computer. Future devices will create brand new 
breeds of handheld personal computers with unparalleled 
power, mobility and battery life. 
0003. Despite these impending revolutions in device capa 

bility, the market has failed to produce common, underlying 
standards for mobile interfaces. Even in this nascent stage of 
device adoption, it is clear to industry observers that the 
Wireless application market has become fragmented. Java 
based technologies such as J2ME have been stymied with 
high hurdles to application qualification and numerous manu 
facturer-specific additions. Microsoft .NET technology, 
while promising, has been slow to grow on non-Intel plat 
forms. Binary-based solutions like SymbianOS and BREW 
have failed to develop traction in a cautious market. Compet 
ing standards and interests in the industry among carriers, 
device manufactures, technology vendors, operating system 
Vendors and application developer continue to plague the 
industry. 
0004 Several significant hurdles obstruct easy develop 
ment of rich, widely deployable applications that run (at least 
partially) natively on a device: 

0005 Multiple platforms require porting code to a vari 
ety of different API standards. Even within a single 
architecture specification, different platforms have 
slight variations that require extensive testing and modi 
fication. 

0006 Competing languages (primarily Cand lava) have 
no easy porting relationship. 

0007 Service operators have created qualification 
hurdles that require expensive certification tests for 
applications before they can be deployed on a given 
platform. 

0008. The industry has yet to agree on a common dis 
tribution mechanism for applications. Consequently, 
getting the application onto multiple devices becomes 
extremely difficult. 

0009 Various sets of interests must be satisfied before 
these devices will realize their widespread potential as busi 
ness and consumer platforms: For example, end users seek a 
rich, easy-to-use interface and a cost effective and easy way to 
acquire and run mobile applications. Furthermore, they seek 
a user interface that is common across applications. Users 
want some reasonable assurances about the quality and integ 
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rity of the applications they receive. They are also interested 
in making greater use of the power and flexibility of the new 
devices. 
0010 Carriers, mobile operators, media companies and 
other entities seeking to provide and distribute applications 
must choose a means to encourage application developers 
while maintaining their own revenue streams. Also carriers 
maintain a high concern about the security of code running on 
the devices connected to their networks 
0011 Developers (whether independent or employed by 
Software companies) need platforms that are economically 
viable to develop upon, non-complicated and connected to 
distribution points or mechanisms capable of disseminating 
applications widely. Many developers are small software 
shops that cannot afford to develop on multiple platforms and 
seek multiple certifications from operators. 
0012. It would therefore be desirable to provide methods 
and structures that would address these concerns. 
0013. In this regard, it is worth noting that most computers 
in common use are based around the general computing 
model established by John Von Neumann in 1945. In this 
model, programs are written in the form of ordered lists of 
instructions and stored within the main memory of a comput 
ing system. Variations on this design since 1945 have led to 
the architecture of modern Intel, PowerPC and other micro 
processor-based systems. Even the Java platform by Sun 
MicroSystems, which uses a virtual machine that runs on host 
platforms, uses a variation on the Von Neumann architecture. 
0014. One implication of the Van Nueman machine is an 
opcode-based program execution model, in which instruc 
tions are written for the native processing language of the 
platform (or a virtual processing language in the case of Java). 
These instructions consist of programming opcodes that have 
varying degree of granularity. In some cases they can be as 
simple as very basic mathematics and memory loading and 
saving. In other cases, they are more advanced, where indi 
vidual opcodes for object manipulation, memory allocation 
and I/O systems. 
0015. In this traditional execution model, a processor 
reads instructions from a memory location, decodes the 
instructions found there and performs some work, which may 
involve additional reading and writing of memory data. When 
the instruction is complete, and Succeeding instruction is 
read, either the next instruction in sequence or an instruction 
at the beginning of a new sequence. In this way, complicated 
program behavior can be established through creation of 
algorithms, loops, conditional statements, etc. Those familiar 
with the arts of computer design are aware that modernimple 
mentations use extremely complex optimizations and heuris 
tics to achieve greater performance in this basic model, 
including Intel's SuperScalar architecture. 
0016 To ease the development of programming instruc 
tions for a computer application, programs called compilers 
translate a program from a high-level representation available 
in structured text, XML or some other human-significant 
format to the lower level machine language of the underlying 
hardware (or emulation of hardware.) In this case, a program 
ming language with certain grammatical rules is established, 
and programs are written to conform to this specification. 
Examples of compiled languages include C, C++, Java, For 
tran, and Cobol. 
0017. In the traditional execution model, programs wish 
ing to access resources outside of their memory space must 
use a set of conventions Supported by an operating system. 
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These conventions allow each program that runs on a com 
puter to access resources in a consistent and protectable man 
ner. Such a convention may be regarded as an Application 
Programmer Interface (or API.) Typically, the API calls are 
triggered either by joining a program with libraries from the 
operating system at link-time or at run-time, or through the 
low-level triggering of interrupts, processor exceptions, or 
special memory regions that contain significance to the host 
operating system. Over time, these conventions have become 
quite extensive, where the typical operating system (Such as 
Windows 2000) contains tens of thousands of application 
programmer interface hooks, accessible either by shared 
library or through compile-time insertion of code. These APIs 
are typically an arbitrary organization of computer and oper 
ating system functionality and contain special rules. For 
instance, setWindowTitle( ) in Windows cannot be called 
before a new Window() call has been made. The programmer 
is responsible for being consistent both to the rules of the 
language as well as the rules of the API. 
0018. In some cases, programs written at a high level are 
not compiled down into their machine-language equivalent. 
Instead, a native computer program written in machine-lan 
guage acts as a emulating processor, reading an internal rep 
resentation of a current instruction, executing it and then 
following its own rules for the selection of a subsequent 
instruction. These interpreted programming languages offer 
the benefit of greater flexibility for the language designer, 
easier implementation of a new programming language, usu 
ally at the expense of some efficiency since the a level of 
translation is always in place between the hardware processor 
and the internal instruction processor. Examples include Perl, 
versions of Basic, UNIX shell languages, Python, etc. 
0019 Typical computer applications organize their infor 
mation within their memory space using arbitrary data struc 
tures, which divide that space into meaningful chunks of data 
that can be referenced implicitly by the loading and saving 
operations of the processor. To the computer and to the oper 
ating system, these data structures are entirely private, and 
only the continuing flow of instructions through the processor 
gives these organizations any meaning. If a program wishes to 
save its context and state to resume execution later, it must 
conform to one of two constraints. 

0020. It must marshal up all of its relevant data and inner 
most state pertinent to the resumption of the program in a 
meaningful way, into a private or publicly structured serial 
bundle of data and save that data to a persistent location. 
When the program must resume, it must obtain information to 
resurrect its internal data structures in their previous state by 
decomposing the bundle of data it previously wrote. Varia 
tions on this model include placing data into a database, serial 
memory ring or other external structure. This strategy has the 
advantage that the state of the program could be resumed on 
a different platform or computer system than the original, 
however the application must take excessive care to ensure 
that every piece of data has been saved in an identifiable 
format. 
0021. It must save its existing buffer of memory, exactly as 

it was left, into a single large Snapshot, disentangle any 
memory references maintained by the operating system and 
write the complete state of the processor to disk. A variation 
on this method is used by Microsoft's operating system in its 
hibernation mode, and by the old BSD tool “undump. This 
method requires very little work to decompose and marshal 
private data structure into a secondary form, however it con 
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tains a very stringent limitation: The application “image' can 
only be restored on a system that implements the same hard 
ware and operating system state that the original program had 
run on. Any differences could cause unpredictable problems 
with the executable. 
0022. These complexities express themselves in the 
equally complex strategies computer programmers have used 
to construct computer programs that run on multiple systems 
simultaneously. For example, when a small, embedded 
device needs to perform some complex processing operation 
on a more powerful server, it must build a complete descrip 
tion of the work required, and then transmit it to the remote 
server. This involves yet another API between the small 
device and the remote device (e.g., SOAP and the like). 
0023 Thus, the Von Neumann model and the program 
execution models that result from it, while useful and ubiq 
uitous, present limitations that computer Scientists and engi 
neers have recognized but failed to address. Some of these 
limitations include: 

0024. Instruction Based Programming: Applications 
written for instantiations of the Von Neumann architec 
ture must write their applications in the native (or emu 
lated) code set of the given platform. Consequently, the 
ability for optimization after the code has been compiled 
lies within local heuristics usually available only to the 
instruction processor. Furthermore, the instructions 
must be processed linearly, which encourages a proce 
dural style of programming where program code is 
largely instructive instead of descriptive. 

0.025 Seeding Complex Data Structures: Applications 
that work with and manipulate complex nested data 
structures must populate those structures with either 
long lists of instructions (such as the list of instructions 
used to populate a user interface.) or the loading of those 
data structures from Some other source. Vast medica 
tions to data structures after they have been initialized 
requires algorithms to be created within the program to 
manage the manipulations of the data. These algorithms 
can be complex and rely on an instructive model 
whereby the changes are made linearly step-by-step. 

0026 Remote Execution: Remote execution involves 
either migrating images of a running program to a sec 
ond location, or through the explicit marshalling and 
unmarshalling of relevant computing data 

0027 State Saving: Programs that are halted and wish 
to save their state for resumption at a later time must use 
one of the two difficult strategies listed above, each with 
potential drawbacks. 

0028 Private Application Structures: Applications 
store all of their data using implicit data structures 
within their memory core. Consequently, applications 
that wish to share data with each other or with the host 
operating system must perform a translation into some 
common format (Such as published data structures, or 
XML, or whatever.) 

0029 API Issues: Each operating system and software 
component must provide an application programmer 
interface to bridge data and activities between the pro 
gram and resources available to the computer, including 
the user interface. 

Thus, it would be desirable to provide methods and structures 
that overcome these limitations as well. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0030 The present invention addresses these limitations of 
the prior art, by providing methods and structures, aspects of 
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which will be referred to variously hereinafter as “the Simple 
Quick Go system”, “SQGO. “SimpleOperatingSystem’, 
“SimpleOS and the like, that enable simple, cost-effective 
design, construction, deployment and distribution of rich 
applications for computing devices, particularly Suited for 
wireless devices and other mobile computing devices and 
platforms. 
0031 One aspect of the invention provides a method for 
creating and managing platform-independent applications. In 
one practice of the invention, this method includes: generat 
ing a platform-independent data Superstructure defining the 
appearance and behavior of an application, independent of 
the characteristics of a digital processing device on which the 
application is to be instantiated; instantiating the SuperStruc 
ture in the device, thereby installing the application for execu 
tion in accordance with the SuperStructure; updating, in 
response to events (which may include events generated by 
the application (indicative of application state), or by user or 
network input), information in a segment of the SuperStruc 
ture; and updating, in accordance with the SuperStructure 
segment update, the application state in the device. 
0032. In one aspect of the invention, the superstructure is 
an XML information structure. Application appearance and 
behavior are encapsulated within the SuperStructure, and 
application events are expressed to the SuperStructure via a 
pathway including a device-native operating system (OS) and 
a SuperStructure-dedicated OS acting as an intermediary 
between the device-native OS and the superstructure. In this 
way, a defined portion of the application can be addressed and 
updated in response to application events without necessitat 
ing update of the entire application, and the appearance and 
behavior of the application can be propagated with consis 
tency across heterogeneous device types, to enable cross 
device interoperability, replicability, and compatibility of 
applications and data with a consistency of user experience. 
0033 Among other aspects that will be discussed in detail 
below, the invention also includes a programming language 
adapted for effectively constructing, interacting with and 
manipulating the SuperStructure and the SimpleOS. 
0034. In another aspect, the application instantiated in the 
device includes an associated user interface whose behavior 
and state are defined by the superstructure. In a wireless or 
other handheld device, the interface can be advantageously 
adapted to be manipulated by a simple four-way controller 
actuated by a user's thumbs. 
0035. In a further aspect, methods are provided for device 
to-device or cross-network communications and application 
deployment using the SuperStructure described in detail 
below. 
0036. It should be noted that SimpleOS is but one imple 
mentation of the broader concepts of the invention. An oper 
ating system with a different design could also be used to 
implement the broad concepts described herein, particularly 
that of a Superstructure-Based Application Environment 
(“SBAE). In other words, the structures and methods 
described and illustrated by way of example herein are but 
selected implementations of the broad concepts of the inven 
tion. Many variations are possible and within the spirit and 
Scope of the invention. Further aspects and implementation 
examples of the invention will next be set forth, in connection 
with the various drawing figures. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0037. The foregoing summary and the following detailed 
description of the illustrated embodiments are better under 
stood when read in conjunction with the appended drawings, 
in which: 
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0038 FIGS. 1A-3 are flowcharts depicting methods in 
accordance with the invention. 
0039 FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram depicting a network 
utilizing the present invention. 
0040 FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram depicting a client 
device utilizing the invention. 
0041 FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram depicting a server that 
can be used in conjunction with the invention. 
0042 FIG. 7 is a depicting of an example of the SimpleOS 
on a client device. 
0043 FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram depicting SimpleOS 
Portability. 
0044 FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of the superstructure 
utilized in an embodiment of the invention. 
0045 FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram showing the organi 
Zation of an object. 
0046 FIG. 11 presents an overview of a typical SQUI 
SCC. 

0047 FIG. 12 is a screenshot of an example static appli 
cation. 
0048 FIG. 13 is a screenshot of the Hello World example. 
0049 FIG. 14 is a screenshot of expression interpolation. 
0050 FIG. 15 is a screenshot relating to objects with vari 
ables. 
0051 FIG. 16 is a screenshot relating to variable incre 
menting. 
0.052 FIG. 17 is a screenshot for the pizza ordering 
example. 
0053 FIG. 18 is a screenshot for text field extraction. 
0054 FIG. 19 is a screenshot showing further detail of a 
pizza ordering example. 
0055 FIG. 20 illustrates metaphors in client computing. 
0056 FIG. 21 depicts examples of various client/comput 
ing models. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TABLES 

0057 Table 1 depicts a stylesheet example. 
0.058 Table 2 depicts a simple object with a data tree. 
0059 Table 3 shows examples of identifiers. 
0060 Table 4 depicts examples of object data members. 
0061 Table 5 depicts defining methods for an object. 
0062 Table 6 shows a sample definition of an SQCard. 
0063 Table 7 depicts a sample frame definition. 
0064 Table 8 shows an example of defining the initial 
card. 
0065 Table 9 presents a static SimpleOS application 
example in SQML. 
0.066 Table 10 shows four core programming modes. 
0067 Table 11 shows phases of the execution cycle. 
0068 Table 12 provides a synopsis of event handler 
modes. 
0069 Table 13 depicts the availability of modes within 
code contexts. 
0070 Table 14 shows an example of in-line event regis 
tration with code. 
0071 Table 15 shows in-line event registration for a 
method. 
0072 Table 16 shows in-line event registration to a server. 
0073 Table 17 depicts fields in a message descriptor. 
0074 Table 18 provides an example of a basic message 
descriptor. 
0075 Table 19 provides an example of combining in-line 
registrations with message descriptors. 
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0076 Table 20 provides further detail regarding the Hello 
World example. 
0077 Table 21 depicts SQML tag attributes. 
0078 Table 22 shows an example of expression interpo 
lation in text elements. 
0079 Table 23 gives an example of expression interpola 
tion in attributes. 
0080 Table 24 shows an example of an object with a single 
variable. 
0081 Table 25 provides an example of an object with a 
string variable. 
0082 Table 26 provides an example relating to an object 
with a numeric variable. 
0083 Table 27 relates to an example of variable incre 
menting. 
0084 Table 28 provides a summary of examples of glo 
bally available variable attributes. 
0085 Table 29 relates to scalar attributes. 
0086 Table 30 relates to list methods. 
0087 Table 31 provides an example relating to the use of 
“This. 
0088 Table 32 shows declaring list variables. 
0089 Table 33 depicts a pizza ordering example. 
0090 Table 34 shows building a list of objects. 
0091 Table 35 shows text field extraction. 
0092 Table 36 provides examples of mathematical 
expressions. 
0093 Table 37 provides an example of instance variables. 
0094 Table 38 shows method definition. 
0095 Table 39 provides an example of evaluation tags in a 
method. 
0096. Table 40 shows method invocation. 
0097. Table 41 provides method invocation examples. 
0098 Table 42 shows variable masking. 
0099 Table 43 shows variable masking with element iden 

tifiers. 
0100 Table 44 provides examples of declaration order. 
0101 Table 45 shows blocks and variable scope. 
0102 Table 46 provides an example of an IF block. 
0103 Table 47 shows further detail of the pizza ordering 
example. 
0104 Table 48 gives an example of the body of a message. 
0105 Table 49 provides a summary of intrinsic methods. 
0106 Table 50 shows an example of serialized data. 
0107 Table 51 shows using fragments to update an appli 
cation. 
01.08 Table 52 relates to nodes. 
0109 Table 53 provides a summary of security threats and 
responses. 
0110 Table 54 provides a simple stylesheet example. 
0111 Table 55 shows a complex stylesheet example. 
0112 Table 56 provides a comparison of remote comput 
ing paradigms. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0113. The following detailed description of the invention 
is organized into the following sections: 
0114 I: Overview 
0115 II: SimpleOS Software Concepts 
0116 III: Composition of the Superstructure 
0117 IV: Programming SimpleOS Applications 
0118 V: SQScript Language 
0119 VI: Superstructure Operations 
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0120 VII: Network Communication and Remote Execu 
tion 
I0121 VIII: Security 
I0122) IX: Stylesheets 
(0123 X: Additional Features 

I. Overview 

0.124. In one aspect, the invention provides a method for 
enabling the creation and management of platform-indepen 
dent applications. In one practice of the invention, the method 
(see FIG. 1A) can include generating a platform-independent 
data SuperStructure defining the appearance and behavior of 
an application independent of characteristics of a digital pro 
cessing device on which the application is to be instantiated 
(101), instantiating the application-defining SuperStructure 
(and thereby the application) on a device in accordance with 
the superstructure so that it can then be activated or run (102); 
validating the SuperStructure (103); generating operations 
(i.e., running the application) in the device to carry out the 
behavior defined or described by the current superstructure, 
thereby generating events (104); providing (by way of the 
user or a network) additional events (105); receiving the 
events, updating the SuperStructure in accordance with the 
events, and executing a handler (local or remote) which may 
update the superstructure (106); repeating the cycle by return 
ing to validation (103); and as appropriate, updating, inaccor 
dance with the SuperStructure update, the application state in 
the device (108). These aspects are described in greater detail 
below. 
0.125. In one practice of the invention, the superstructure is 
a hierarchical information structure (see FIGS. 9 and 10. 
discussed in greater detail below). More particularly, the 
SuperStructure can be an XML structure. Application appear 
ance and behavior are encapsulated within the Superstructure, 
and application events are expressed to the SuperStructure via 
a pathway including a device-native operating system (OS) 
and a SuperStructure-dedicated OS acting as an intermediary 
between the device-native OS and the Superstructure (FIG. 
1A, 106). In this way, a defined portion of the application can 
be addressed and updated in response to application events 
without necessitating update of the entire application, and the 
appearance and behavior of the application can be propagated 
with consistency across heterogeneous device types, to 
enable cross-device interoperability, replicability, and com 
patibility of applications and data with a consistency of user 
experience. 
I0126. In a further aspect of the invention, the superstruc 
ture can be serialized in whole or in part at any time (101). 
I0127. A method according to the invention can also 
include (see FIG. 1B) generating a message containing a data 
object of a defined type operable to instantiate the application 
in a device (110), transmitting the message to a device oper 
able to instantiate the application in accordance with the data 
object (112), receiving the message at the device (114), and 
instantiating the application in the device in accordance with 
the data object in the received message (116). The instantiat 
ing of the SuperStructure inside the target device can occur 
Substantially when the application is invoked, or at an appli 
cation provisioning time prior to application run-time (116). 
I0128. In a further aspect of the invention (FIG. 1C), a 
provisioning application on a first device can locate within its 
operating environment a first SuperStructure for a new appli 
cation Superstructure to be expressed to a second device 
(118). The provisioning application can then generate a 
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defined data object to be used to express the new application 
superstructure to the second device (120). The data object is 
transmitted to the second device via a message (122), and the 
second device creates a new application SuperStructure from 
the data object in the message (124). (In accordance with the 
invention it is contemplated that the latter can be accom 
plished by any operating system, or by SimpleOS.) 
0129. Alternatively, the provisioning application on a first 
device can locate within its operating environment a pre 
defined data object that expresses a new application Super 
structure for a second device (118). The predefined data 
object can then be transmitted to the second device via a 
message (120), and the second device creates its own copy of 
the new application SuperStructure from the data object in the 
message (122, 124). (Here again, in accordance with the 
invention it is contemplated that this latter can be accom 
plished by any operating system, or by SimpleOS.) 
0130. In a further practice of the invention (FIG. 1D), a 

first device can maintain an application capable of accepting 
input from a user to create an interactive message (126). The 
first application can then translate an operational portion of 
the message into a new Superstructure-based application 
operable to display the message, or cause interactive opera 
tions within the message (128); and the first application then 
initiates the transmission of the superstructure of the new 
application to a receiving device (130). The transmission of 
the SuperStructure can include converting the SuperStructure 
into a temporary form that is transmitted, received, and 
decoded back into an original form on the receiving device 
(130); and the receiving device can maintain an application 
that receives the Superstructure in its temporary form, 
decodes it, and causes the message-bearing SuperStructure to 
operate, thereby rendering the message (132). 
0131. In addition, a first device can transmit to a second 
device a message containing an application event item (140), 
and thereby cause the second device to place the application 
event item into a processing queue of the second device (142). 
This can be, for example, the SimpleOS processing queue. 
0.132. In describing the operation, function and interpreta 
tion of the SuperStructure, it is useful to note a distinction 
between the superstructure itself (a hierarchical information 
structure with various properties) and the “grammar of the 
SuperStructure (which, by convention, describes a mapping 
between the data in the superstructure, and the behavior of an 
application). That mapping between data and behavior can 
remain the same across implementations of SimpleOS to 
ensure that the Superstructure, and applications operating in 
accordance with the SuperStructure, retain a consistent look 
and feel. 

0133. In accordance with the invention, for a given state of 
a selected application, the organization of the SuperStructure 
can be substantially invariant, regardless of the device, plat 
form or device-native operating system environment in which 
the associated application is instantiated, so as to maintain a 
consistent application appearance and behavior across het 
erogeneous devices, platforms or device-native operating 
system environments, without Substantial changes in the code 
or data structures of the application. The design of the Super 
structure can define rules of appearance and behavior of the 
application that are substantially invariant across heteroge 
neous devices, platforms or device-native operating system 
environments; and Substantially identical application Source 
code can be used across heterogeneous devices, platforms or 
device-native operating system environments. Using the 
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superstructure concept, a user interface (or GUI) provided by 
the application can have a substantially identical appearance 
and behavior across heterogeneous devices, platforms or 
device-native operating system environments. It is not simply 
that applications will have a consistent appearance, but that 
because the SuperStructure maintains a “clean' abstraction 
around a common user interface (assisted by stylesheets as 
described below), this mechanism can ensure that the same 
SuperStructure will result in identical appearance and opera 
tion on any device. 
I0134. In one practice of the invention, operation of the 
application is implemented through operations on the Super 
structure. The operation (FIG. 1E) can include receiving an 
application event in the device-native OS (144), receiving 
data representative of the application event in the SuperStruc 
ture-dedicated OS (146), applying to the superstructure, in 
response to the received data, a data object, thereby modify 
ing the SuperStructure (148), and operating the application in 
the device in accordance with the modified superstructure 
(150). This can further include (FIG.1F) generating a modi 
fication data object representative of the modification to be 
applied to the superstructure (152), translating the modifica 
tion data object into a form Suitable for processing by the 
device-native OS (154), receiving in the device-native OS the 
translated modification data object (156), and processing the 
translated modification data object in the application to 
update the application (158). The method can also include 
expressing within the Superstructure a mechanism for gener 
ating the modification data object (152). 
0.135 Still further, the step of modifying the superstruc 
ture can include (FIG.1G) transmitting a portion of the super 
structure to a processor (Such as a server) remote from the 
device (160), modifying the transmitted portion (162), and 
then returning the modified portion or a new set of operations 
to update the superstructure (164). 
0.136 The modification process can include using device 
native code to implement an interface to modify the Super 
structure (148). The application of changes to the SuperStruc 
ture can be implemented by activating program instructions 
within the superstructure (148). 
0.137 The invention can also be implemented in a network 
environment. For example (FIG. 1H), a copy of the super 
structure can be stored on an application server operable to 
communicate with a remote device across a network compris 
ing the application server, the remote device, and a commu 
nications channel therebetween (166); the superstructure can 
include data objects operable to instantiate applications in the 
remote device (166), and the network can be configured to 
provide communication of applications between the applica 
tion server and the remote device by replicating data objects 
in the SuperStructure to the remote device via the communi 
cations channel. So as to enable instantiation of new data 
objects and applications from the server into the remote 
device (168). 
0.138. In a network implementation of the invention, when 
an application event is expressed to the Superstructure (FIG. 
1I), a SuperStructure object associated with the application 
event can be transmitted via a communications pathway from 
the device to a remote server (170); the server can process the 
object and create a new version of it, in response to the 
application event (172); the new version of the object can be 
transmitted from the server to the device to replace the exist 
ing version of the SuperStructure object, thus updating the 
superstructure (174); and the superstructure-dedicated OS 
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can cause the device-native OS to update the application state 
in response to the updated superstructure (176). 
0.139. The described methods can also include providing 
updates to an application's state from the server to a remote 
device, by defining a minimal change set to the application's 
state and transferring it across the network from the server to 
the remote device, without the necessity of adapting code 
therefor. 
0140. Similarly, application logic can be distributed across 
the network by obtaining a portion of the logic from the 
remote device and transmitting it in a hierarchical form to the 
server without the necessity of adapting code therefor. 
0141. It is contemplated that the network can include a 
plurality of heterogeneous devices, communications chan 
nels and communications providers servicing the communi 
cations channels. (See, for example, FIGS. 4, 5, 6 and 7. 
which depict examples of a network using the invention, a 
client device, a server, and SimpleOS on a client device, 
respectively.) In such an instance, the Superstructure can 
define a given application to have an appearance and behavior 
that can be propagated with consistency across the heteroge 
neous devices, communications channels and communica 
tions providers, to enable cross-device interoperability, rep 
licability, and compatibility of applications and data with a 
consistency of user experience. In particular, the SuperStruc 
ture can be substantially free of device-specific data, modifi 
cations to the SuperStructure can be made in a Substantially 
device-independent manner, and a real-time image of an 
application running in a first device can be expressed across 
the network from the first device to a second device to yield a 
viable instantiation of the application in the second device, 
regardless of device environment, wherein the organization 
of the SuperStructure and the meaning of objects within it 
remains Substantially constant between instantiations in Vari 
ous device environments. Note that (as discussed in detail 
below) the Superstructure is capable of completely expressing 
the running state and functionality of an application operating 
in a first device, and the application can be substantially 
identically instantiated into a second device, without loss of 
state or functionality, by expressing the SuperStructure into 
the second device. (It will be appreciated by those skilled in 
the art that the implementer can ensure this property by main 
taining the same convention of meaning for interpreting the 
SuperStructure in a given device.) 
0142. Alternatively, an application defined by the super 
structure can be transmitted via a peer to peer transaction 
from a first device in which the application is instantiated, to 
a second device for instantiation in the second device (FIG. 
1J, 178, 179). 
0143 Among other possible variations, a method accord 
ing to the invention can include validating the SuperStructure 
upon or after modification (106, FIG. 1A). If done after modi 
fying the SuperStructure, the validating can include validation 
of data updated by processing of an event, so that the modified 
SuperStructure cannot express a harmful change to the device 
native OS. The method can be configured such that an appli 
cation defined by the SuperStructure can produce external 
changes only by invoking operations that operate on the 
SuperStructure, thus enhancing security. (This is described in 
greater detail below.) The methods of the invention thus pro 
vide (among other features) an interface between an applica 
tion and a system service, wherein the interface is defined by 
interaction between the Superstructure and the SuperStruc 
ture-dedicated OS. 
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0144. Another aspect of the invention is an information 
processing language adapted to interface with the structures 
(and SuperStructures) described above, wherein the language 
(1) can be expressed entirely within the Superstructure, and is 
capable of (2) expressing a set of transformations within the 
SuperStructure, and (3) of utilizing and modifying data only 
within the SuperStructure. In this way, applications utilizing 
the language cannot affect the State of other applications or 
operate outside a bounded application container to affect an 
underlying device platform. This organic, structural feature 
further enhances security. 
0145 The superstructure can also contain stylesheets 
(910, FIG.9) for defining selected application or presentation 
characteristics. These stylesheets can be configured on a per 
device basis, or on a per-group-of-devices basis. Stylesheets 
can also be expressed within the Superstructure, independent 
of device-specific limitations. A stylesheet can then be 
selected at application runtime. This helps resolve the need to 
presenta consistent look and feel for the SuperStructure across 
devices with different characteristics, without the need to 
embeddevice-specific logic into the design of the SuperStruc 
ture itself. 
0146 The invention can also include (FIG.1K) converting 
at least a portion of the SuperStructure into a device-portable 
form, independent of the present state of the application 
(180), and reconstructing the original SuperStructure portion, 
on the same or different device context, using the device 
portable form, without loss of state (182). This reconstructing 
can include using a new device-specific stylesheet. The 
device-portable form can be used as an intermediate or per 
manent storage format for recording data within the Super 
structure (182). 
0147 Among other variations of the methods and struc 
tures described herein, the Superstructure can be organized 
into objects and classes (904,906,908, FIG. 9, described in 
detail below). The SuperStructure can also contain data struc 
tures adapted to be interpolated, and interpolation can occur 
whenever a device-native operating system requests data 
from the superstructure. The described methods can also 
include incorporating media assets into the Superstructure, 
for reference by running applications, and/or incorporating 
by reference media assets outside the superstructure, for ref 
erence by running applications. 
0.148. In another aspect, the application instantiated in the 
device includes an associated user interface (GUI 502, FIG. 
5) whose behavior and state are defined by the superstructure. 
In a wireless or other handheld device, the interface can be 
advantageously adapted to be manipulated by a simple four 
way controller, of known design, actuated by a user's thumbs 
(512, FIG. 5). 
0149. As described in greater detail below, the example of 
an SBAE operating system known as SimpleOS is adapted to 
run on otherwise conventional apparatus such as handheld 
processing devices (Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) or 
others), laptop computers, desktop computers or other known 
microprocessor-based systems, such as those shown in FIGS. 
4, 5, 6 and 7, which typically include conventional processing 
components such as RAM, ROM, CPU and bus elements. 
0150. For example, FIG. 4 shows a network in which the 
invention can operate, including a conventional server 404 of 
known design and function, operable to communicate with 
conventional information storage elements 402 and a conven 
tional inter-network or communications channel (such as the 
Internet, WorldWideWeb, or other) 408. Inter-network 408 is 
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operable to communicate, in a known fashion, with client 
devices 410, which as shown in FIG. 4, can include (but are 
not limited to) a conventional cellphone, PDA, laptop com 
puter and desktop computer (such as an IBM Personal Com 
puter or equivalent). By way of example, the cellphone can 
include a conventional 4-way controller of the type having 
arrow keys and a central "actuate key, as well as other 
thumb-actuated keys below. These physical control elements, 
which are shown in greater detail in FIG. 5, are used, in one 
practice of the invention, to provide input to a GUI that can be 
instantiated, maintained, modified and updated by SimpleOS, 
examples of which are shown and described in connection 
with FIGS. 11-19 below. 
0151. Similarly, FIGS. 5 and 6 show examples of a con 
ventional client device 500 (cellphone, PDA or other device 
of the type represented by element 410 in FIG. 4) and a 
conventional server 600 (of the type represented by element 
404 of FIG. 4), respectively, operable in accordance with the 
invention. The client device 500 of FIG. 5 is typically con 
ventional in design and construction, including RAM 504, 
ROM 506, a CPU 508, a bus 510, GUI 502, and 4-way 
controller keys 512. In accordance with the invention, the 
instantiation, operation, maintenance, and updating of appli 
cations (and the GUI) can be controlled by SimpleOS 514 as 
described below. The interaction between the 4-way control 
ler, SimpleOS, applications, and the GUI is also described 
below. 
0152 The server 600 of FIG. 6 is also typically conven 
tional in design and construction, including such components 
as RAM 602, ROM 604, CPU 606, and Storage 608, collec 
tively operable to communicate applications and/or data to 
and from the network. 
0153 FIG. 7 shows the relationship between SimpleOS 
706 (in connection with an example of an SBAE in accor 
dance with the invention), a device-native operating system 
702, and an application 704 in a client device 700. This 
relationship is described in greater detail below. Similarly, in 
the examples of each client device shown in FIG. 4, Sim 
pleCS is operating to receive and process applications and 
data 406 as described below. 

II: SimpleOS Software Concepts 

0154) In one embodiment, SimpleOS is optimized for the 
deployment of task driven (and usually, network-aware) 
applications with a focus on easy user interactivity, Sound, 
and a four-function user interface. The major goal of the 
SimpleOS design is to produce a way to create a client-side 
application optimized for a small mobile device that can be 
developed and tested on many individual device platforms 
without a lot of extra work. The operating system includes 
many features in its design to address the shortcomings of 
other mobile technologies and allow applications to be 
secure, easy to develop and easy to distribute among a variety 
mobile operators. 
0155 Although the programming model set forth herein is 
entirely different from previous industry designs, it does 
share a common feature with many platform-independent 
environments in that it achieves its portability through the 
creation of a well-defined interface. SimpleOS places an 
abstraction layer on top of a host operating system Such as 
lava, BREW or Windows that allows all operating system 
resources to be consistently accessed by an application pro 
gram described in XML. However, SimpleOS does not follow 
the model of WAP or UIEvolution where programs are either 
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document-based or procedure-based. As will be demon 
strated later, SimpleOS is a blend between document and 
descriptive-based programming and procedural object-ori 
ented programming. 
0156 The Superstructure: A central SimpleOS feature is 
the concept of the SuperStructure, a unifying data structure 
that contains the state, program code and internal logic of 
each application. All of the aspects of a program that would 
normally be controlled through private data structures, pro 
cedural code and application programmer interfaces are 
incorporated into the SuperStructure. 
0157. Note that the superstructure can also contain data in 
a private form determined by the execution environment, 
separate from the “public” aspects of the superstructure view 
able by the application. 
0158. Additionally, while the superstructure may be rep 
resented as a Document Object Model (DOM), its properties 
while running a SimpleOS-based application are signifi 
cantly different. The operating system actively “watches” the 
SuperStructure as it changes in accordance with application 
state, and is optimized to accommodate Small running 
changes to its hierarchical structure. Further, the operating 
system takes an active role in updating the SuperStructure and 
in triggering application hooks (which can also be stored 
within the superstructure) as a result of activity outside of the 
application. When a SuperStructure-based application is not 
running, or is paused, its entire state can be transferred into an 
XML object via a DOM or other means. 
0159. It is also significant that the SimpleOS model in part 
builds on an established concept in the art of XSLT trans 
forms, where documents of one grammar are transformed to 
documents of a new grammar programmatically. However, 
SimpleOS's use of this building block is new. SimpleOS uses 
a transformation language similar to XSLT to manipulate 
parts of a SuperStructure entirely within the same grammar, 
and provides a constant “feedback loop', in which the output 
of the transformation is applied back into the SuperStructure 
causing operating system changes, and then fed back into the 
transformation again during the next event. To the extent 
these similarities are maintained in one practice of the inven 
tion, it is because they render it convenient for expressing 
changes to tree structures. The syntax of other languages 
and/or grammars could be used equivalently. 
0160 Product and Implementation: As a product, Sim 
pleCDS will appear as Software that runs as a native program in 
a host operating system. It runs along with other provisioned 
applications on the device, and appears as a single applica 
tion. However, the SimpleOS software is really a container 
for a collection of SimpleOS applications that run inside of it 
(i.e. an application “player” similar to a Flash player or lava 
Runtime Environment). The host operating system can 
include any C or lava based operating system including 
BREW, J2ME, PalmOS, WinCE, Stinger, Windows, Macin 
tosh and Linux. To these host operating systems, SimpleOS 
appears as an application that can be run in the given device— 
for instance, a PRC in PalmOS or an EXE in Windows. In 
certain situations, SimpleOS can be configured so that appli 
cations inside of the container appear as though they are 
"peers' to other non-SimpleOS applications on the device. 
However, when the user activates these applications, they will 
internally run inside a single instance of the SimpleOS native 
application. 
0.161 Isolated, Strong Container: SimpleOS provides an 
isolated container that protects all running SimpleOS pro 
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grams from the host environment. SimpleOS uses a strong 
security design that emphasizes a complete interface firewall 
between an application and the host environment. Within 
SimpleOS, a developer's code may only access a central, 
well-protected document structure (the SuperStructure) as a 
means to manipulate its environment. All of the functionality 
that would normally be described using library or API calls is 
completely hidden from the application. In fact, it would be 
impossible for the application's code to perform any work 
other than to modify the application's own data structure. The 
document structures forming different SimpleOS applica 
tions are completely isolated from each other. 
(0162 Consistent Interface to Multiple Platforms: The 
attached FIG. 8 summarizes how SimpleOS will provide a 
consistent interface to multiple platforms by plugging into the 
various API signatures of its host environment. 
0163 As shown in FIG. 8, SimpleOS implementations can 
be developed on a variety of mobile and desktop platforms 
802, 804, 806, 808 using the C or Java language. In most 
implementations, the actual code of the SimpleOS product 
can be divided into platform-specific and platform-general 
code. This can enhance the potential for reuse of code within 
a particular programming language since different environ 
ments can Swap in their own platform-specific set. For 
example, early versions of SimpleOS based in the C program 
ming language contained the core functionality written in 
100% pure ANSI C that did not contain any operating system 
calls, I/O functionality or floating-point code. A set of adapt 
ing modules allows this platform-neutral component to run on 
a variety of real platforms such as Win32 and Brew. 
0164. Durable Abstraction Layer: SimpleOS creates a 
durable abstraction layer over a host operating system that 
allows programs to be written in a platform-independent way, 
since the basic document structure that governs each appli 
cation is Substantially similar, not matter what platform it is 
running on. One practice of the invention expresses the initial 
state and application code of the application using an XML 
grammar called SQML. SQML, like HTML, is a textual 
document format that allows information to be represented in 
a platform-independent way. However, unlike HTML, which 
was designed only to represent documents, SQML is 
designed to represent an entire SimpleOS program. Like Java, 
SimpleOS simplifies application development by providing a 
consistent platform across many host operating systems. 
However, unlike Java, which achieves cross-platform consis 
tency by means of a universal machine language, SimpleOS 
achieves cross-platform consistency by its use of SQML. 
0.165 SimpleOS introduces a paradigm shift away from 
the traditional programming style of programming languages 
and application programmer interfaces and toward a model in 
which the entirety of the application—the program code, 
application data and network communication is completely 
described and operated upon using SQML. SimpleOS's 
brand-new model of computing is based around tree-manipu 
lations and the complete removal of application programmer 
interfaces. The heart of this model is the superstructure, a data 
structure that resides at the core of SimpleOS processes. 
0166 It will be appreciated that other portable hierarchical 
and non-hierarchical structures may exist that could convey 
an application with the properties described herein, other than 
an XML structure, or a tree structure with the SQML gram 
mar described by way of example herein. However, SQML 
itself, and in relation to a running SimpleOS program, enables 
a number of implementation-specific optimizations that 
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allow SimpleOS to be better understood by users and more 
compatible with other systems or technologies that may need 
to interact with it. It should be noted, at any rate, that SQML 
could take a number of different forms, other than those 
illustrated below by way of example. 
0.167 Superstructure Operations: The superstructure is 
more than just a data structure it is the entire dynamic state 
of the running program, including all of its program code and 
data. The SuperStructure not only organizes the program code 
and data, but it also governs the execution model of the entire 
application. As the program runs, the Superstructure evolves 
and changes dynamically as an exchange between the oper 
ating system and the application. The operating system trans 
lates external events, such as user interaction, into changes to 
the data values within the SuperStructure and activates appli 
cation code also located within the superstructure. When the 
application code reacts to a change, it responds by updating 
parts of its own central structure. When the operating system 
observes theses change to the SuperStructure, it invokes Ser 
vices and library calls on behalf of the application. This 
intermediate step provides additional opportunities for Veri 
fying the request and optimizing it, and helps create an “inter 
face firewall’ between the application and SimpleOS. The 
operating system is free to choose whatever sequence or 
action must be taken to implement the change as it is 
described, freeing the program from any explicit knowledge 
of the particulars of the current host operating system. 
0.168. The superstructure is thus the common ground 
between the operating system and the running application. 
The operating system is not required to maintain private state 
or data structures about the application's previous interac 
tions since the two do not maintain any conversational inter 
faces such as API calls. The data that forms the specific shared 
assumptions between the application and the operating sys 
tem exist entirely within the superstructure itself. This 
approach is entirely different from the traditional API or 
library interface model of programming that relies on appli 
cation-private and operating-system private state to provide a 
barrier and retain the “conversation.” Nothing in the present 
invention, however, prevents the ability to maintain private 
state if desired or useful. 
0169 Tree Structure Manipulations: Because the super 
structure is a tree, application code preferably can be 
restricted only to operations that involve manipulating trees. 
All outside data is delivered in the form of a tree, and external 
changes to an application occur exclusively as a result of tree 
operations. Consequently, application code is based entirely 
around tree transformations, and the work done by the appli 
cation is descriptive. There is no explicit application pro 
grammer interface (API) needed for SimpleOS programs. 
However, an API can still be employed if desired, and the 
nature of the present invention allows the possibility of using 
an API. For interactions that are based more on “verbs' as 
opposed to descriptions. Such as low-level network or physi 
cal events (such as ejecting a disk), the descriptive approach 
may be less compelling. 
Traditional Models Vs. SimpleOS 
0170 In the traditional programming model, the program 
mer writes code using a programming language that is com 
piled into the native instruction set or machine code of the 
target platform. In the case of byte-code interpreted lan 
guages like lava or Perl, the machine code that results from 
compilation is not the machine code of the native hardware, 
and further translation or interpreting is necessary for execu 
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tion of the code. The programming language itself typically 
only supports program decision-making, mathematical 
operations, control-flow and other computing fundamentals. 
In order to perform anything beyond pure computation, the 
programmer uses a platform-specific library of external 
Application Programmer Interface (API) calls to perform 
functions not provided by the programming language. These 
functions typically include Such operating system functions 
as file input/output, memory management and process con 
trol, as well as functions provided by a program library, for 
example a graphics library. Therefore, within the traditional 
programming model there is an abstraction barrier between 
the application and the operating system based on the oper 
ating system’s API. 
0171 Traditionally, the operating system's API acts as an 
intermediary between the state and assumptions of the oper 
ating system itself and the internal state the application. The 
operating system's own data is hidden from the application, 
often in a protected area of memory. The API is the only 
means for the application to change the State of the operating 
system. The API may be thought of as a set of services that the 
operating system provides to its applications. 
0172. In existing programming environments, the API is 
needed to enforce the separation of state between the assump 
tions and data space of the application and its host operating 
system. Typically, the application manages its own data struc 
tures by dividing its binary address space into areas implicitly 
separated by the weaving of the program code, stack frames, 
heap allocations, etc. Typically the programmer crafts useful 
abstractions inside this private memory area to help in the 
operation of the program and keep track of its conversational 
state with the operating system. The operating system is com 
pletely ignorant of the private data structures of the applica 
tion. Similarly, the operating system manages its tasks by 
creating private data structures to represent outside interac 
tion and providing API calls for the application to modify 
these OS private structures as part of its conversational state. 
0173 Note that in referring to “conversational state' 
herein, the applicants refer to the back-and-forth API calls 
between a traditional application and a traditional operating 
system. By way of example, consider opening a file and 
writing to it. In Such a case, the application asks for a file 
handle from the operating system. The OS then allocates 
Some private structures to account for the transaction on its 
end, and then passes something back to the application, called 
a file-pointer or stream handle, or something that the appli 
cation then private stores. When the application writes to the 
file, it must pull up that value or number, and use it to refer 
ence the file with the OS. The present invention, in contrast, is 
much more like memory mapped IO, in which the file itself is 
reflected into the superstructure. The application asks for the 
file to be opened by setting up a node in its SuperStructure with 
a filename. The operating system sees this new node, and 
maps the contents of the file into the superstructure. The 
application then reads from it, just as if the entire file were part 
of the SuperStructure. The advantage of this is that using 
well-known techniques such as paging and buffers, the oper 
ating system can very efficiently maintain this virtual struc 
ture (i.e., that the entire file is part of the superstructure). 
0.174. In addition, as schematically shown in FIG. 3, the 
operating system can use the internal representation of the 
SuperStructure (i.e., the portion that the application does not 
'see') as a hook for placing private data related to the request 
(304, FIG. 3). The superstructure must internally be repre 
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sented as a set of objects with references, a set of structures 
with pointers or the like. Either way, there is a private repre 
sentation of the superstructure that the SimpleOS implemen 
tation uses to store in the host's architecture. The noted struc 
ture can be used to store data beyond just the contents of the 
SuperStructure. It could also store private information related 
to the particular state or data type of the node. For example, 
the file-opening node discussed above could be represented as 
a data structure that has a “spare field', readable only by the 
OS, that contains the file pointer provided to SimpleOS from 
the host operating system. This private data is not serialized 
when the application is paused, halted or migrated, but it 
provides a convenient place to store this information that is 
precisely organized in an efficient manner for the SimpleOS 
implementation while the implementation is running (304. 
FIG. 3). The result is an ability to store non-conversational 
data in a completely recoverable way, so long as the private 
data can be re-established upon deserialization based on pub 
lic data that has been maintained in the SuperStructure. This is 
primarily for efficiency. 
0.175 SimpleOS does not require an API because it does 
not allow the application to explicitly invoke its services. 
Instead, the SimpleOS operating system acts as a constant 
observer to the superstructure. When the application changes 
its Superstructure, the operating system automatically 
invokes the services that are needed to perform the change in 
the outside world. When outside events occur, the operating 
system passes them down into the SuperStructure by manipu 
lating data values inside and providing notification to the 
application. The Superstructure completely replaces the 
explicit invocation of outside resources in an application. 
0176 Another way to view the difference between Sim 
pleCS and traditional models is the structure of the code. In 
the traditional model, the program is prescriptive. Like a 
recipe, it provides a list of instructions to the operating system 
that prescribe a particular activity, Such as “draw a dialog box 
here, then add a button, then render some text.” In the Sim 
pleCS model, code is descriptive. The SimpleOS application 
describes the final state of what it would like to happen (“a 
dialog box on the screen, with a button and some text). The 
operating system takes this description and determines the 
optimal way to implement the change. 
0177. Using the superstructure concept described herein, 
the invention in effect provides away to adapt the paradigm of 
memory mapped IO to accomplish Substantially every task 
within an operating system, not merely file writing. 

Contents of the Superstructure 
0.178 The superstructure includes the entire nature of an 
application program. Application program code, private and 
public data, graphical user interface configuration and virtu 
ally every single aspect of a program is kept together in a 
single, highly organized data structure containing the shape 
of a tree. An application's permanent and running State is 
entirely defined by the SuperStructure, including: 

0.179 Every detail about the user interface, including 
colors, text, positioning, user elements, screens, back 
grounds, Sounds and controls 

0180 All internal application state, including local 
data, state variables 

0181 All client-side application code, in the form of 
message registrations and transformations 

The composition of the superstructure is described in detail in 
“Composition of the Superstructure' below. For now, it is 
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important to know that the superstructure is internally defined 
as a single, very extensive tree that contains objects that 
describe the state of the application and its interaction with 
the operating system. Each node inside the SuperStructure can 
contain attributes and children nodes. 

Programming Paradigm 

0182. The XML source of a SimpleOS application is not a 
program structure that is interpreted or compiled. Instead, it 
can be the seed image of the initial state of the SuperStructure. 
When a program is started, this seed image populates a new 
SuperStructure for the application. 
0183 The state of the superstructure at any point in the 
execution of a SimpleOS process may be represented in 
SQML. An application's state may therefore be captured in 
SQML form and transmitted or saved to a file. Or, the state of 
the SuperStructure may be represented in a more compact, 
platform-independent binary format. This allows a SimpleOS 
program to be saved and resumed, or to migrate from one 
system to another, without loss of continuity. Because of the 
equivalence of the SuperStructure to SQML, a running appli 
cation process can be easily condensed into a serial form that 
can be communicated across a network or other streaming 
connection. 
0184. Again, SQML, as described herein, is but one gram 
mar that could be used to seed a SuperStructure. In addition, 
while the applicants describe herein particular examples of 
organizing the SuperStructure in SimpleOS, many different 
organizations could be used to provide a useful implementa 
tion based on the broad concepts of the invention, and are 
within the scope of the present invention. 

Dynamic Sections 

0185. The actual organization of the superstructure main 
tains the abstraction between the operating system and the 
application. A defined contract between SimpleOS and the 
application maintains the meaning of each section of the 
SuperStructure based on well-defined names, types and loca 
tions. In the illustrated embodiments, this contract is 
expressed as part of the SQML grammar and the specification 
of SimpleOS itself. This could of course be different in dif 
ferent implementations of the invention. The operating sys 
tem's work is directly affected by the content of particular 
sections of the SuperStructure, and any changes to those sec 
tions of the SuperStructure effect an immediate change within 
the outside application. No API calls are required by the 
application to read or write data from the operating system. 
Instead, all operating system functions are accessed by 
changing these “dynamic sections of the tree that share 
common meaning between the operating system and the 
application. Again, the overarching principle is that the con 
tract of the dynamic sections relates to a set of shared seman 
tic assumptions between the application and the operating 
system about the meaning of each section of the tree. The 
specifics of implementation, however, can vary in accordance 
with the implementer's design. 
0186. In essence, when an application wants to manipulate 

its external interface, it describes changes to particular parts 
of its SuperStructure. The operating system observes these 
changes to the Superstructure, and invokes services on behalf 
of the application to perform the work described there. The 
operating system is free to choose whatever sequence or 
action must be taken to implement the change as it is 
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described, freeing the program from any explicit knowledge 
of the particulars of the current host operating system. 
0187. The term “dynamic sections” is used herein to 
describe the elements within the Superstructure that have 
shared meaning between the operating system and the appli 
cation. These elements are constantly observed by the oper 
ating system for change. The "dynamic' sections of the tree 
are defined by a grammar that indicates the node types, loca 
tions and attributes. The parts of the application that have 
“dynamic state include the nodes the represent the graphical 
user interface, the event registration, input and output, etc. 
0188 To better appreciate the implications of this organi 
Zation, consider a simple example. For instance, assume a 
hypothetical mapping wherein a node within the SuperStruc 
ture named "root.gui. Screen.mainScreen.myButton” repre 
sents a button that an application displays on the screen at 
startup time. The startup SQML of this application describes 
a node with this pathname and attributes that describe the 
properties of this button, including its location, size and color. 
For instance, if the application initially wants the button to 
have a blue color, it will define an attribute on this node with 
the name “foregroundColor that contains a value of “blue”. 
The very act of including this node within the superstructure 
will immediately cause a button to appear on the screen when 
the application starts—no additional work is needed. Because 
the node exists in a “dynamic section of the Superstructure, 
it has meaning to both the operating system and the applica 
tion, and both of them maintain its meaning through the 
lifetime of the node. 
0189 Continuing the example, assume that the applica 
tion would like to change the color of the button from blue to 
red. The application merely has to update the same GUI node 
and establish a different value for the “foregroundcolor” 
attribute. Immediately after this change has been made, the 
button's color will change on the screen. The reason is that in 
the SimpleOS execution model, the operating system effi 
ciently tracks the changes made to the Superstructure after 
every code fragment has run. Upon discovering that the code 
has changed an attribute on abutton, the operating system will 
Verify the change and call the appropriate services on the 
device to actually change the visible color. 
Describing Programs with SQScript 
0190. In the SimpleOS technology, to manipulate the 
SuperStructure, the application program describes modifica 
tions to the tree using a rich expression language called 
SQScript. SQScript is a powerful language that is similar in 
syntax to XSLT, but much more dynamic. Within SQScript it 
is possible to change data values within the Superstructure, 
including those in dynamic sections, using tree modifications 
and updates. As noted herein, SQScript is but one of many 
languages that could be used to implement the present inven 
tion. Other XML or tree-structure-based languages capable 
of implementing private variables, program control, event 
handling and tree manipulation could also be used. 

Other Programming Approaches 

0191 As described later, the application may also write its 
code using native languages on the device or over the net 
work. See “Programming SimpleOS’ below. 

Application Lifecycle 

0.192 As noted above, SimpleOS applications may be pro 
visioned from an XML grammar that describes the initial 
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state of the superstructure. In a SimpleOS implementation of 
the invention, each application stored within the SimpleOS 
container has exactly one initial state definition. Each provi 
Sioned application also has a unique ID that is used to manage 
consistent network communication. Applications typically 
reside in a permanent area of memory until the user activates 
them. This does not necessarily mean that all of the resources 
for the application have been loaded. If desirable, the operat 
ing system can purge infrequently used application resources 
from the device and re-load them over the network if they are 
needed. 
0193 At any point in time, a running application has one 
or more executing processes. Each process has its own copy 
of the application SuperStructure, and maintains a message 
queue of pending operations. If the developer wishes, the 
application can be started as many times as the user wishes, so 
that a given application can have more then one running 
process. SimpleOS provides the user with a mechanism to 
Switch between running processes. 
0194 In the reference implementation of SimpleOS 
(which is but one possible implementation of the invention), 
each process runs in its own thread, allowing true multitask 
ing between running processes. However, it is not necessary 
for the host platform to Support multi-threading. Since many 
of the target platforms such as Brew lack any support for 
threads, the SimpleOS implementation on these platforms 
must provide an internal form of multitasking Sufficient for 
consistent execution behavior across all platforms. 

Developing Applications 

0.195. In a particularly useful implementation of the inven 
tion, applications are provisioned to the operating system by 
conveying or transmitting a 'seed' image of the application in 
Some portable format. Thus, for example, developing a Sim 
pleCS application involves writing the “seed image of the 
application Superstructure. Outside the device, this seed 
image is typically expressed in SQML, which is an XML 
grammar that represents any type of data inside the Super 
structure. SQML (or whatever appropriate grammaris used to 
convey the SuperStructure) is not itself a programming lan 
guage like C or lava. Instead, it should be thought of as a 
combination of the initial state of an application and the rules 
that show how the initial state reacts to the actions of the user. 
Under this paradigm, development is akin to filling in a large 
tree that organizes different aspects of the application, clus 
tered into objects and classes. The developerspecifies screens 
and controls by grouping them into classes that are stored in 
the superstructure. In the SimpleOS examples discussed 
below, the actual code for each handler is written using a 
template and expression language called SQScript. 

Running Applications 

0196. SimpleOS (or a similar superstructure application 
environment constructed in accordance with the invention) 
comprises a strong container implemented on top of an exist 
ing host operating system. In the most basic case, SimpleOS 
will appear as part of a menu of applications available on a 
device, for instance as an icon on a Palm's launcher applica 
tion or an item in the Window's Start menu. Once the Sim 
pleCS container is started, it will automatically invoke a 
special “launcher” application, written in SQML and native 
platform code. The launcher application will query the inter 
nal storage on the device and present a menu of available 
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applications. The user can browse the list of applications that 
have been already provisioned and choose one to launch. At 
this point, the seed image of the new application is placed in 
its own process, populated into a new SuperStructure and 
launched. The application will take over the screen, initialize 
its functionality, and begin to receive messages from Sim 
pleCS. 
0197) The launcher application will also support a net 
work mode, where the launcher can download lists of new 
applications and trigger the provisioning process. Applica 
tions can even be browsed “on-the-fly” by entering a URL. In 
this case, they are never formally provisioned to the device 
but reside in temporary memory. This functionality allows 
SimpleOS (or a similar SuperStructure-based technology con 
structed in accordance with the invention) to supporta"WAP 
style of connected application browsing. 
0198 The launcher is a hybrid application, written partly 
in SQML and partly in native code. It requires native support 
in order to perform functions normally disallowed by the 
operating system Such as process and application control. 

Provisioning Applications 

(0199 SimpleOS will store a number of SQML applica 
tions in persistent storage to reduce bandwidth and latency for 
launching applications. The manufacturer or the user can 
provision the majority of applications, in an effort to contain 
bandwidth and improve startup time. Mobile Operators or 
Simple Quick GO will be able to determine a menu of appli 
cations available to a particular user that can be downloaded 
over the network itself. 
0200. The technological approach of SimpleOS (or other 
implementations in accordance with the invention) Supports 
several desirable provisioning models for wireless handsets 
and other mobile devices. The key to the ease of provisioning 
is the ability for the application “source', which is really just 
the seed image of the Superstructure, to be expressed as 
SQML (or an equivalent transport mechanism). In its 
streamed form, Such a document can easily travel over any 
stream-based connection protocol including raw TCP/IP. 
HTTP, WSP, and serial connections. Several of these proto 
cols, including HTTP and WSP are supported over wireless 
networks such as cellular, 802.11b (WiFi), and Bluetooth. 
Planned implementations of SimpleOS will contain support 
for a variety of these protocols. For simplicity, a present 
implementation of SimpleOS relies on HTTP and HTTPS, 
which may be layered upon other wireless or wireline proto 
cols. 
0201 Typically an application will consist of SQML and 
Some number of media assets such as images, Sounds, graph 
ics, animations, videos and MIDI tunes. Standards Such as 
Internet MIME can be used to lace together these different 
media files along with the SQML document into a single 
application image that can be shipped to the device using 
network protocols. 

Server Provisioning 

0202 In one embodiment, the present invention can pro 
vide a J2EE-based provisioning server to download applica 
tions to the device upon request. The provisioning server will 
maintain a registry of all of the devices that can receive 
applications from it, including their security keys and their 
device characteristics. The provisioning server allows for 
applications and data to be transmitted securely to each ter 
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minal and for the application data to be pre-formatted to fit the 
capabilities of the particular device. By knowing the charac 
teristics of the device, images can be resized, Sounds files can 
be converted and media stream tags can be changed based on 
the device capability. 
0203 When the launcher application makes a request to 
the server for a new application, it will include its provision 
ing key with the request. This provisioning key is a unique 
identifier for the device that was set either at the factory or 
during the user's installation of SimpleOS. The provisioning 
server will perform an access check to ensure that the provi 
Sioning key is valid, and then look up the device characteris 
tics. Now armed with complete knowledge of the device 
capabilities, the provisioning server can perform a variety of 
up-front tasks to improve the application on the device. This 
may include: 

0204 Resizing images or adding/removing colors to 
Suit display capabilities 

0205 Changing the compression format of images, 
Sounds and media to match de-compressors found on the 
device 

0206 Altering the bit-rate of sound and media formats 
to avoid overwhelming the device 

0207 Pre-applying style-sheets or conditional macros 
within program code 

The resulting SQML and associated media assets are laced 
together into a single application file and returned to the 
device. The conversion activity may occur on the fly when the 
request is issued, but for speed the model also supports the 
provisioning activities as a one-time operation done in 
advance for each known device type. 
0208. On the device, the SQML and other assets will be 
filed inside the internal file storage available to the SimpleOS 
container. The application will be registered internally so that 
it appears within the launcher with the appropriate icon and 
label. 
0209. As noted above, methods other than SQML can be 
used for conveying and launching a SuperStructure-based 
application in accordance with the invention. 

Peer Provisioning 
0210. One embodiment of SimpleOS also supports a pro 
visioning model where applications are sent from peers over 
protocols such as 802.11b, Bluetooth, and Infrared. In this 
case, the launcher application on one device can send a mes 
sage to the launcher application on another device with the 
content of the application. This method would also work for 
provisioning kiosks, where a user simply places his device 
near or on the provisioning kiosk and Software within the 
kiosk initiates a transfer of an application to the device. 

III: Composition of the Superstructure 

0211. In accordance with one embodiment of the inven 
tion, the SuperStructure represents the entire nature of a Sim 
pleCDS application program. Application program code, pri 
vate and public data, graphical user interface configuration 
and virtually every single aspect of a program is kept together 
in this single, highly organized data structure. When an appli 
cation is launched, a new SuperStructure is created based on 
the SQML definition (seed) of the program. 
0212 Conceptually, the superstructure has a tree shape 
that loosely follows the conventions of an XML Document 
Object Model (DOM), where each node is like an XML 
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element. Each node/element may have any number of 
attributes characterized by a name and string value. Nodes 
can be nested according to the grammar of the SQML DTD. 
a specialized grammar that governs the permissible shapes of 
the superstructure. It should be noted that the SQML DTD is 
not the grammar of the SQScript language—it is actually the 
grammar of the continually updated data structure of the 
running application. 
0213 However, the superstructure of the present invention 
differs from an XML DOM. Unlike an XML DOM, the 
SuperStructure inherently allows groupings of entities into 
objects and classes. And also unlike an XML DOM, the 
SuperStructure of the invention regards these grouped entity 
objects to have methods, inheritance and classes that affect 
their data retrieval and execution properties. 
0214. For purposes of simplicity, in the examples dis 
cussed herein, the applicants have opted to use a number of 
XML standards as part of the SimpleOS implementation. 
However, those skilled in the art will understand that the 
properties of a SuperStructure-based application program 
ming environment like that of the invention transcend specific 
XML grammars or approaches. In particular, a SuperStruc 
ture-based environment utilizes a hierarchical structure with 
a specific and controlled grammar to provide a consistent 
structure and away to express the contract between the oper 
ating system and the application. XML-based technologies 
share some of these properties and can be used to implement 
the present invention. However, the superstructure-based 
application programming model of the invention could also 
be implemented using other approaches. 
0215. It should also be noted that in the interest of sim 
plicity and syntactic ease of programming, the SimpleOS 
implementation of the invention described herein does not 
use XML as the grammar in all instances of its programming. 
Again, one seeking to implement the invention could do so in 
various equivalent ways. 
0216. The following sections describe a SimpleOS imple 
mentation of the invention, utilizing a series of conventions, 
names, structures and parameters specific to particular 
examples of a SuperStructure-based application environment 
(SBAE) in accordance with the invention. Those skilled in the 
art will appreciate, however, that these conventions are a 
matter of design choice, and were selected to make the illus 
trated implementation simpler and more robust. Again, many 
variations are possible and within the scope of the present 
invention. 

Top-Level Branches 

0217 Conceptually, data within the superstructure is 
divided into three “branches' as shown in FIG. 9: Stylesheets 
910, Classes 908 and Objects 904,906. Most of the applica 
tion's data is stored in objects, which can be created from 
classes. In the illustrated embodiments, stylesheets govern 
the visual presentation of the SimpleOS user interface. The 
following sections refer to the 3 major objects types shown in 
FIG. 9. 

Objects and Classes 

0218. Directly under the root of the superstructure are a 
number of object instances. Each object instance has a unique 
name called an instance name. No two objects in the process's 
SuperStructure may possess the same instance name. In the 
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examples shown, each object contains structured data that 
may include the following types of data defined by the SQML 
DTD: 

0219 Methods: Code definitions that describe a 
dynamic modification to the object 

0220 Data Members: The equivalent of variables, 
which can be of any of the Supported data types. 

0221 GUI Definitions: Definitions for cards, frame but 
tons and other graphical elements. 

0222. Additional types, defined in the future 
Within the programming language, new objects are created 
by process similar to a data structure clone. This operation 
either clones a pre-existing object or creates an object based 
on a special template called a class. A class definition can be 
identical to an object's definition, except that it can only serve 
as a template. Any screens, or other data types stored within 
the class are unavailable unless they are used to create object 
instances. 
0223. Each object is basically a copy of the class; the class 

is purely a template. Every object has as parts of its structure 
the original class ID, so it remembers the class type. When an 
object is cloned from another object, it doesn't remember 
what the objectID of the original object however it retains the 
original class ID no matter how many times the object is 
cloned. 

0224. In one practice of the invention, within SQML, both 
objects and classes are defined using the sq-class tag. A class 
is defined using syntax such as: 

<Sqml:Sq-class classid="class menu extends ="class menubase's 
<sqml:variable name="index's 1</sqml:variable> 

</sqml:Sq-class> 

An object instance is defined using an identical syntax except 
that an objectId attribute is included in the sq-class element. 
The following represents an object called main: 

<sqml:Sq-class extends="class main objectid=mains 
<sqml:variable name="index's 123</sqml:variable> 

</sqml:Sq-class> 

The example above actually defines both a class called class 
main and an object called main. Both class main and main 
could be used as the source of a new object instantiation. In 
the case of instantiating an object from class main, you 
would be creating a new instance of an object of the class 
class main. Instantiating the object using main as a template 
would cause main to be cloned. 

Stylesheets 

0225 Besides classes and objects, there is a third type 
branch of data within the superstructure called a stylesheets. 
A stylesheet defines a set of visual formatting characteristics 
that are used by the user interface presentation code. 
Stylesheets are discussed in great detail below. Table 1 shows 
a example of a stylesheet. 
0226. The implementation of stylesheets, per se, is well 
known in the art. However, their use in a superstructure-based 
application environment is an advantageous and novel aspect 
of the present invention, representing a useful and efficient 
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way of making a platform-independent architecture have a 
meaningful and expressive appearance within each specific 
implementing architecture. 

TABLE 1 

A Stylesheet Example 

<Sqml:Stylesheets 
<sqml:class id="base's 

<Sqml:palettes 
<sqml:colordefname="white'rgb="#ffff)0/> 
<sqml:colordefname="black rgb="#ffff)0's 
<sqml:colordefname="red rgb="#cc0000's 
<sqml:colordefname="blue'rgb="#4444ffs 
<sqml:colordefname="yellow rgb="#ffff)0's 

</sqml:palette 
</sqml:class> 
<sqml:class Super="base' default="true's 

<sqml:bgcolor color="white''> 
<sqml:font typeface="Helvetica typesize="12 typecolor="black's 

</sqml:class> 
<sqml:class Super="base' id="border's 

<sqml:bgcolor color="blue's 
<sqml:font typeface="Helvetica typesize='16" typecolor="white' 

typestyle="bold is 
</sqml:class> 
</sqml:stylesheets 

Object Overview 
0227 Objects group structured data, variables and meth 
ods together in a single named entity. As the highest-level 
branches within the Superstructure, they maintain the basic 
organization of a running program. There are three types 
entities generally found within objects: 

0228 1. Object Data Trees, containing arbitrary XML 
structured data 

0229 2. Object Data Members, data types available 
within the SQScript programming language 

0230 3. Object Methods, SQScript functions that can 
be invoked on the object. 

FIG. 10 Summarizes the proceeding sections on each of these 
three types, showing object data trees 1014, object data mem 
bers 1016 and methods 1018. 

Data Trees 

0231. One of the primary functions of an object is to pro 
vide away of grouping SQML elements together into a “min 
iature DOM’so that it can be referenced and accessed during 
the operation of a SimpleOS program. In the illustrated 
embodiments this data is typically used to describe graphical 
user interface elements, although the data may be any valid 
type of data expressible with SQML. The object's XML data 
payload is called the object's data tree. 
0232 Table 2 demonstrates an object that contains an 
XML data type defined in SQML called a sq-card. The sq 
card definition is embedded inside the XML that described 
the object. Inside the Superstructure, this sq-card definition 
will be attached underneath the object “main’. 

TABLE 2 

A Simple Object with a Data Tree 

<SqUUml:Sq-class classId="class main objectId='mains 
<!-- The main card --> 
<sqml:Sq-card id="card mains 
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TABLE 2-continued 

A Simple Object with a Data Tree 

<sqml:title label="MONOIDS is 
<sqml:top label="ABOUT US class="border /> 
<sqml:left label=“INSTRUCTIONS' class="border /> 
<sqml:right label=“MENU class="border /> 
<sqml:bottom label=“MENU class="border is 
<sqml:leftButton label=“MENU is 
<sqml:rightButton label="EXIT is 
<sqml:frame> 

<Sqml:image Src="splash.gifts 
<sqml:frame> 

Element Identifiers 

0233. Each element inside the data tree of an object may 
contain an id attribute. For instance, the sq-card definition in 
Table 2 has an id attribute set to card main. The id tags of the 
elements in a single object must be completely unique within 
that object. For instance, while it would be possible for an 
object called differentObject to also contain an element 
named card main, the original main object may not have 
additional elements with the id card name. 
0234. Because of the uniqueness constraint over the ele 
ments within an object's data tree, and the uniqueness con 
straint over the name of an object, a special namespace exists 
if these names are combined. This naming convention is 
called an element identifier. In one practice of the invention, 
any element inside the data tree of any object may be uniquely 
addressed by the element identifier syntax 
objectID#elementId where objectID refers to the ID of an 
object and elementID refers to the ID of an element within the 
object. As a special rule, the objectID portion of the identifier 
may be omitted within the same object. 
0235 Table 3 demonstrates several different formats for 
referring to elements within a hypothetical SuperStructure. 

TABLE 3 

Examples of Identifiers 

The element “card main within an object 
called main. 

myObjectiithebutton The element “theButton' within the object 
myObject. 
The element “nextScreen' within the current object. 
Illegal - no element ID is present. 

mainticard main 

finextScreen 
myObjectii 

Dynamic Sections Revisited 
0236 Data tree information may be part of a dynamic 
section, particularly if it describes GUI data. If that is the case, 
any changes to the model represented by the structured data 
within an object will automatically be reflected outside the 
application. For example, referring to Table 3, assume that 
mainicard main is the currently active screen. If any part of 
this definition within the object is updated, such as the name 
of a frame side, the physical display on the device will also be 
updated. Similarly, if the user updates the contents of a data 
field on the screen, that change will immediately cause the 
relevant attribute within the object to change. 
Data Members 

0237 Data members form a special class of elements that 
may be found within the data tree of an object or class. A data 
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member is part of the element data within an object, but may 
be accessed in the SimpleOS programming language 
SQScript as a local variable. This feature is covered in detail 
in “Programming SimpleOS Applications’ below. 
0238 Table 4 demonstrates a set of data members defined 
on a class called class menubase. 
0239 Data members may be freely mixed with other valid 
data types, although only the list and Scalar syntaxes may be 
referenced as variables. In one practice of the invention, 
expressions found within variable definitions are evaluated 
when the class is instantiated. 

TABLE 4 

Examples of Object Data Members 

<Sqml:Sq-class id="class menubase'> 
<sqml:list name="list pizzaNames"> 

<sqml:list-element>thin crust pizza</sqml:list-element> 
<sqml:list-element>thick crust pizza</sqml:list-element> 
<sqml:list-element>deep dish pizza</sqml:list-element> 

</sqml:lists 
<sqml:variable name='foo's One Two Threez/sqml:variable> 
<sqml:variable name='bar's 1232</sqml:Scalars 

</sqm:Sq-class> 

Methods 

0240 An object may also contain methods, which are 
custom-written programming functions written in SQScript. 
(See “Programming SimpleOS Applications’ below.) A 
method definition uses the function element tag within an 
object's data tree. Table 5 shows a simple example of the use 
of this syntax. It will be understood that while superstructure 
applications could be implemented without the use of meth 
ods, members and the like, they represent highly useful fea 
tures of a SimpleOS implementation of the invention. 

TABLE 5 

Defining Methods for an Object 

<function id="next 
<sqml:eval expr="index=Sindex+1 f> 
<sqml:iftest="Sindex > Slist pizzaNames:size's 

<sqml:eval expr="Sindex=1 is 
</sqml:if> 

</function> 

Graphical User Interface Data Trees 
0241 One frequently used data type stored within the data 
tree of an object is the definition of GUI elements that are 
rendered by the Simple Quick Go Graphical User Interface 
(SQUI). In typical implementations, definitions for GUI ele 
ments such as SQCards will be among the most common type 
of data stored within an object's data tree. A complex data 
grammar governs GUI definitions, with structures that paral 
lel the visual presentation of the display. 

Visual Presentation 

0242 To help explain the user interface sections of the 
SimpleOS superstructure, the following section describes 
examples of a SimpleOS user interface. 
0243 Inone embodiment, the user interface is divided into 
a number of nested elements such as Screens, controls, and 
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images. Each of these elements has a style, which is a refer 
ence to a stylesheet class that defines the presentation 
attributes of the element: color, font, and layout. No specifics 
about the presentation of an element are contained within the 
GUI description area of the superstructure. (See 
“Stylesheets” below.) 
0244. Because of the limited screen size available on most 
implementations, the graphical user interface is divided up 
into a series of screens called “SQCards'. Only one SQCard 
may be displayed at a time. The operating system allows the 
developer to create a number of different screens at once, and 
choose which one should be displayed. Typically the devel 
oper will organize specific areas of application functionality 
by Screen. In some cases, one screen flows into another natu 
rally by selecting a control or pressing a frame button. In other 
cases, a screen can indicate an unexpected situation Such as an 
alert. 
0245 Each SQCard contains a number of attributes and 
elements. A SQCard must have a unique element id within its 
class. A SQCard also contains a title, either as an image or as 
a text screen. There are other style options available. Such as 
a background image, spacing parameters and Scrollbars. 
0246. Each SQCard's display includes four labels at the 
top, left, right and bottom of the screen, forming a central 
square frame. These are the frame buttons. They correspond 
visually to the buttons on the device's four-way controller. 
Within the region bounded by these labels appear the main 
content of the SQCard. The square frame formed by the four 
frame buttons is called the action frame. 
0247 Consider FIG. 11, showing the visual presentation 
of a GUI 1102. The look is dominated by the action frame 
1120. Immediately above the action frame is a title area 1104, 
which can either be a graphics image or a text label1108. This 
label tells the user the current name of the screen. Above the 
title label is a status area 1106 that contains information about 
the device, such as the date and time, and the online/offline 
status of the application. Below the action frame is a soft key 
area 1122 where labels that correspond to physical buttons on 
the device are shown. 
0248. The area inside the action frame is considered the 
control region 1124. Additional controls and content are pre 
sented inside this area. Controls can include checkboxes, text 
labels, radio buttons, images, icons, and other typical, known 
user interface components. If the items inside the control 
region exceed the size available, scroll bars 1110 will become 
visible that show the relative area of the virtual control area 
that is visible on the screen. 

GUI Data Examples 
0249. By way of example, the following SQML (Table 6) 
defines a very basic SQCard called “card00'. This code can 
be inserted as part of an object's data tree, where the GUI 
engine can later find it if the screen becomes active. 

TABLE 6 

Sample Definition of an SQCard 

<sq-card id="card00's 
<top label="MOVE UP” id="top class="blue-on-yellow/> 
left label-MOVE LEFT id=left is 

<right label="MOVE RIGHT id="right class="blue-on-yellow/> 
<bottom label="MOVE DOWN id="bottom's 

</sq-cards 
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0250. The main control region inside the action frame is 
defined by a frame tag. This element may include check 
boxes, radio buttons, text areas, images and other common 
graphical widgets. 
0251. The following example (Table 7) shows the defini 
tion of a frame inside an SQCard. Each editable area of the 
screen contains a value attribute that is updated automatically 
when the user operates the interface and changes information 
inside controls. These value attributes live within the super 
structure itself, and can be accessed using the normal means 
for looking up data values. 

TABLE 7 

Sample Frame Definition 

<frame class="plain' id="frame?)0's 
<image id="composrc="icon1.gifts 
<checkbox id="compl” label="this is a checkbox's 
<radiobutton id="comp2 label="this is a 

radiobutton's 
<textarea class="blue-on-yellow id="comp3's 

Some text 
</textareas 

</frame> 

The Active Card 

0252. In one practice of the invention, at any given time, 
there is always one active sq-card definition, found within an 
instantiated object within the superstructure. This means that 
the most basic application possible must contain at least one 
object instance that has at least one sq-card definition within 
its data tree. A variable within the dynamic section of the 
SuperStructure, called uificard tracks the instance name and 
element id of the current sq-card. This value is kept as an 
element identifier string, and stored on an attribute found 
within the implicit UI object. For more information about the 
implicit UI object, see “Implicit Objects’ below. 
0253) As a convenience to the programmer, the initial 
value of the active screen variable can be set using the “acti 
vate attribute on the sqml tag. See the example shown in 
Table 8. 

TABLE 8 

Example: Defining the Initial Card 

<sqmlappid="com.sqgo.simpleos.application.demo' 
activate=mainticardOO's 

Example Static Application 

0254 The following sample application demonstrates 
what a simple application might look like when represented 
as SQML. (Again, many variations are possible, and the 
invention does not mandate the structure shown by way of 
example.) This application presents a simple screen to the 
user that looks like that shown in FIG. 12. 

0255. The source of the application depicted in FIG. 12 is 
shown in Table 9. Note that stylesheets are used in this 
example. Stylesheets are discussed in detail below. 
0256 The basic structure of the application starts with a 
sqml tag, which represents the root of the Superstructure. 
Below it is defined one object called main, which contains a 
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sq-card definition inside its data tree. The activate tag on the 
sqml tag causes this card to be initially displayed to the user. 
See Table 9. 

TABLE 9 

Static SimpleOS Application Example in SQML 

<?xml version=“1.0 encoding=UTF-82> 
<! DOCTYPE sqml SYSTEM “sqml.dtd's 
<!-- 
A simple application without any dynamic handlers 
Demonstrating controls and cards. 

--> 

<sqmlappid=com.sqgo.simpleos.application.demo 
activate=main:card00's 
<sq-style-sheets 

<class id="base'> 
<palettes 

<coloridefname="blue'rgb="#4444ff/> 
<coloridefname="yellow rgb="#ffff00/> 
<coloridefname="white'rgb="#ffff00/> 
<coloridefname="pink rgb="#ff3888/> 

<?palettes 
<f class> 
<class super="base' default=true's 

<bgcolor color="blue's 
<font typeface="Courier typesize="14" typecolor="white' 

typestyle="bold' is 
<f class> 
<class Super="base id="blue-on-yellow's 

<bgcolor color="yeller's 
<font typesize="10 typecolor="blue' is 

<f class> 
<class Super="base id="plain's 

<bgcolor color="pink's 
<f class> 

</sq-style-sheets 
<sq-class classid="class main objectid=mains 

<sa-card id="cardOO's 
<top label="MOVE UP” id="top class="blue-on-yellow/> 
left label-MOVE LEFT id=left is 

<right label="MOVE RIGHT" id="right class="blue-on 
yellows 
<bottom label="MOVE DOWN id="bottom's 
<frame class="plain id="frame00's 

<image id="comp0src="icon1.gifts 
<checkbox id="compl” label="this is a checkbox's 
<radiobutton id="comp2 label="this is a 

radiobutton's 
<textarea class="blue-on-yellow id="comp3's 

Here is a text area that should spread onto 
multiple lines. We the people, in order to 
form a more perfect union, establish justice, 
ensure domestic tranquility, provide for the 
common defense, promote the general welfare and 
secure the blessings of liberty for ourselves 
and our posterity do ordain and establish this 
Constitution of the United States of America. 

</textareas 
</frame> 

<sq-cards 
</sq-class.> 

</sqml> 

Implicit Objects 
0257. One of the key design principals of SimpleOS is that 
the application SuperStructure represents the entire state of the 
running program at all times. In order to ensure this is always 
the case, SimpleOS (or similar system in accordance with the 
invention) may define a number of implicit objects. (Note that 
while it is possible to configure a SuperStructure-based appli 
cation environment without implicit objects, they are of great 
utility in configuring a useful result.) These objects represent 
the state of the operating system and are essentially inherent 
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“dynamic sections.” For example, the ui object that described 
above represents the state of the visual display, which belongs 
to the operating system rather than to the application. These 
implicit objects may or may not be accessible to the applica 
tion via SQScript. 
0258 An implicit object behaves as a regular object within 
the SuperStructure. It contains data attributes, methods and a 
structure data tree. However, these objects are always found 
in the superstructure, whether or not the seed SQML image 
for the application defines them. They are created and popu 
lated when the SimpleOS loader first creates the Superstruc 
ture for a new process. 
0259. If the SQML source code of an application does 
define an implicit object, the values found within the defini 
tion will be used to populate the contents of the implicit 
object. It is impossible to remove an implicit object from 
memory at any time. 
0260 Implicit objects are almost always part of the 
dynamic section of the SuperStructure, since they typically 
reflect meaning that varies from process to process and 
changes over time. Implicit object can be used by SimpleOS 
to represent the state of the user interface, other applications 
in memory, the queue of currently playing Sounds and exter 
nal interfaces such as Bluetooth and 802.11b. 

IV: Programming SimpleOS Applications 

0261. In accordance with the principles of the present 
invention, the SimpleOS embodiments described herein (and 
similar configurations in accordance with the invention) 
allow for an implementation in which basic types of applica 
tions can be written entirely through the use of a drag-and 
drop editor, thus greatly simplifying the creation of applica 
tions. More complex applications may be written using both 
server-based and client-based code. The following section 
describes examples of various ways to program SimpleOS 
applications (SimpleOS being but one example of the inven 
tion), including network and client-local programming. 

Overview 

0262 Changes inside of a SimpleOS application are sim 
ply updates to a tree—usually, the data tree within a Sim 
pleCDS object. This tree update may include changes to a basic 
attribute on an existing node or may involve widespread 
changes to the entire organization of the object in question. 
Programs to modify the current tree may be written using a 
variety of methods. They may include (but are not limited to): 

0263 client-native, 
0264 built into SimpleOS, 
0265 written using SQScript, a platform independent 
programming language, or 

0266 written using any common server-side program 
ming language. 

0267. It is a significant feature of the invention that while 
the various programming models are very different, the 
SuperStructure modifications performed by the programs are 
the same. This focus on tree manipulation calls for a program 
ming model that is optimized for tree transformations. 
0268. The superstructure-based model of programming 
shifts almost all of the usual work a program does to maintain 
its user interface and other external interfaces into modifica 
tions of a tree. SimpleOS applications do not need to concern 
themselves with maintaining communication with an Appli 
cation Programmer Interface or with the nuances of user 
interaction. All of the general environmental and user-inter 
action functionality is handled for the application by Sim 
pleCS. When application code is run, all of the state of the 
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application has already been updated inside the SuperStruc 
ture. The code merely has to change data within the Super 
structure, and the complex work of making those changes 
apparent within the host operating system occurs automati 
cally. 
0269. There is very little difference between programming 
on a network server or directly on the device. Data within the 
SuperStructure can be efficiently communicated over a net 
work, and a set of tree-updates can easily be communicated 
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box. Finally, code can reside on the network, allowing a 
server to provide all of the application logic. 
0272 Each of the four approaches to SimpleOS program 
ming revolve around the SuperStructure in one way or another, 
and focus on tree-updates as the primary means of accom 
plishing work within the applications. These modes may eas 
ily be combined within a single application. 
0273 Table 10 summarizes the various programming 
mechanisms, and their uses. These programming modes are 
next discussed. 

Mode 

SQScript 

Network Server 

Client-Native 

Default Handlers 

TABLE 10 

The Four Core Programming Modes 

Description 

An XML-based programming language that 
offers the ability to write structured 
programs that modify the SuperStructure 
directly. SQScript programs may either 
make small attribute modifications to the 
SuperStructure, or may completely 
transform existing objects into new objects 
using arbitrary rules. 
In this mode, parts of the SuperStructure are 
converted into XML and sent to a remote 
device where a server-side programming 
language receives the data. Updates to 
objects are described on the network server 
and sent back to the device where they 
update the Superstructure. 
When supported, allows native code 
residing on the device to receive messages 
from the application and perform updates 
directly to the application's SuperStructure 
using a native-language API. 

Built-in eventhandlers that come with 
SimpleOS and perform common operations 
without any additional programming... 

Benefits. Uses 

Completely client-local, this approach 
allows a SimpleOS application to be 
completely self-contained. 

Allows for a program or part of a program 
to be controlled from a remote-server 
where additional data and other software 
resources can be found. 

Allows existing programming logic to 
control a SimpleOS application, possibly 
with increased speed or access to client 
resources. This mode may be extended to 
the point that SimpleOS becomes an 
exclusive a shell for the applications user 
interface. 
May be used to perform simple actions 
without the need for any custom 
programming. 

back to the device. Consequently, there is almost no friction 
for a network program that wishes to perform equivalent 
operations to client-local code. 

Core Programming Modes 

0270. It is expected that many implementations of the 
invention will naturally gravitate toward having much of the 
application logic expressed as Some local programming 
embedded therein. However, other mechanisms, including 
those described above, can also be supported. SimpleOS, 
among examples of the invention set forth herein, Supports at 
least four basic mechanisms that illustrate how client-native, 
SuperStructure-local, network, or built-in approaches are 
enabled. 
0271 In a SimpleOS practice of the invention, a highly 
useful model for coding is a special programming language 
called SQScript. SQScript is optimized for tree transforma 
tions and can run on any implementation of SimpleOS. There 
are also several alternative methods besides SQScript. The 
application can use native-language code to manipulate the 
SuperStructure through the use of a special API. In this case, 
any code that can be dynamically or statically linked into the 
SimpleOS container can be used to manipulate the Super 
structure. Ofcourse, using native code eliminates many of the 
advantages of portability and security gained by SQScript. 
Another alternative is to use a set of “default handlers' that 
provide common pieces of application functionality out of the 

SQScript 
0274 SQScript, a further aspect of the present invention, 

is a simple and powerful client-local programming language 
useful in implementing various inventive features described 
herein. SQScript allows programmers to write methods on 
objects within the superstructure, or to create interpolated 
expression blocks simply by enclosing code inside { } blocks. 
See the “SQScript discussion below. 
Default Handlers 

0275 One of the four programming modes available in 
SimpleOS is the default handler. As a convenience to the 
SimpleOS developer, the environment provides a set of 
default handlers that can perform simple operations such as 
changing the current screen, updating a simple list of 
attributes, pausing an application, etc. These default handlers 
are implemented internally using native code and affect the 
application's superstructure through an API within the code 
of the SimpleOS implementation itself. 
0276. The context argument passed to the default handler 
will have varying meanings depending on the nature and 
specification of the handler. Arguments to default handlers 
may be provided in the message descriptor. 
Client-Native Code Handler 

0277 Some implementations of SimpleOS will support 
message handlers written in native code. These handlers com 
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prise one of the four programming modes available from 
within SimpleOS. In this case, information inside of the mes 
sage descriptor will indicate runtime dispatch information. 
The client-local runtime handler will have access to the super 
structure from an API provided by SimpleOS. 
0278. The client-native API basically allows code to reg 
ister for callbacks when particular events occur. Once control 
has been given to a client function, it can read and write values 
out of the SuperStructure, instantiate objects and modify data 
trees by using a set of API calls. The changes that the client 
handler makes are verified the same way as any other change 
made by an application handler. See “Execution Cycle” 
below. Changes must conform to the basic SuperStructure 
rules, and there is no way to performany operation within the 
superstructure that would not also be allowed by SQScript. 
0279. In the most extreme case of using client-native code, 
SimpleOS becomes a user-interface shell around purely 
native application logic. In this sense, SimpleOS can be seen 
as a user interface library. A 3'-party developer can link this 
user interface library into an executable program to give it the 
capabilities of SQUI. This product offers a large advantage 
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SimpleOS will dequeue each message one-by-one and deliver 
it to the application's requested handler. At any time, Zero or 
more events may be waiting for a particular application, and 
they are processed one by one. This message queue can be a 
first-in first-out queue, with a mechanism to defer the delivery 
of messages if the application is unavailable or if network 
connectivity is necessary. 
0282. When an application's handler is invoked, it can 
receive information about the current state of the user inter 
face and other external interfaces by reading data within its 
SuperStructure. The handler may then make modifications to 
the superstructure based on this data. When the handler exits, 
the operating system examines the changes to the SuperStruc 
ture and performs the relevant activities within the external 
systems that pertain to the modified sections of the Super 
structure. The model causes all changes to be atomic with 
respect to the SuperStructure, where each change is the result 
of a completed evaluation pass of the application code. The 
application never retains execution flow with its own event 
loop or polling system under any circumstances. 
0283. The execution cycle is comprised of the sequence 
shown in Table 11. Each of the five phases shown are next 
discussed. 

TABLE 11 

Phases of the Execution Cycle 

1. External Event Occurs: Some event outside the application occurs, such as user activity or a network event. This is 
commonly the result of interaction with the user interface, such as a button press. 

2. Primary Update to Superstructure: The operating system updates the Superstructure if necessary with data from the 
event. For example, the new value of a text field might be written into the value attribute of a text field element. 

3. Invoking Application Handlers: A registered application handler is selected and run. This handler may be any of the 
four types. 

4. Modifications to the Superstructure: The handler modifies the Superstructure in some way and exits. For instance, 
the application could change the value of a text label. 

5. Verification and Update: SimpleOS verifies that the new state of the Superstructure is correct and performs the 
modification. For instance, the application might see that a text label has changed in the Superstructure and draw the 
change on the screen. SimpleOS re-renders the interface if necessary, potentially running interpolated code within the 
GUI definitions. 

for developers because it will save them the effort of writing 
custom GUI code for their own applications. 

Remote Execution Model 

0280. The target of a message may be remote resource 
available over the Internet or on a wireless local area network 
Such as a Bluetooth-enabled vending machine or kiosk. In this 
case, the message object is formatted and serialized into 
SQML (an XML grammar) that is sent to the target using the 
necessary protocol. In this case, a separate communication 
mechanism is used for the remote system to update the Super 
structure on the device. See "Network Communication' 
below. 

Execution Cycle 
0281 SimpleOS (or any superstructure-based application 
environment in accordance with the invention) uses a mes 
sage-driven model to deliver events and other information to 
the application. Each running SimpleOS process maintains a 
message queue with events from the outside world Such as 
user activity, interface manipulations, network messages and 
external interfaces. Through data in the SuperStructure, the 
application describes which events it is interested in receiv 
ing. When the queue has one or more relevant messages, 

External Events 

0284. A process may receive virtually any type of external 
event. These external events are typically user interface 
events such as button presses or field updates. However, they 
may also be network events, messages from other application 
processes or telephony activity. Bluetooth or 802.11b mes 
sages may also be processed inside an application. 
0285. In one practice of the invention, the context for an 
event is kept within an Event Object, which is instantiated 
into the Superstructure with a temporary name and passed as 
an argument to the handler. Within the event object, there is 
data that may include the time and date of the event, details 
about how the event occurred and other event-specific data. 

Primary Update to Superstructure 

0286 Before an application handler is executed, Sim 
pleCS must synchronize external state with data inside the 
SuperStructure. Depending upon the selected implementa 
tion, this may either occur all at once, just before the delivery 
ofa message, or it can occur incrementally as the changes take 
place. Regardless, the application's code is not executed 
unless all of the data inside the SuperStructure accurately 
reflects the state of the application. 
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0287 Dynamic text fields present a perfect example of 
why this phase is important. When a user updates a text field, 
the application is not typically interested in knowing about 
each and every key press. Instead, the operating system will 
update the screen with each key press. However, when the 
user presses a “continue” button, the application probably 
will register an event handler so that it may verify the data 
within the text field and perform some other action. In this 
case, before the application's code is run, SimpleOS must 
make sure that the superstructure has been updated with the 
value of the text field. It doesn't matter if this occurs as the 
field is changing, or just before the application's code is run. 

Invoking Application Handlers 

0288. In one practice of the invention, the application can 
register an event handler using any of the four programming 
modes. A synopsis of the available modes is shown in Table 
12. 

TABLE 12 

Synopsis of Event Handler Modes 

Handler Mode Description 

Default Handler A “canned' handler pre-defined in the system that 
performs a basic task Such as changing the current 
SCCol. 

A local function stored in the Superstructure. This 
handler is passed the name event object as an 
argument. See text for more information. 
A client-local handler written in some native 
language on the device. The code is passed the 
name of the event object. 
The event object is sent to a remote network 
location in the form of SQML. See text. 

SQScript 

Client-Native Code 
Handler 

Network Server 

Modifications to the Superstructure 

0289 When the handler runs, it may update sections of the 
SuperStructure using either a template expansion or a set of 
node updates. SimpleOS tracks these changes as they occur, 
so that the new state of the superstructure can be efficiently 
synchronized with the host operating system when the modi 
fications are complete. 

Verification and Update 
0290. Once the handler has completed, SimpleOS may 
verify the superstructure to ensure that it still contains valid 
information. This verification may include security checks, 
validation of data formats and object references, and other 
steps that help make the application environment more 
SCU. 

0291. Once SimpleOS is satisfied with the changes, it must 
perform the work that is described in the new version of the 
SuperStructure. For instance, if the application has modified 
the labels of text fields, these text fields must be re-drawn. 
Often, this will involve copying data out of the superstructure 
and into the native programming libraries that SimpleOS uses 
within the host environment. This can also serve as stage 
where data can be verified for validity, security and consis 
tency. 
0292. The change list compiled during the previous phase 
may be used at this point to optimally make modifications. 
Since SimpleOS knows the sections of the superstructure that 
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were changed, it can avoid performing activities within the 
host environment that are not required. 
0293 SimpleOS allows the application to insert dynamic 
SQScript expressions within the values of some SQML 
attributes and literal fields. Any attribute or literal field that 
contains one or more SQScript expressions may change in 
value over the course of the program's execution. Whenever 
SimpleOS renders the current SQCard, it re-evaluates all 
SQScript expressions found in its attributes and literals and 
displays the new results. It is by means of these SQScript 
expressions that the programmer is able to cause computed 
data to be displayed. For instance, let's say the application is 
presenting a set of check boxes to the user and wishes to 
display the number of checked boxes. The application could 
define a label for a text field that includes a SQScript expres 
sion block that computes the number of checked boxes. 
Whenever a change to the state of the application occurs, 
SimpleOS evaluates this expression block and displays the 
newly computed number of checked boxes. The programmer 
may also use this feature to alter the appearance of the 
SQCard by inserting SQScript expressions into the SQML 
attributes that control style. Because this feature corresponds 
so closely to the attribute value templates defined by the 
XSLT specification, we use the same term to describe these 
inserted SQScript expressions in SQML. 

Programming Contexts 

0294. In one practice of the invention, SimpleOS is con 
figured to allow in-line code in SQScript to be executed in 
different places. This is not a requisite of the invention, but is 
useful in implementing the invention. Generally speaking, 
there are three occasions when where programming code can 
be executed: 

0295 Handlers: A SimpleOS application may register 
handlers for particular events on various objects. When 
the event occurs, the code is activated. 

0296 Attribute Value Templates: Attribute value tem 
plates may appear within some attribute values and lit 
eral text fields. They appear as SQScript expressions 
bounded by curly braces { }. 

0297. Initializer: When SimpleOS instantiates a new 
object, it will run an initializer method on the object. 

0298 Each of these three code contexts applies selectively 
to the various programming modes available in SimpleOS. 
Table 13 describes which modes are available in which con 
text. In cases where a mode is not available, an additional 
explanation is provided below. 

TABLE 13 

Availability of Modes within Code Contexts 

Event 
Mode Initializers Handlers Attribute Value Templates 

SQScript Yes. Yes. Yes. 
Network-Resident No. (Note 1) Yes. No, not even via SQScript. 

(Note 2) 
Client-Native No. (Note 1) Yes. No, not even via SQScript. 

(Note 2) 
Default Handlers No. (Note 1) Yes. No, not even via SQScript. 

(Note 2) 
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TABLE 17 

Fields in a Message Descriptor 

Attribute Description Example 

id A unique id for the message sampleEvent 
identifier that is used to 
identify the message to 
the handler. 

Type The type of event that will on Activate 
trigger this message 

Source The source element for the myScreenimyButton 
event. 

Target The message handler that will MyScreenimyButton Handler 
receive this message. In this 
case, a local method. 

Context An object to include in the OtherScreen 
event descriptor. 

0311 While the exact syntax for message descriptors may 
be left to the implementer, the hypothetical message descrip 
tor definition shown in Table 18 may be employed. Thus, in 
Table 18, the descriptor will cause the handler 
myscreenihandler to be run when myScreenimyButton is 
activated. If the target was a network entity, the object other 
Screen would be send along with the event object. 

TABLE 18 

Example: A Basic Message Descriptor 

<sqml:message-descriptor id='sampleEvent type='on Activate 
source='myScreenimyButton” target='myScreenfihandlers 

<sqml:context objectId='otherScreen's 
</sqml:message-descriptors 

0312 Message descriptors are commonly used to invoke 
native functions as well as default handlers. 

Combination with In-Line Syntax 
0313 Message descriptors may be triggered from within 
the in-line syntax, or even by posting an event from within 
SQScript code. This is ideal for situations where a message 
must be sent over the network using the rich message descrip 
tor functionality, but the programmer wishes to use the sim 
plicity of the in-line syntax. For example, consider Table 19. 

TABLE 19 

Example: Combining In-line Registrations with Message Descriptors 

<Sqml:Sq-class classId="class main" objectId='mains 
<!-- The main card --> 
<Sqml:Sq-card id="card main'> 

<sqml:title label="MONOIDS" /> 
<sqml:top label="ABOUTUS" class="border" 
on Activate='idesc’ > 
<sqml:frame> 

<sqml:image src="splash.gif"> 
</sqml:frame> 

</sqml:Sq-cards 
<sqml:message-descriptor id='desc target="http://server.com/foo" > 

<sqml:context objectId='otherScreen's 
</sqml:message-descriptors 

</sqml> 

0314. Here, when the on Activate event occurs on the top 
button, the message descriptor desc, Stored on the current 
object, will be activated. This message descriptor will send a 
message object to http://server.com/foo that will include the 
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value of the otherScreen object. Note that in this case the 
Source and type attributes on the message-descriptor tag are 
not needed, since this context is provided by the in-line event 
registration. 

Event Objects 
0315. When an event is delivered, an event object is tem 
porarily created and passed as an argument to the message 
handler. The event object contains the context of the event, 
which may include the time that the event occurred, the send 
ing object, the location of the cursor, and other information. 

V: SQScript Language 

0316 The SQScript language, described by way of the 
following examples, discussion and reference materials, is a 
highly useful means to implement client-side code on Sim 
pleCS. Unlike native code, SQScript can run on any of the 
SimpleOS supported platforms. It provides stronger security 
than native-code handlers and is much easier to write. The 
following sections describe the SQScript language in detail. 
0317. It should be noted that the SQScript language dem 
onstrated below is but one of many possible languages Suit 
able for manipulating a SuperStructure-based application in 
accordance with the invention. A SuperStructure-driven oper 
ating system and application environment could omit some 
features of the language described below, or add other fea 
tures, and still be within the ambit of the invention. Other 
languages with different syntaxes could be used; or in certain 
cases, an implementer could avoid using any language locally 
at all, and instead rely on all updates to occur over a network. 
For purposes of the SimpleOS examples set forth herein, the 
applicants have opted to use a local language. 
0318. It should also be noted that the programming lan 
guage demonstrated below was designed to be syntactically 
similar to XSLT, a programming language used to transform 
tree structures. However, the execution environment whereby 
the application interacts with the operating system is (as will 
be seen below) radically different from XSLT, because the 
tree transformations themselves form the basis of continuous 
processes of maintaining the application, as opposed to a one 
time translation. 

Hello World Example 

0319. In connection with an introduction to SQScript, 
consider the following Hello World example, depicted 
graphically in FIG. 13. In this example, a screen 1300 is 
presented to the user with a single button (Such as a button of 
the conventional 4-way controller 1306, which includes 
arrow keys 1308, center key 1310 and additional keys below, 
1312). When the button is pressed, the message “Hello 
World' is displayed. Note that a simple Hello World can 
actually be accomplished simply by defining a screen with the 
text “Hello World.” However, this example involves some 
code, so it provides an introduction to SQScript program 
ming. In particular, possible source code for this application 
is shown in Table 20. 

TABLE 20 

Example: Hello World 

<Sqml Xmlins:sqml="http:/www.sqgo.com/sqmlfsqml.dtd" 
appid="com.sqgo.simpleos.demo.helloworld" 
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TABLE 20-continued 

Example: Hello World 

activate="main:card—main" 
> 

<sqml:Sq-class classid="class main" objectid='main'> 
<!-- The main card --> 
<sqml:Sq-card id="card main"> 

<sqml:title label="Hello World" /> 
<sqml:right label="START" class="border" 

on Activate="{ui:card=main:card hello" /> 
<sqml:frame> 
<sqml:textareas Welcome To the Hello World Application 
<saml:textareas 
<saml:textareas Press “start to continue 
<saml:textareas 

<sqml:frame> 
</sqml:Sq-cards 
<!-- The "hello world" card --> 
<sqml:Sq-card id="card hello'> 

<sqml:title label="Hello World" /> 
<sqml:frame> 
<sqml:textareas Hello World 
<saml:textareas 

<sqml:frame> 
</sqml:Sq-cards 

</sqml:Sq-class> 
</sqml> 

0320 Note that the stylesheets for this and other applica 
tion code examples have been omitted to improve the clarity 
of the examples. Bold sections of the code example are dis 
cussed below. 
0321) Within the initial sqml tag, notice the presence of the 
attribute definition activate="main:card main'. This tells 
SimpleOS that the initial card to show on the screen should be 
the entity named “main:card main'. In fact, SimpleOS will 
set the ui.card value to this string when the application loads. 
This statement presumes that somewhere within the process's 
superstructure, there is (or will be) an object called main with 
a sq-card definition called card main. 
0322 Sure enough, in the sq-class definition, there is an 
attribute called objectid. This attribute indicates to SimpleOS 
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that after the class class main has been defined, an instance of 
the class will automatically be created and called main. This 
solves the problem earlier of having set the current card to 
main:card hello. 
0323 Within the right tag, we define our one and only 
button. The purpose of this button is to change the current 
screen from card main to card hello. In order to do this, we 
have to register to receive the on Activate message on the right 
cardbutton. We also must define some code so that the target 
of the handler will actually cause the screen to change. As 
previously discussed, Screen changing is accomplished by 
changing the value of ui:card to an element identifier that 
points to the desired object and card within the object. 
0324. The attribute on Activate="{ui:card=main:card 
hello” performs both the registration and code definition 
action. (This is an example of an in-line event registration.) 
Let's take a closer look at this snippet. First of all, the expres 
sionui:card=main:card hello is surrounded by curly braces 
(the ones that look like this: { }). These curly braces tell the 
SQScript interpreter that when the on Activate expression is 
read, it should invoke the expression language parser to run 
the expression inside the braces. The expression plus its Sur 
rounding curly braces is called an expression block. 
0325 Finally, within the text area tag found in the second 
card definition, we find our “Hello World' text. 

The SQML Tag 
0326. The <sqml> element type is the root of all SQML 
documents. The <sqml> element can contain an optional 
<sqml:Style-sheet> element, followed by Zero or more <sqml: 
sq-class> elements. The <sqml:Style-sheetd element is only 
allowed when the doctype attribute on the <sqml> element is 
set to application or fragment. 
0327. The formal XML declaration for the <sqml> ele 
ment is as follows: 
<!ELEMENT sqml (style-sheet?), (sq-class))> 

See Table 21. 

0328 

TABLE 21 

The SQML Tag Attributes 

Required - defines the SQML namespace. It should be formatted as follows: 

Required - application ID. By convention uses a Java-like naming style. 

appid='com.sqgo.simpleos.application.sample1” 
Required for applications with network interaction. Indicates the session to which this 
document applies. 
Required, possible values include: 
application: this is a full SQML application document 
fragment: this is a fragment (update) to an SQML application 
message: this is a network message 

this is serialized object 

Attribute Purpose 

Xmlins 

appid 
Example: 

sessionid 

doctype 

object: 
activate Names an object ID and sq-card to be activated by the application. Note that this is an 

object ID and not a class ID; therefore, the class should use the auto-instantiation 
feature and specify the same object ID. 
Example: 
<sqml Xmlns:sqml="http:/www.sogo.com/sqmisqml.dtd" 

appid="com.sqgo.simpleos.application.sample1" 
doctype='application” 
activate='mainicard's 
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TABLE 21-continued 

The SQML Tag Attributes 

Attribute Purpose 

<sqml:sq-card id="card's 
... so-card elements... 

</sqml:so-cards 
</sqml:sq-class.> 

</sqml> 

Expression Blocks 

0329. The most basic execution unit within SQScript is an 
expression block. Expression blocks can be found almost 
everywhere inside a class or object. They indicate code in the 
SimpleOS Expression Language that should be evaluated. 
The SimpleOS Expression Language (EXL) is actually not 
based in XML like most of SimpleOS. The expression lan 
guage is a string-based language with a special grammar 
vaguely reminiscent of XPATH, the expression language of 
XSLT Expressions can involve assignment, variable lookups, 
data tree lookups, conditional expressions, mathematical cal 
culations, predicate logic and a variety of other typical pro 
gramming constructs. A substitution expression can be used 
to define the name or value of almost any attribute within the 
template as well as the predicate of any conditional or looping 
structure. The exact details of the grammar will be considered 
very shortly. 
0330 Expression blocks can be placed almost anywhere 
that the interpreter expects a string. When a string is needed 
(such as the value of the on Activate tag in the example 
above), the expression is immediately evaluated in its current 
context. When expressions are placed in an on Activate block, 
they are evaluated when the object in question receives an 
activate event. Expressions can also be found inside other 
places within the data tree, such as in the name of a label or the 
value of a text area. In this case, whenever SimpleOS needs to 
find the actual value of the string, it first will evaluate the 
expression and substitute the value of the expression into the 
place where it was found. In this case, the expression block is 
called a substitution expression. This behavior is also known 
as expression interpolation. 
0331 Consider the examples shown in Tables 22, 23 and 
FIG. 14. Each will resultina string “The magic number is 42.” 
In these examples, the expression is evaluated every time the 
screen is redrawn. 

TABLE 22 

Example: Expression Interpolation in Text Elements 

<sqml:Sq-card id="card hello's 
<sqml:title label="Magic Numbers' is 
<Sqml:frame> 

<sqml:textareas The magic number is {2+40. 
</sqml:textareas 

</sqml:frame> 
<sqml:Sq-cards 
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TABLE 23 

Example: Expression Interpolation in Attributes 

<Sqml:Sq-card id="card hello'> 
<sqml:title label="Magic Numbers' is 
<sqml:frame> 

<sqml:label text="The magic number is {2+40. fs 
</sqml:frame> 

</sqml:Sq-cards 

See FIG. 14 for visual presentation (screenshot) of the result. 
0332 Some attributes are not allowed to contain expres 
sion interpolation blocks. These include the “id' and “name’ 
attributes, as well as within the structural tags such as sq 
class. 

Escaping Interpolation Characters 

0333. In order to use the and characters within a string 
without marking an expression block, you must escape them 
using the backslash character. 

Interpolation and Assignment 

0334. If the interpolated expression is an assignment, the 
substituted value will be null. For instance, consider the fol 
lowing string: 

0335) “This is a foo=Sbar test.” 
When evaluated, this expression will become 
0336. This is a test. 

Data Types 

0337 Although all data in a SimpleOS application origi 
nates from SQML, which is entirely character data, the 
SQScript evaluator recognizes and handles data types other 
than character. SQScript supports the following data types: 

0338 String: a string of characters. 
0339 List: a linear list of character strings 
0340 Boolean: true or false 
0341) Numeric: an integer or floating point value 
0342 Element Identifier: a reference to an object or a 
named element in an object, Such as a SqCard or vari 
able. 

Any quoted String in a SQScript expression is treated as a 
literal String value. Single or double quotes may be used. An 
unduoted String in a SQScript expression is an element iden 
tifier. When a literal Boolean value is called for, the built-in 
functions true() and false( ) provide values. (The quoted 
string true is a String value, and an unquoted String is an 
element identifier.) 
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0343. In this case, the string is parsed as an element or 
object identifier. If the element doesn't exist and the reference 
is followed, a runtime error will occur. 
0344) The SQScript evaluator expects the expression 
found in the test attribute of anifor for element to evaluate as 
Boolean. The evaluator never coerces a Boolean value from a 
non-Boolean. A Boolean may be formatted as a String, the 
result of which will always be “true” or “false'. 
0345 Arithmetic operators expect numeric operands, and 
produce numeric results. When evaluating arithmetic opera 
tors, the expression evaluator coerces string operands into 
numeric values by Scanning the strings. If any operand string 
does not represent a number, the special value NaN (not a 
number) is the result of the operation. 

Introduction to Variables 

0346 Variables within SQScript can be used to tempo 
rarily store data between evaluations of single expressions. 
The most basic type of variable is called a scalar. A scalar can 
represent any single string, number, Boolean or object/ele 
ment identifier. Variables have a name that is used to find the 
value or to assign a new value. 
0347 Variables are declared by including a variable dec 
laration somewhere within the scope of an object. “Some 
where' is very broad. If the variable declaration occurs 
directly underneath a class or object, it is considered a “mem 
ber variable'. However, a variable can also be declared any 
where within a function (we’ll get to that later), in which case 
the variable is considered to have a scope bounded by the 
nesting of the program block. These rules are very similar to 
variable scoping rules in C or Java. 
0348 Table 24 shows an object with a single variable. 

TABLE 24 

Example: An Object with a Single Variable 

<sqml:sq-class classId="myClass' extends="the0bject's 
<sqml:variable name="index">1</sqml:variable> 

<sqml:Sq-class> 

0349. In this example the variable is called index. Code 
inside myClass can reference this variable using a variable 
syntax like Sindex. The examples shown in Tables 25 and 26 
demonstrate the use of this syntax. (AS defined herein, Scalars 
can contain both numbers and strings.) The result of these two 
cards, when displayed, is shown in FIG. 15 (see 1502, 1504). 

TABLE 25 

Example: Object with a String Variable 

<sqml:sq-class classId="myclass' extends="theObject's 
<sqml:variable name="myString'>Hello Worldk/sqml:variable> 
<sqml:Sq-card id="card hello's 

<sqml:title label="Example A is 
<sqml:frame> 

<Sqml:textareas 
The Value of myFirstString is “{SmyString. 

</sqml:textareas 
<sqml:frame> 

</sqml:Sq-cards 
</sqml:Sq-class> 
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TABLE 26 

Example: Object with a Numeric Variable 

<sqml:sq-class classId="myClass' extends="the0bject's 
<sqml:variable name="myNumber's 3.1415926</sqml:variable> 
<Sqml:Sq-card id="card hello'> 

<sqml:title label="Example B is 
<sqml:frame> 

<Sqml:textareas 
The Value of myFirstString is “{SmyNumber”. 

</sqml:textareas 
</sqml:frame> 

</sqml:Sq-cards 
</sqml:Sq-class> 

Variable Assignment 

0350. The :=operator can be used to assign new values to 
variables. Consider the examples of Table 27, where the 
Scounter variable is used to maintain a running tally. Each 
time the user presses “Increment, the counter is incre 
mented. 

TABLE 27 

Example: Variable Incrementing 

<sqml Xmlins:sqml=http:/www.sqgo.com/sqmlfsqml.dtd 
appid=''com.sqgo.simpleos. demo.helloworld 
activate="main:card main' 

> 

<sqml:Sq-class classid="class main objectid="main'> 
<sqml:Variable name="counter-1</sqml:Variable> 
<!-- The main card --> 
<sqml:Sq-card id="card mains 

<sqml:title label="Variable Incrementing is 
<sqml:right label="Increment class="border 

on Activate=“{counter := Scounter + 1}” f> 
<Sqml:frame> 

<Sqml:textarea class="bigtexts 
Press Increment to increase the value: 

</sqml:textareas 
<sqml:textarea class='miditalictext's 

Current Value is: {Scounter 
</sqml:textareas 

</sqml:frame> 
</sqml:Sq-cards 

</sqml:Sq-class> 
</sqml> 

Visually, the output of this program will look something like 
what is shown in FIG. 16 (see 1602, 1604, 1606). 

Variable Assignment Nuances 

0351. In the previous example, the incrementing expres 
sion {counter :=Scounter+1} illustrates an important differ 
ent between counter and Scounter within the expression. The 
S tag performs the SQScript equivalent of a de-reference, 
looking up the value of the expression instead of representing 
the expression itself. If the expression had merely been 
{counter :=counter+1}, SQScript would indicate a runtime 
error because counter on the left side of the expression indi 
cates a pointer to the variable, not a number that can be added 
to 1. 

Variable Methods and Attributes 

0352 Variables support a set of methods and attributes. 
Methods can be called on each variable just like a method call 
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to an object or class, and attributes can be accessed using the 
usual instance variable syntax. 

Globally Available Variable Attributes 
0353 All variable types support the attributes shown in 
Table 28. 

TABLE 28 

Summary Globally Available Variable Attributes 

Attribute Purpose 

80CESS public private protected (default: private) 
Access modifier - works similar to C++ and Java; this 
only has meaning for variables declared at the class level. 
This attribute will cause an error to be thrown if used 
with variable declarations in other scopes. 

final true false (default: false) 
If true, value(s) cannot be modified. For Node type variables, 
Setting final to true means that attribute values 
cannot be modified. 

size Returns the number of items in the variable; for a 
Scalar variable (<Sqml:Variable>) the size is always 
one. To get the length of the String value of a scalar 
variable, use the length method. 

Scalar Attributes 

0354. In one practice of the invention, the following 
attributes (Table 29) are supported by scalar variables. 
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This 

0356. In order to explicitly avoid name collisions between 
inner and instance scope variables of the same name, this can 
be specified as an object qualifier. A variable with the name 
this is automatically created as an instance member. The value 
of this is set to the object ID. A new value cannot be assigned, 
nor can any other variable with the name this be created, 
regardless of context; i.e. this is a reserved word. 
0357 
this. 

The example of Table 31 demonstrates the use of 

TABLE 31 

Example of “this 

<sq-class classid=''thisexample'> 
<sqml:variable name='myvar's 
<sqml:function id="init' type=initializer's 

<Sqmliparam name='myvar type='strings 
<sqml:eval expr=''thishmyvar := Smyvar's 

</sqml:function> 
</sq-class.> 

Introduction to Lists 

0358 SimpleOS allows variables to include more than one 
value. In this case, the variable is called a list. A list can be 
declared using syntax like that shown in Table 32. 

TABLE 32 

Declaring List Variables 

<sqml:list id="list pizzamages 
<sqml:list-element>thincrust.gif3/sqml:list-element> 
<sqml:list-element>thickcrust.gif3/sqml:list-element> 
<sqml:list-element>deepdish.gif3/sqml:list-element> 

The elements of the list may be accessed using array-index 

TABLE 29 

Scalar Attributes 

Method name Purpose 

length Returns the length of the String value contained in a scalar variable. If used as an Ivalue, 
will truncate or pad the string (with spaces) to the specified length. 
Example: truncates “ice cream to “ice' 
<Sqml:Variable name='my Varsice cream</sqml:Variable> 
<sqml:eval expr='myvartillength := 3’ > 

tokenize(Sep) Splits the string into a series of tokens using the separators. This should be used as an 
rvalue in an assignment where the value is the name of a list variable. Anything in the 
list prior to the string token operation is destroyed. Example: 
<Sqml:Variable name='mystring>every good boy deserves fudge</sqml:Variable> 
<sqml:list name='mylist's 
<sqml:eval expr='mylist := Smystringiitokenize( )'s 

List Methods 

0355 List variables support the following methods (Table 
30): 

TABLE 30 

List Methods 

Method name Purpose </sqml:lists 

Remove(i) Removes the item at position I 
removelast Removes the last item 
removefirst Removes the first item 
Addlast Adds an item at the end of the list Syntax, Such as: 
Addfirst Add an item to the head of the list 
Clear Removes all items from the list 
Append Append the items in the rvalue list to the Ivalue list. 

Example: appends list2 to list1 
list1tiappend (Slist2) 

0359 
The first item is always 1, the second 2, etc. If a list expression 
appears within an attribute value template, the template is 
replaced by the elements in the list, separated by spaces. For 
instance: 

<img src="{Slist pizzaimages 1/> 
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0360 <text-label label="{Slist pizzalmages/> 
would generate a label: 

0361 thincrust.gif thickcrust.gif deepdish.gif 
The number of elements in a list can be returned by using the 
count() function. 

0362 count(Slist pizzalmages) evaluates to 3 
There are several other built-in functions for working with 
lists in SQScript. 

List Example 
0363. Using arrays, a simple pizza chooser application can 
be created. This application will let the user cycle between a 
list of pizzas on a card, seeing both a photo and a text descrip 
tion of each. Because we have not covered conditional 
expressions yet, there is nothing to prevent the user from 
cycling beyond the three pizzas we have defined. (This 
example will be revisited later in the section on methods.) 
0364. In the source code shown in Table 33, the system 
maintains a variable called “index” that tracks the number of 
the current pizza. 

TABLE 33 

Example: Pizza Ordering Version 1.0 

<sqml:Sq-class classid="class menubase id="mains 
<sqml:variable name="index's 2</sqml:variable> 

<sqml:list name="list pizzaNames> 
<sqml:list-element>Thin Crust Pizza</sqml:list-element> 
<sqml:list-element>Thick Crust Pizza</sqml:list-element> 
<sqml:list-element>Deep Dish Pizza</sqml:list-element> 

<sqml:lists 
<sqml:list name="list pizzamages> 

<Sqml:list-element>thincrust.gif3/sqml:list-element> 
<Sqml:list-element>thickcrust.gif3/sqml:list-element> 
<Sqml:list-element>deepdish.gif3/sqml:list-element> 

<sqml:lists 
<sqml:Sq-card id="card menu> 

<saml:title label="Pizza Menu is 
<sqml:top label="PREVIOUS class="border 

on Activate="Kindex=Sindex-1}” f> 
<Saml:bottom label=NEXT class="border' 

on Activate="Kindex=Sindex+1}” f> 
<SCI:8le> 

<sqml:image src="{list pizzamagesSindex” is 
<Saml:textareas 

{list pizzaNames Sindex 
</sqml:textareas 

</sqml:frame> 
<sqml:Sq-cards 

</sqml:Sq-class> 

The “next and “previous' buttons have been wired up to 
increment and decrement the index variable. Within the frame 
definition, an image and a text area extract information from 
two arrays list pizzaNames and list pizzamages based on 
the current value of index. 
0365 Screenshots corresponding to this example are 
shown in FIG. 17 (1702, 1704). 

Object Lists, Maps and Vectors 
0366 Although lists, hash maps and vectors can only store 
strings as the primitive object types, they can in fact be used 
as very powerful collection classes to organize groups of 
objects. Since all objects have a unique ID, which is a string, 
creating a list, hash map or vector of objectIDS is equivalent 
to storing references to the objects. 
0367 By the same token, IDs of XML nodes could also be 
stored in these collection classes, and then the IDs could be 
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used to dynamically build Node variables to access an 
object's DOM structure. Be aware, however, that the XML 
IDs are only guaranteed to be unique within an object 
instance. So be careful not to mix references to different 
object's DOMs. 
0368. When an object is instantiated using the <sqml: 
new> statement, an automatic variable is created in the cur 
rent scope called newobjectid. The example shown in Table 
34 builds a list of objects that contain messages. 

TABLE 34 

Example: Building a List of Objects 

<sqml:Sq-class classid=class1 
<sqml:message id=msg1 

</sqml:Sq-class> 
<sqml:Sq-class classid=class2'> 

<sqml:message id=msg2'> 
</sqml:Sq-class> 
<sqml:Sq-class classid=class3> 

<sqml:message id=msg3> 
</sqml:Sq-class> 
<sqml:Sq-class id=main objectid=mains 

<sqml:list name='objectList's 
<sqml:function name="init' type=initializer's 

<saml:new classid=class1” 
<sqml:eval expr='objectListiaddlast(Snewobjectid)' > 
<saml:new classid=class2'> 
<sqml:eval expr='objectListiaddlast(Snewobjectid)' > 
<saml:new classid=class3> 
<sqml:eval expr='objectListiaddlast(Snewobjectid)' > 

</sqml:function> 
</sqml:Sq-class> 

Implicit Tree Variables 
0369 Certain elements within the tree data of an object 
also create implicit variables. Most GUI elements use this 
approach to provide a way to extract their current value. For 
instance, a text field declaration automatically creates a vari 
able with its id: 

0370 <sqml:text-field id="username” label="Enter 
your name' value="foo"/> 

The current contents of the text field can be extracted by 
referring to Susername. 
0371 Consider the code example shown in Table 35, 
which creates a text field and a text label. When the “GO’ 
button is pressed, the value of the text field is copied into the 
current value. 

TABLE 35 

Example: Text Field Extraction 

<sqml Xmlins:sqml=http:/www.sqgo.com/sqmlfsqml.dtic 
appid=''com.sqgo.simpleos. demo.textFieldExample 
activate='main:card main 

> 

<sqml:Sq-class classid="class main objectid="main'> 
<sqml:variable name="currentValue"></sqml:variable> 
<sqml:Sq-card id="card mains 

<sqml:title label="Text Field Example is 
<sqml:right label="GO" class="border 

on Activate=“{currentValue := Susername” is 
<sqml:frame> 

<Sqml:textarea-Enter Text</sqml:textareas 
<sqml:text-field id="username” label='Your Text' 

value=' > 
<sqml:textareas Current Value is: {ScurrentValue} 

</sqml:textareas 
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TABLE 35-continued 

Example: Text Field Extraction 

0372. This example will look something like that shown in 
the screenshot of FIG. 18 (1802, 1804), when executed. The 
user has already entered the string "Jeremy' into the text field. 

Extended Expressions 
0373) Just like C and Java, SQScript expressions can con 
tain basic mathematical operation. This may include arith 
metic as well as mathematical functions. Function use the 
syntax function( ), where a variable or set of variables is 
included within the parenthesis separated by commas. 
0374 Some examples of valid expressions with and with 
out functions are shown in Table 36. 

TABLE 36 

Examples of Mathematical Expressions 

Instance Variables 

0375. If a list or scalar variable is declared underneath the 
class or object definition, the variable becomes an instance 
variable. This allows it to be accessed from other objects 
using the standard element identifier syntax. In the example 
shown in Table 37, the object main2 loads the values of 
main:username and main:var. 

TABLE 37 

Example: Instance Variables 

<sqml:Sq-class classid="class main objectid="main'> 
<sqml:Sq-card id="main 

<sqml:title label=“TEST /> 

<sqml:text-field id="userName” label="Type Your Name 
value="Jeremy Gilbert is 

<sqml:frame> 
</sqml:Sq-cards 
<sqml:variable name="myScalar's This is a scalar&fsqml:vari 

<sqml:sq-class classid="subclass' objectid=“main2"> 
<sqml:Sq-card id="main2> 

<sqml:title label=“TEST TWO is 
<sqml:top label="ABOUT US class="border 

on Activate="{ui:card='mainticard about is 
<sqml:frame> 

<sqml:text-label id="userName” label="Your Name Is 
value=“{Smain:userName} and Smain:var” f> 

<sqml:frame> 
</sqml:Sq-cards 

</sqml:Sq-class> 

Methods 

0376 SQScript methods are almost identical to methods 
in other object-oriented languages. Each method runs inside 
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the variable binding context of the object it was invoked upon. 
That means that local variables and data within the object's 
data tree are locally accessible to the code of the method. 
Methods can be invoked within any SQScript expression, 
including from other methods. 

Defining Methods 

0377 Methods may be defined using the sqml:function 
tag. Referring now to Table 38, the example object main of 
class class menubase defines a method called previous that 
decreases the value of the variable index by 1. 

TABLE 38 

Example: Method Definition 

<sqml:Sq-class classid="class menubase id="mains 
<sqml:variable name="index's 2</sqml:variable> 
<function id="previous'> 

<sqml:eval expr=“{index := Sindex-1}” f> 
</function> 

</sqml:Sq-class> 

The Method Body 

0378. Within the body of the method, statements can be 
included in an ordered list. These statements may include 
conditional Statements, expressions, loops and other basic 
programming structures. 
0379 When a method is invoked, the statement elements 
underneath the definition are evaluated one-by-one. When the 
last Statement is evaluated, the method terminates. 
0380. The most common type of statement within a 
method body is an eval statement. The eval statement element 
takes a single attribute expr that contains a SQScript expres 
sion. The curly braces are required here and every other time 
a SQScript expression is included somewhere within the 
SuperStructure. 
0381. The example of Table 39 demonstrates multiple 
expressions chained together. At the conclusion of the 
method, the value of Stest will be 1111. 

TABLE 39 

Example: Evaluation Tags in a Method 

<sqml:Sq-class classid="base class id="mains 
<sqml:variable name="test>1</sqml:variable> 
<function id="doStuffs 

<sqml:eval expr=“{test=$test--10}” is 
<sqml:eval expr=“{test=$test--100” is 
<sqml:eval expr=“{test=$test--1000” is 

</function> 
</sqml:Sq-class> 

Invoking Methods 

0382 Methods may be invoked from within any SQScript 
expression. The syntax for method invocation is the name of 
the method followed arguments bracketed within a set of 
parentheses. Even in cases where there are no arguments, the 
parentheses are needed to denote a method invocation to the 
parser. 

(0383. In the example of Table 40, the method doStuff 
invokes a second method called helpMe. 
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TABLE 40 

Example: Method Invocation 

<Sqml:Sq-class classid="base class id="mains 
<sqml:variable name="test>1</sqml:variable> 
<function id="doStuffs 

<sqml:eval expr=“{test=$test--10}” is 
<sqml:eval expr=“{:helpMe()” is 

</function> 
<function id="helpMe'> 

<sqml:eval expr=“{test=$test--100” is 
<sqml:eval expr=“{test=$test--1000” is 

</function></sqml:Sq-classic 
</sqml:Sq-classic 

In addition, methods may be called using a variety of formats, 
shown in Table 41. 

TABLE 41 

Method Invocation Examples 

main:helpMe() Indicates a call to method helpMe on main 
:helpMe() Calls method helpMe on the current object 
helpMe() Calls method helpMe on the current object 

Variables Scope 
0384 Scalar and list variables may be declared inside 
methods. These variables are not visible outside of the 
method under any circumstances, and are only available to 
code within the method. If a variable within a method (or a 
block) has the same name as a variable outside of the block or 
a method, the variable will obscure the definition further away 
from the currently executing code. 
0385. When the code shown in Table 42 runs, the inner 
copy of test is incremented, not the outer copy of test. How 
ever, it is still possible to reach outer instances of variables by 
using element syntax. The code shown in Table 43 increments 
both instances of Stest. 

TABLE 42 

Variable Masking 

<sqml:variable name="test">0</sqml:variable> 
<function id="doStuffs 

<sqml:variable name="test">0</sqml:variable> 
<sqml:eval expr=“{test := Stest + 10” is 

</function> 

TABLE 43 

Variable Masking with Element Identifiers 

<sqml:Sq-class classid="base class' id="mains 
<sqml:variable name=''test's 0</sqml:variable> 
<function id="doStuffs 

<sqml:variable name="test's 0</sqml:variable> 
<sqml:eval expr=“{test := Stest + 10” is 
<sqml:eval expr=“{main:test := Smain:test + 10” is 

<function> 
</sqml:Sq-class> 

Declaration Order 

0386 The order of the variable declarations is not critical. 
The portions of code shown in Table 44 are equivalent and 
both valid. 
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TABLE 44 

Examples of Declaration Order 

<function id="doStuff"> 
<sqml:variable name="test">0</sqml:variable> 
<sqml:eval expr="{test=Stest--10" is 

</function> 
<function id="doStuff"> 

<sqml:eval expr="{test=Stest--10" is 
<sqml:variable name="test">0</sqml:variable> 

</function> 

(0387. This results from the fact that variable declarations 
are not statements and are not parsed at the time that the 
statements are evaluated. Before a line of code inside a block 
is ever interpreted, the variables inside are collected together 
to provide a context object for the evaluator. The context 
object does not care where the definition occurs, only where 
it is within the block structure. 

Blocks and Variable Scope 

0388 Most looping and conditional statements create new 
variable context where it is possible to mask variable names. 
Within a method, variables will bind to their closest block. 
Consider the example shown in Table 45. Here, the assign 
ment Sindex :=1} within the if block will only update the 
inner index variable. 

TABLE 45 

Blocks and Variable Scope 

<function id="next"> 
<sqml:variable name="index">0</sqml:variable> # 

<sqml:eval expr="Kindex := Sindex+1}" f> 
<sqml:iftest="{Sindex > 5"> 

<sqml:variable name="index">0</sqml:variable> # Updated 
<sqml:eval expr="{Sindex := 1" f> 

</sqml:if> 
</function> 

Not updated 

Conditional Statements 

0389. One of the most basic control structures is the if 
block. The if block only evaluates expressions inside of the 
block if the test attribute evaluates to true. The if block begins 
by running the code within the test expression. If the result is 
true, the evaluator is allowed to continue into the block. 
Otherwise, the block is skipped. Conditional statements only 
work inside methods. 

0390. In the example shown in Table 46, the variable 
numItems is checked. If the value is greater than 100, the 
variable Smessage is updated. 

TABLE 46 

Example: If Block 

<sqml:variable name="numtems">0</sqml:variable> 
<function id="checkLabel"> 

<sqml:if test="{SnumItems > 100"> 
<sqml:eval expr="{message := You have too many items" is 

</sqml:if> 
</function> 
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Loops 
0391 SQScript can also support looping structures. 

Pizza Ordering Revisited 
0392 The example shown in the screenshots of FIG. 19 
(1902, 1904, 1906) demonstrates a number of concepts. The 
application allows the user to cycle through a set of three 
pizza selections. However, unlike the previous pizza ordering 
example, this version maintains a check to ensure that if the 
user goes past the last item in the list, the selector will wrap 
back to the first item. 
0393. The example of code shown in Table 47 operates by 
defining two methods, next and previous, that increment or 
decrement a counter with the current pizza name. They also 
contain a check to reset the value if needed. 

TABLE 47 

Example: Pizza Ordering Revisited 

<sqml:Sq-class classid="class menubase id="mains 
<sqml:variable name="index's 2</sqml:variable> 
<sqml:list name="list pizzaNames> 

<sqml:list-element>thin crust pizza.</sqml:list-element> 
<sqml:list-element>thick crust pizza</sqml:list-element> 
<sqml:list-element>deep dish pizza</sqml:list-element> 

</sqml:lists 
<sqml:list name="list pizzamages: 

<sqml:list-element>thincrust.gif3/sqml:list-element> 
<sqml:list-element>thickcrust.gif3/sqml:list-element> 
<Sqml:list-element>deepdish.gif3/sqml:list-element> 

</sqml:lists 
<sqml:Sq-card id="card menu> 

<saml:title label="Pizza Menu is 
<sqml:top label="PREVIOUS class="border 

on Activate=“{previous()”fs 
&Sqml:bottom label=NEXT" class="border' 

on Activate=“{nextO” f> 
<SCI:8lex 

<sqml:imaqe Src="{list pizzamagesSindex” fe 
<Saml:textareas 

{list pizzaNames Sindex 
</sqml:textareas 

<sqml:frame> 
</sqml:Sq-cards 
<sqml:variable name="index's 1</sqml:variable> 
<function id="next''> 

<sqml:eval expr="index := Sindex+1 f> 
<sqml:iftest="Sindex > Slist pizzaNames:size's 

<sqml:eval expr="Sindex := 1 /> 
<sqml:if> 

</function> 
<function id="previous"> 

<sqml:eval expr="index := Sindex-1 is 
<sqml:iftest="Sindex = 0's 

<sqml:eval expr="Kindex := Slist pizzaNames:size fs 
<sqml:if> 

</function> 
</sqml:Sq-class> 

E. 

Inheritance 

0394 SQScript supports the object-oriented program 
ming concept of inheritance between classes. Each object that 
has been instantiated in the system belongs to a class. When 
methods and variable lookups occur on an object, the defini 
tion for the lookup is found by searching the inheritance tree 
starting at the object. First the class is searched, then the 
Super-classes in order. 
0395. When an object is cloned from another object, the 
new object assumes the class of the original. 
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0396 Inheritance does not serve any typing ability. 
Classes exist as organizational means for grouping methods 
and data members. 

Creating Objects 
0397 Object manipulation is an important aspect of the 
SQScript language, since objects serve as the basic grouping 
for data within the Superstructure. When the process is first 
loaded, there are no instances of any objects except the 
implicit objects. Each class is loaded into memory, and one of 
them is used to create the initial object. A programmer must 
declare at least one class within the SQML source to have an 
objectID. This causes an instance of the class to be automati 
cally generated at runtime. 
0398. After the SimpleOS program starts, the developer 
may create additional object instances. Objects are created 
from templates, which can be either another object or a class. 
If the template for a new object is an existing object, the new 
object can become a carbon copy of the old object. The new 
object will assume the same class affiliation as the old object. 
If the template for a new object is a class, all of the data values 
within the class are copied over into the new object. 
0399. No two objects in the process's superstructure may 
have the same instance name. If a new object is created with 
a pre-existing instance name, the old object is completely 
replaced by the new object. In some cases, a programmer may 
wish to create a temporary object and want to ensure that the 
name does not conflict with a previously created object. A 
special programming primitive allows the programmer to 
create a new name for an object that is guaranteed to be 
unique. 

Syntax 

0400. The basic object operation is “instantiate'. This 
operation takes an objectid attribute that describes the new 
instance name for an object. The Source attribute can be used 
to specify either the class or object id that forms the template 
for the new object. 

<function id="makeObject's 
<sqml:instantiate objectid=options source="class options is 

</function> 

Initializers 

04.01. When an object is first instantiated, a method on it 
called initialize is called. This gives the object an opportunity 
to perform any initial configuration. 

VI. Superstructure Operations 

Object Transformations 
0402 SimpleOS provides an advanced means for object 
manipulation called object transformation. Object transfor 
mation is similar to the normal process of object instantiation, 
however an additional processing pass is taken before the 
object is created. A transformation is a complex expression 
organized as a dynamic template that maps old data values 
onto new data values. The template contains embedded 
expressions that allow nodes to be reorganized, repeated, 
manipulated and altered. 
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0403. During an object transformation, a template (repre 
sented as a tree) is loaded from the superstructure. This tem 
plate describes a functional mapping between an existing 
object and a new object. When SimpleOS evaluates a 
SQScript template during an object transformation, various 
instructions within the template cause Substitutions within 
this template. Substitutions can include finding other data 
within the tree, looping and indexing, conditional expressions 
and other common programming structures. Once the tem 
plate has been filled out, the resulting value becomes the 
definition for the new object. 

Partial Transformations 

0404 For efficiency, SimpleOS also allows a transforma 
tion to express a “clipped' tree instead of the complete defi 
nition of a new object. In the clipped tree model, the result of 
a template transformation is a partial list of updates that are 
selectively folded back into the object. A clipped tree is not a 
sub-tree. It faithfully follows the root-to-node structure and 
naming of the elements within the object. However, the 
clipped tree can be sparse—it does not have to include unaf 
fected siblings or sub-trees. Every node in the clipped tree 
must have an expressed path to the root, but only the nodes 
that must be updated, changed or deleted need to be in the 
clipped tree itself. 
04.05 One advantage of partial transformations is the abil 

ity to track the state when the clipped tree is applied to the 
object. The folding process tallies all of State changes as the 
tree is updated. This provides rich information that SimpleOS 
uses to create a minimal set of work required to perform 
changes to the environment. This list of changes can be used 
for optimal GUI updating and for applying rules about how 
the user interface migrates from one state to another through 
animation, etc. 

Messaging 

0406 Messaging is a special type of instantiation of a class 
over a network. The term messaging, as used in this concept, 
is entirely unrelated to Message Queues or event messages 
used by SimpleOS. In this context, messaging refers only to 
network communications. The target of a message can be a 
device or a server. Therefore, it is necessary for all implemen 
tations of SimpleOS and SimpleServer to provide the 
SQScript environment. 
0407. A message is an SQML document containing one or 
more SQClass templates. The type attribute for the <sqml> 
element is message. SimpleOS generates the required appid 
and sessionid attributes. In addition, SimpleOS will also pro 
vide a certification digest that is not documented here for 
security reasons. 
0408 Table 48 shows an example of a message. 

TABLE 48 

Example: Body of a Message 

<sqml Xmlins:sqml="http:/www.sqgo.com/sqmlfsqml.dtd" 
appid="com.sqgo.simpleos.application.Sample1" 
sessionid=8A7B6CSD4E3F8A7B6CSD4E3F8A7B6CSD 
doctype='message''> 

<sqml:Sq-class classid=class main 
<sqml:message id=msg's 

Some random text data 
<sqml:message-> 

</sqml:Sq-class> 
</sqml> 
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04.09. A number of factors are to be considered with regard 
to messages: 

0410 The objects in the message are instantiated on the 
target, not the source. 

0411 All objects are automatically instantiated for all 
classes defined in the message body and any initializer 
functions are executed. 

0412. Other functions within the instantiated objects 
may be invoked by the target Scripting environment. 

0413. ObjectIDs are automatically assigned by the tar 
get system—any values Supplied for the <sqml:Sq 
class> or <sqml:new> objectid attribute are ignored. The 
reason this is necessary is that the source (which emits 
the SQML) cannot be aware of the object namespace 
that exists on the target. 

0414. The message is actually serialized from the appli 
cation's internal DOM structures into the text represen 
tation of SQML prior to sending over the network. The 
transport protocol is assumed to be a request/response 
type of protocol like HTTP/HTTPS. The response may 
be a simple acknowledgment, or it may be another 
SQML formatted message, depending on the needs of 
the application. 

It is recommended that messaging occur over a secure con 
nection whenever possible, and that the connection be pro 
tected by a digital certificate of verifiable origin. 

Intrinsic Methods 

0415. In the Java programming languages, all objects are 
ultimately inherited from the base class called Object. The 
Object class carries with it certain methods that are therefore 
available to all Java objects. It is not necessary for any class to 
specifically name Object as a Superclass—it is implied in the 
language. 
0416) In SimpleOS, objects also inherit from an implied 
base class, although this class does not have a name. Methods 
from this class are available to any class defined in SQScript. 
The intrinsic methods are shown in Table 49. 

TABLE 49 

Summary of Intrinsic Methods 

Method name Purpose 

getobjectid Returns the object ID associated with this object instance. 
getclassid Returns the class ID associated with this object instance. 
getSuperid Returns the class ID of the Super class, if any. 
getinterfaces Returns a list of interfaces implemented by this object. 

Should be used as an rvalue, with a list variable as 
the value. Any items existing in the list prior to the call 
will be destroyed. 

S8We Serialize this object to its XML representation 
load Restore this object from its serialized form; returns 

the new object ID. 

Object Serialization 
0417 Object serialization in SimpleOS is designed to rely 
upon XML. Ultimately, all SimpleOS objects will be serial 
izable in XML form, although this feature is not implemented 
in the reference implementation and may not be for several 
releases. 
0418 Ideally, serialized applications, and even processes, 
could be moved from device to device without interrupting 
operation. 
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0419 
alization: 

0420 1. Save-automatically creates message objects 
within the DOM that carry all internal object data, and 
then writes the DOM as XML text. 

0421 2. load reads serialized XML text and restores 
the internal data structures. 

0422. A special version of the <sqml> element provides 
the wrapper for serialized objects. Multiple objects can be 
saved in one SQML stream. The example of Table 50 shows 
a serial data stream representing objects and classes inside a 
message. 

Two intrinsic methods are provided for object seri 

TABLE SO 

Example: Serialized Data 

<sqml Xmlins:sqml="http:/www.sqgo.com/sqmlfsqml.dtd" 
appid="com.sqgo.simpleos.application.Sample1" 
sessionid=8A7B6CSD4E3F8A7B6CSD4E3F8A7B6CSD 
doctype='object's 

<sqml:Sq-class classid=class1 
<sqml:message id='''sqgocontext 123A4F9'> 

...Actual data not shown ... 
<sqml:message-> 

</sqml:Sq-class> 
</sqml> 

VII: Network Communication and Remote 
Execution 

0423. The following discussion describes ways in which 
SimpleOS can be used to Support network communication 
and remote execution. Again, it is intended to illustrate and 
provide examples of implementation of the broader concepts 
of the invention, particularly as they relate to SuperStructure 
based application environments. Accordingly, while the fol 
lowing discussion is based on SimpleOS and related 
examples, it will be understood that the principles illustrated 
can be implemented in a wide range of different configura 
tions, all within the ambit of the present invention. 
0424 SimpleOS provides a novel model for network com 
munication between the client and server if an application 
calls for such interaction. The developer is free to write 
server-side logic in any XML-enabled server programming 
language including Java, C++, Perl, Tcl. Shell and many 
others. Using an innovative methodology, Small pieces of the 
application super-structure itself are shifted back and forth 
between the device and the server, allowing virtually any 
operation on the device to be performed by the server. This 
complete flexibility allows the programmer to adopt any 
request/response paradigm he chooses. Because of the 
abstraction offered by the application superstructure, the 
developer has continuous flexibility to locate application 
logic either on the device or on a remote server. 
0425 Simple Quick GO transcends the existing client 
server and HTTP-based computing architectures. In client/ 
server the primary exchange is data in some private or public 
form. In HTTP, the exchange is HTML and form information 
that conforms to HTTP. However, SimpleOS exchanges 
actual pieces of the application, large or Small. Messages 
from the server incrementally update the application Super 
structure through the same folding process used by object 
transformations. 
0426. When a running application needs to communicate 
with a server, pre-selected objects from the process's Super 
structure are automatically sent to the remote site along with 
the event object. The remote server's code has access to any 
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data that it needs since the same application SuperStructure 
available on the device has been transferred over the network. 
If the server needs to produce Some change on the device, it 
can send a minimal set of changes back to the device along the 
same communication channel. These changes are applied to 
objects in the SuperStructure in the same way that code run 
ning on the device can update the SuperStructure using the 
transformation model. This entire process works automati 
cally since it is hooked into the transformation engine used for 
object transformations. 
0427. In the remote execution model, messages normally 
delivered to the client's code are shipped to a remote server. In 
client-side operation, user events typically cause a message 
descriptor to be identified and filled out to produce a message 
object, which is handled as an argument to a template-based 
transformation. In the remote model, this message object is 
serialized into SQML (or any suitable, equivalent transport 
mechanism) that is sent to the target using any of the Sup 
ported protocols. The server reconstitutes the device's mes 
sage object from the SQML and performs its processing. 
Because SimpleOS includes any arbitrary copy of objects 
inside the application's SuperStructure, the server has access 
to all of the information it needs to process a request. 
0428. After processing a request, most applications typi 
cally call for an update of the application to confirm the action 
or refresh a display. SimpleOS handles the return update by 
allowing the server to construct a result-tree object that mini 
mally describes the necessary changes to any object within 
the superstructure. This result-tree object is the same data 
structure produced via template evaluation on the device. The 
server converts this response into SQML and sends it back to 
the device where it is unmarshaled and applied to the super 
structure. Because of the parity between the client and remote 
execution model, any activity possible in client code is also 
possible on the server. 

Server Components 

0429. In one practice of the invention, to assist with secure 
remote application processing, Simple Quick GO will pro 
vide a J2EE-compliant container that performs the work of 
translating messages from devices into a common form and 
then transmits a response back from program code. The 
present implementation, available first on the Apache/Tomcat 
platform, should work on any J2EE-certified application 
server platform. Developers can writeJSP files or Java classes 
that can receive messages and perform updates on applica 
tions running under SimpleOS. 
0430. In one practice of the invention, the Sim 
pleCuickGO Server platform maintains a state-full session 
bean for each active SimpleOS application that has started a 
networking session. Every time a SimpleOS client applica 
tion sends a message to the server, the Software locates the 
individual session bean associated with the application. This 
session bean receives all communication from the client and 
delegates messages to application-specific code. By extend 
ing Simple Quick GO’s session bean interface, the developer 
can build any type of server-side functionality. The server 
platform is also responsible for securing the communication. 
(See Security section.) 
0431. In a further practice of the invention, the application 
server maintains a set of JSP utilities and tag libraries to 
simplify the creation of SQML-based responses to the device. 
These utilities help parse messages from the device and con 
struct the correct responses. 
0432. The application server provides an extensive set of 
services to aid in the provisioning of applications. The server 
can maintain a registration of known programs and known 
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terminals, and can field provisioning requests from devices 
that wish to load a new program. The server then will help 
choose and merge the stylesheets that apply to the particular 
device and create the provisioned application object. In some 
cases, media assets (such as sounds, images and animations) 
require additional translation, for instance an image may need 
to be resized on the server before it is sent to the device. 

Other Options 

0433. The SimpleOS network communication model can 
also work without the J2EE server component. Since the 
message transfer format is entirely XML-based, any pro 
gramming language capable of receiving XML over the net 
work and emitting XML in response should be able to com 
municate with a SimpleOS application. 

Updating Application Segments and Resources 

0434 SimpleOS applications can be dynamically 
updated. Portions of the application may be added, removed 
or replaced. However, changes are made in the application 
object, so they do not become apparent until a new process is 
activated. 

0435 The mechanism for modifying an application 
involves sending a particular type of SQML document to the 
device, known as a fragment Afragment contains portions of 
the application that will be changed. If the element structure 
defined by the fragment is new, it is added to the application. 
If the element structure already exists, the old element struc 
ture is first deleted and then replaced with the new structure 
Supplied in the fragment. If the element structure in the frag 
ment is empty, then the corresponding element structure is 
removed from the application. 
0436 A fragment may consist of one or more sq-class 
definitions, and/or a style sheet. Individual items within 
classes or style sheets cannot be updated. Developers should 
be careful not to create fragments that damage the integrity of 
the application's structure. While some checks are made (for 
example, not allowing referenced Superclasses to be deleted), 
complete verification by SimpleOS is impractical. 

Node Name 

news.gui 

news.gui.screen1.fullName 

news.gui.screen1.email 

news.gui.screen1. Submit 

news.mdesc. Submit esc 
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0437 Table 51 shows a fragment that would add or update 
a simple class in an existing application. 

TABLE 51 

Using Fragments to Update an Application 

<sqml Xmlins:sqml="http:/www.sqgo.com/sqmlfsqml.dtd" 
appid="com.sqgo.simpleos.application.Sample1" 
doctype=fragment's 

<sqml:Sq-class classid=class1 
<sqml:list name='mylist's 
<function name="init' type=initializer's 

<sqml:eval expr='mylistiaddlast(abc)' > 
<sqml:eval expr='mylistiaddlast (it is easy as)'s 
<sqml:eval expr='mylistiaddlast(123)' > 

</function> 
</sqml:Sq-class> 

</sqml> 

Client/Server Example 
0438 Fragments can be used as the basis of an automatic 
style of communication between an application and a remote 
server. The following example demonstrates how the client 
device and the server might work in a fictitious example 
called NewsSubscribe. This application queries a user for a 
name and email address and then Submits the data to a remote 
server. The application is very simple, and all of the commu 
nication in this example is automatic. Aside from the initial 
setup described below, no additional set-up is required. 
0439. The following is merely a hypothetical example, in 
which the grammar utilized does not necessarily correspond 
to that described above (thereby illustrating that various 
grammars can be utilized in accordance with the invention). 
Note also that the following example does not show the 
object-level grouping described above. The example does, 
however, demonstrate a method of using fragments to accom 
plish the desired result. The reader should also note the 
method of using objects to implement this function, as 
described above in the discussions regarding messaging. 
Other examples are, of course, possible and consistent with 
the invention. In this example, the following nodes describe 
the application (see Table 52): 

TABLE 52 

Nodes 

Description Attributes 

The GUI handler, currentScreen=Screen1 
set to use Screen1 
as the current 
SCC. 

The GUI label to type=textfield 
receive the full value=' 
l8le prompt=Full Name: 
The GUI label to type=textfield 
receive the email value=' 
address prompt=Email Address: 
The GUI button to type=submit 
submit the data 
The message 
descriptor 

prompt=Submit 
Source=news.gui.screen1. Submit 
Type=onActivate 
Target=http://myserver.com.sys 
Context=news.gui.screen1 

news.gui.screen2. thankYou A GUI label on a 
“thank you screen 
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The interaction could occur as follows: 

0440 1) The user downloads or starts up the Subscribe 
SimpleOS application 

0441) 2) The application loads and presents a screen to 
the user with a prompt for a full name and email address 

0442 3) The user enters this information and presses 
“Submit 

0443 4) The system consults news.mdesc.submitDesc 
and forms a new message object: 

<Sqml> 
<message id=news.temp1...message caller= news.mdesc. Submit esca 

<context path=news.gui> 
<screen id=screen1 

<textfield id=fullName value="Jeremy Gilbert's 
<textfield id='email value=jeremy(a)sq.go.com/> 
<button id=submits 

<screen 
</contexts 

</message-> 
</sqml> 

0444 5) The system checks for an existing connection 
to http://myserver.com/sys. Finding none, it establishes 
an HTTP connection to the server and provides an hand 
shake message to the server Such as: 

<sqml> 
<network-control seq=0 type="http' action='begin' 

terminalid='A23BE3FEC23223A's 
</sqml> 

0445 6) The remote server sets up a new session han 
dler for the “news' application, and returns the follow 
ing message: 

<sqml> 
<network-control seq=1 type="http' action='begin-connect 

terminalid='A23BE3FEC23223A 
sessionid=B4402395.7FA992E4EE 
application='news is 

</sqml> 

0446 7). Now the application sends the message object 
it formed earlier, with network control information. 

<Sqml> 
<network-control seq=2 type="http' action="handleEvent 

terminalid=A23BE3FEC23223A 
Sessionid=B4402395.7FA992E4EE 
application="news' is 

<message id="news.temp1...message caller= 
news.mdesc.submitDesc's 

<context path="news.guis 
<screen id="screen1. 

&textfield id=fullName' 
value="Jeremy Gilbert's 

<textfield id="email value=jeremy (asqgo.com/> 
<button id="submits 

</screen.> 
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-continued 

</contexts 
</message-> 

</sqml> 

0447 8) The server passes a parsed XML DOM object 
to the remote NewsSubscribe code. This code adds the 
name and email address into a database. At this point, the 
server can send any update back to the device it wants. It 
could download additional parts of the application if it 
wanted to, reconfigure the user interface in any manner, 
etc. However, in this case, we just want to change the 
current screen attribute from screens (the submit screen) 
to screen2 (the thank you screen.) The server will create 
a result tree that performs this modification. The entire 
network message will look like this. The boldface item 
shows the desired change. 

<sqml> 
<network-control seq=3 type="http' action='update 

terminalid='A23BE3FEC23223A 
Sessionid='B44023957FA992E4EE 
application='news is 

<application id='news's 
<gui id=gui' currentScreen="screen2"> 

</application> 
</sqml> 

The client receives this clipped tree and folds it back into the 
SuperStructure. The screen changes from Screenl to screen2 
and the user is shown a “thank you' message. 
0448. It will be understood that the implementer is free to 
develop his or her own methods of securely transmitting 
clipped tree fragments back and forth across the network. In 
other network update models discussed herein, instead of 
exchanging fragments, the two communications partners 
could exchange entire objects stored within the SuperStruc 
ture. In this case, sending an object from one to another 
instantiates that object in the receiving Superstructure, replac 
ing any previous definition of that object. 

VIII: Security 
0449 The following sections survey various technology 
aspects of SimpleOS including security, stylesheets, and 
embedded systems. 

Security Features 
Runtime Security 
0450 Several fundamental design aspects of the Sim 
pleCS container ensure that it is inherently resistant to almost 
all of the runtime security issues that plague modern operat 
ing systems such as Windows. There are two prongs to this 
advantageous design—the enclosed functionality and the 
presence of an intermediate form. These two advantages give 
SimpleOS a level of security similar to that of other enclosed 
languages like pure HTML, Java applets and Flash. 
Enclosed Environment 

0451 Enclosed execution models, such as SimpleOS, 
HTML, Flash, and Java applets, are inherently secure because 
they allow the programmer to do almost nothing outside of a 
well-defined container. In HTML without JavaScript, the 
only ability is to present a page and cause images to be 
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of an operating system run on wireless devices. There are 
several classes of security threats and means to address them, 
as shown in Table 53. 
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identical messages will cause a vast difference in the value of 
the digest. The difference is impossible to predict in advance 
without resorting to lengthy combinatorial code-breaking, so 

Threat Type 

Interception of sensitive data 

Man-in-the-middle Attack 

Buffer overflow attempts to 
overwrite sections of 
SimpleOS code 

Fatal programmatic errors 

Infinite Loops, Stack 
Overflows 

Unwanted device interaction 

Unexpected API interaction 

Unwanted native code plug 
ins 
Viruses 

Rogue Certificate 

Trojan Horses 

TABLE 53 

Summary of Security Threats and Responses 

Description 

Intruder obtains sensitive information 
Such as credit cards, personal 
information, accounts numbers, etc. 
Intruder causes a clients information 
be redirected through a compromised 
system that attempts to modify or 
insert unwanted code over the 
network. 
Intruder runs code that uses string 
arrays that exceed an internal buffer, 
causing code sections to be 
overwritten. 

Intruder runs code that attempts to 
divide by Zero or perform some other 
functional impossibility. 

Intruder runs code with looping 
constructs that do not terminate or 
runs an unbounded recursive function. 

Intruder runs devices that dial 
unwanted phone numbers, erase 
address books, etc. 
Intruder writes code to manipulate the 
API in Such a way that SimpleOS 
crashes or causes unwanted behavior 
Intruder writes a native code plug in 
that performs unwanted behavior. 
Intruder writes self-replicating code. 

Intruder illegally acquires a code 
signing certificate and uses it to 
distribute code that performs 
unwanted behavior 
Intruder writes an application that 
appears to perform one task, but is 
secretly performing another. 

Security Approach 

If the communication medium used does not support 
encryption, SimpleOS will use a security library to provide 
RSA encryption. 
Messages to the device must be signed with an MD5 digest 
that is verified before the content is used. 

Not possible (or at least, extremely unlikely) for Java based 
architectures. In non-Java architecture, the only buffer over 
runs possible are in XML data, so a central place to verify 
buffer checking can be found in the code. This will reduce 
the risk of buffer-overflows. 
Tight checking of the expression evaluation code. Using 
existing, well-reviewed code for the expression language 
(for instance, longstanding commercial implementations of 
XPATH) will reduce risk considerably. 
Limited ability within expression language to create 
unbounded loops. Because all data structures are part of an 
XML parse tree, an excessive number of repetitions of data 
structures will cause application errors within the XML 
implementation. 
Certificate model will prevent access to anything outside 
SimpleOS without an authorized certificate. 

Extremely unlikely because the only action possible by the 
programmer is to modify a tree. (See discussion of 
intermediate form below.) 
A certificate system will protect any dynamically linked 
native code plug-ins. 
A certificate will be needed to access other applications 
besides the one provisioned on the device. Consequently, 
the ability for one program to infect another is impossible 
unless a rogue certificate is acquired. In addition, since 
SimpleOS will always prompt the user to allow device-to 
device communication, the spread from one device to 
another is unlikely. 
Eventually a certificate revocation system can be 
implemented within SimpleOS to provide an additional 
level of verification for a certificate 

Applications are limited in the activities they can perform 
outside of the SimpleOS container, but if a mobile operator 
wants to be particularly careful, they can prevent SimpleOS 
from installing any non-authorized programs. 
If desired, network communication can be configured to 
require a special authorization certificate. 

“Spyware An application sends back private data 
to a central server without the user's 
knowledge. 

Hash Signing 

0463. In one practice of the invention, to prevent security 
attacks where a rogue server provides unwanted data to an 
application, all network communication can be secured with 
a cryptographic MD5 hash. This hash is based on a shared 
private key that is exchanged when the application is first 
provisioned. All messages exchanged between the device and 
the server must be signed by this hash, and any message 
exchanged between applications must contain the applica 
tion's hash. 

0464 MD5 is known as a cryptographic digest. When the 
algorithm is run over a message, the function produces a short 
signature. Even the smallest difference between two nearly 

the hash signature does an excellent job of assuring that a 
message contains its original content. 
0465. At application provisioning time, the server and the 
client set up a private key shared between them consisting of 
several hundred bytes of random numbers. Before a message 
is exchanged, the sender computes the MD5 hash of the 
concatenation of this key and the message. It sends the result 
inghash code and the message together. The receiver adds the 
private key to the received message and checks to ensure that 
the code is the same. In this manner, the MD5 signature 
provides areasonable guarantee that the message has not been 
tampered with and that it came from a source that knows the 
private key. 
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Encryption 

0466 Most transmission protocols used by wireless carri 
ers maintain some sort of pre-existing encryption mechanism. 
Because SimpleOS will use the communication means avail 
able to it from the host operating system, this will cover 
protecting the data from unwanted interception. 
0467. In cases where the host does not provide security, 
Simple Quick GO has investigated several very lightweight 
implementations of SSL (Secure Socket's Layer) available in 
C and Java. Such an implementation will be used to secure 
data transmission. 

Certificates 

0468. In one practice of the invention, depending on the 
needs of the mobile operator who deploys SimpleOS, appli 
cations can be restricted in their operation unless they were 
provisioned with a cryptographic certificate. In such a sce 
nario, each application provisioning server would be required 
to provide a class-3 digital certificate, signed by Simple 
Quick GO in order to secure and encrypt the transfer of an 
application to a device. Furthermore, the application may be 
limited to certain functions based on the type of certificate 
they are provisioned with. 
0469 Functions that can be optionally limited for a par 

ticular install base include: 
0470 Network access 
0471. Access to phone and telephony features such as 
the address book and initiating a phone call 

0472. Access to other applications deployed in Sim 
pleCS 

0473. Ability to use local area network communication 
(BlueTooth, 802.11B) 

0474 Ability to load and use dynamic code 
0475. Ability to install and run an application 
0476. The ability to do any of the previous without 
explicit user confirmation 

0477 Certificate technology has been used successfully 
by Java applets and Microsoft ActiveX technologies to limit 
the ability of unwanted code to run on a device. A detailed 
description of digital certificate technology is beyond the 
scope of this document, but a brief description follows. A 
central authority responsible for an installed based of Sim 
pleCDS deployments maintains a certificate server and an issu 
ing office. This central authority (CA) might be a carrier, 
mobile operator, device manufacturer or Simple Quick GO 
itself. Developers approach the CA asking for a particular 
certificate (such as a certificate to perform telephony.) The 
CA will issue this certificate to the developing organization, 
which uses the certificate to cryptographically sign each 
application. This signature is recognized by the SimpleOS 
container and verified before performing a restricted activity. 
0478. To promote the widespread expansion of the Sim 
pleCS container, an overly restrictive policy may not be rec 
ommended. Only the most dangerous operations such as 
installing an application or adding dynamic code might 
require certificates. It is expected that mildly risky activities 
would require a simple confirmation from the user before they 
are performed. In the case of an action requiring a certificate, 
user confirmation will not be required. 
0479. Certificates are used to maintain a chain of respon 
sibility. If code that has a valid certificate is found to contain 
a virus or other dangerous code, the owner of that certificate 
can be traced. Since the certificates are hard to forge, it allows 
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an operator to have cryptographic certainty that only autho 
rized developers are performing dangerous operations on a 
device. 

0480 Applications can sometimes be provisioned in a 
peer-to-peer arrangement instead of from the server. In this 
case, the certificate is transferred along with the application 
inside the resource stream that provisions the application. 

IX. Stylesheets 

0481. While stylesheets are not necessary to a basic super 
structure-based application environment, their use is of great 
utility to producing a highly functional implementation of the 
invention. Accordingly, one embodiment of SimpleOS 
employs a style-sheet mechanism for the definition of colors, 
fonts and other presentation attributes of user interface ele 
ments. This allows the presentation of the GUI to be separate 
from the description of the GUI components. This same 
approach has been Successfully used in other areas of web 
technology, notably HTML. 
0482. A stylesheet groups sets of formatting properties 
Such as fonts, colors and layout into a style classes. Each 
element in the GUI is associated with a style class, which 
provides that element with its presentation attributes. (A 
default style class is associated with any GUI element that 
does not have an explicit class.) 
0483. The example of Table 54 shows a very basic SQML 
application that uses a default stylesheet to establish param 
eters for a set of frame buttons. Each frame button will inherit 
from the class since it is marked “default'. 

TABLE 54 

Simple Stylesheet Example 

<?xml version=“1.0 encoding=UTF-82> 
<! DOCTYPE sqml SYSTEM “sqml.dtd's 
<Sqmlappid=com.sqgo.simpleos.application.launchers 

<sq-style-sheets 
<class default="true's 

<palettes 
<colordefname="blue'rgb="#4444ff/> 

<?palettes 
<bgcolor color="blue's 

</class> 
</sq-style-sheets 

<sq-card id="card01's 
<top label="TOP” id="top"/> 
<left label=LEFT id="left's 
<right label=“RIGHT" id="right"/> 
<bottom label="BOTTOM id="bottom's 
<frame id="frame01> 
</frame> 

</sq-cards 

0484 SimpleOS stylesheet classes exist in an inheritance 
hierarchy, which allows one class to extend another. This 
allows a developer to quickly modify the look and feel of an 
application. For instance, the developer could define a base 
stylesheet for a set of applications, and create sub-classes of 
that stylesheet for each particular application. This would 
allow an attribute, say the frame color, for all of the applica 
tions to be automatically the same. If the developer wishes to 
change the color of a particular application, he can modify the 
Sub-class of that application's stylesheet and still maintain 
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other properties mapped from a master sheet. The same pat 
tern applies to screens within an application or controls on a 
SCC. 

0485 The mapping of each component to its ultimate style 
is actually performed at provisioning time. The provisioning 
server creates a master map of all of the styles in use by an 
application and emits a set of condensed, non-inheriting style 
classes as part of the application. This expansion conserves 
the amount of processing that must be done by the deployed 
application on a recurring basis. This optimization is only 
effective if the application's code remains constant through 
the life of the application. Since our model does allow addi 
tional application code to be sent during the evolution of the 
process, the SimpleOS container will also contain logic to 
update stylesheets that use inheritance. 
0486 Table 55 shows an example of a more complex 
stylesheet. 

TABLE 55 

A Complex Stylesheet 

<Sqml:Stylesheets 
<sqml:class id="base's 

<Sqml:palettes 
<sqml:colordefname="white'rgb="#ffff)0/> 
<sqml:colordefname="black rgb="#ffff)0's 
<sqml:colordefname="red rgb="#cc0000's 
<sqml:colordefname="blue'rgb="#4444ffs 
<sqml:colordefname="yellow rgb="#ffff)0's 

</sqml:palettes 
</sqml:class> 
<sqml:class Super="base' default="true's 

<sqml:bgcolor color="white''> 
<sqml:font typeface="Helvetica typesize="12 typecolor="black's 

</sqml:class> 
<sqml:class Super="base' id="border's 

<sqml:bgcolor color="blue's 
<sqml:font typeface="Helvetica typesize='16" typecolor="white' 
typestyle="bold' is 

</sqml:class> 
</sqml:stylesheets 

0487. As noted above, stylesheets provide the mechanism 
for managing screen layouts on different devices. One of the 
properties that can be contained in a style is an area indicator 
that will give the exact width, height and location information 
for a particular GUI element. 

X. Additional Features 

Embedded Applications 
0488 SimpleOS is designed to allow a fully enabled 
implementation of the container to communicate with 
embedded devices. For this purpose, embedded devices may 
include TV set top boxes, vending machines, home appli 
ances, car systems and other portal devices. There are a vari 
ety of adaptations to the system that apply to embedded 
communication that are discussed in the sections below. 

Simple Embedded Protocols 
0489. Some embedded situations call for sending and 
receiving well-defined codes between the device and a remote 
embedded system. These codes may be transmitted using 
infrared, radio frequencies or a serial connection. Typically 
this type of communication uses a fixed vocabulary of signals. 
SimpleOS can accommodate this type of interaction in sev 
eral ways. One option is to provide a toolkit accessible using 
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a limited native interface from within SQScript. In this situ 
ation, Simple Quick GO, or some other author, would provide 
a SQML interface to the communication pathway required. 
Incoming messages to the SimpleOS-enabled device would 
be directed to the message queue of the application and deliv 
ered via a message descriptor. Outgoing messages would be 
posted by filling in a tree-object as a request and posting it to 
the operating system using a primitive within SQScript. If the 
pathway ends up being very common to a class of users, 
Simple Quick GO may even add support for it directly into the 
operating system. 
0490 Code sets to control a remote device might include: 

0491. A vocabulary of IR codes to control a television 
0492. A command set for an internal automotive control 
network 

0493 Radio frequency mappings for a remote-con 
trolled car 

0494 Diagnostic codes available from the OBC of a car 
engine 

Network Protocols 

0495. In more advanced embedded applications, the two 
devices in question (the SimpleOS-enabled device and the 
remote device) form a network based on Some existing pro 
tocol. These scenarios might include PPP over IR, TCP/IP 
over WiFi, or TCP/IP over Bluetooth. In the case that the 
communication path is packet-based, a native plug-in may be 
created just as described in the previous section. In this case, 
the data packets that are sent and received are channeled to an 
application using code added into the operating system. 
0496. In the case where a streaming protocol is available, 
the approach is much less complex. In this case, SimpleOS 
can communicate directly with the device using HTTP or 
HTTPS. This has proven to be very effective in embedded 
devices since a TCP/IP stack and web server can usually be 
implemented in less than 4K of program code. In this situa 
tion, messages can be passed to the web server using the same 
network communication model used for server-side commu 
nication. If the embedded device can stream enough data, it is 
even possible that it can provision a new application to Sim 
pleCS. In this case, the application would have to have been 
completely pre-provisioned for the specific device type, and 
the end application bundle signed and certified. The applica 
tion would simply appear to the embedded system as a stream 
that can be shipped over to SimpleOS. 

Vending Machine Example 
0497. Using a simple wireless network and a streaming 
protocol could allow for Some very powerful results. Imagine 
a vending machine that allows a cellphone to connect to it to 
receive a menu and verify payment. The exchange may oper 
ate as follows: 

0498. 1) The user approaches the vending machine and 
enters the wireless network managed by the vending 
machine's computer 

0499. 2) During the polling of the new network, the 
launcher application running inside SimpleOS discovers 
that there is a provisioning Source available on the local 
network. A message is displayed to the user: “You are 
near a vending machine that can be controlled from your 
cell phone. Would you like to connect? 

0500 3) SimpleOS sends a message to the vending 
machine with its device characteristics. The vending 
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machine already has a set of pre-provisioned, signed 
applications available to control it, and it checks to see if 
the cell phones device type is listed among the pre 
provisioned images it has. 
0501 a. If the vending machine does have the correct 
image, it streams it over to the cell-phone and provi 
sions the controller application 

0502 b. If the vending machine does not have the 
correct image, it sends a URL to a provisioning server 
to the launcher application. The launcher application 
can then download the correct software. 

0503 4) The launcher application, having provisioned a 
new application, asks the user: “You have just provi 
sioned a new application. Would you like to run it now?' 

0504 5) The application loads, and presents its user 
interface. 

0505 6) The user chooses an action such as “vend’ 
inside the application 

0506 7) The target of the message descriptor includes a 
variable that causes the message to be marshaled as 
SQML and deployed to the vending machine over the 
wireless network. 

(0507 8) A simple HTTP engine on the vending 
machine parses apart the message and performs the 
action. 

SimpleOS to SimpleOS 

0508 Two SimpleOS devices can easily connect to each 
other and accomplish a variety of communication models. 
The simplest is when one SimpleOS instance connects to 
another for peer-to-peer provisioning. If the two devices have 
different device type signatures, this may require the receiv 
ing instance to connect to a remote location to receive a 
device-customized version of the application. Otherwise, the 
provisioning will work securely because the certificate has 
been embedded in the resource stream, guaranteeing to the 
receiver that the application has not been tampered with. 
0509. Two SimpleOS instances capable of exchanging 
messages can place items in each other's queues. This is made 
possible by the fact that all application event messages are 
expressible as SQML. If an application running on one device 
knows the address of another device, it can formulate a 
SQML message using the standard remote messaging model 
and deliver that message into the queue of the receiving 
application. This model allows for several compelling uses of 
the technology. For instance, a TV set might itself run an 
instance of SimpleOS that has linked into it commands to 
control the low level systems inside the TV. Any other Sim 
pleCS device that can connect to the SimpleOS system inside 
the TV can post messages to the TV without any additional 
development work. The two operating systems speak the 
same language; so one of them can serve as the adapter to a 
particular piece of hardware on behalf of another device. 

Benefits and Features 

0510. The SimpleOS design presents a radically new way 
of organizing a computer program, coupled with an innova 
tive graphical user interface design. Applications are freed 
from the need to understand how to manipulate their outside 
environment. Instead, they update organized descriptions of 
their current state. The operating system does the work to 
determine the specifics of how to implement the request. By 
doing the heavy lifting for user interface and application 
logic, and creating a single development language, the Sim 
pleCS model offers easier development of widely deployable 
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applications. Also, the powerful network features within Sim 
pleCS greatly reduce the amount of work to make an appli 
cation network aware. 
0511 All of these factors become particularly important 
when considering the limited abilities of most mobile oper 
ating systems such as J2ME and Brew, and the fact that code 
written in one environment is almost useless on the other. 

Streaming 
0512 Given the superstructure-based application environ 
ment of the invention, a system could be readily implemented 
(see FIG. 2) that would “stream” updates to the superstructure 
as a broadcast to multiple SimpleOS devices at once. Such a 
system could utilize either (1) a means of ensuring that each 
device was in a consistent, known state at the time of the 
transmission and that the transmission remains whole and 
complete; or (2) transmitting complete segments (each all or 
nothing) of application update. 
0513. As shown in FIG. 2, a method in accord with this 
aspect of the invention includes broadcasting update data 
objects to devices, while ensuring coherency (202); receiv 
ing, in the devices, the update data object(s) (204) and updat 
ing in accordance with the update data object (206). Note that 
the updates could include updates to applications, data, or 
both. 
0514 Consider, for example, the example of a ballpark 
filled with baseball fans, many seeking dynamically updated 
information about scores from other games, or pitcher/hitter 
statistics (how has this pitcher fared against the next batter in 
the past?). Using the streaming update feature, updates could 
be broadcast to thousands of SimpleOS-running cellphones 
or other handheld devices at once, using either of the two 
noted techniques (either a synchronization/coherency-insur 
ing technique, or the transmissions of all-or-nothing seg 
ments of application update, so that users could receive real 
time updates of an application displaying hitter/pitcher 
statistics and other information. If particular fans do not have 
the necessary application on their handheld device, they 
could be queried as to whether they'd like to download the 
application (instantiation as a form of “update) and the 
methods described herein could be used to instantiate the 
application, and Subsequent updates, into the handheld 
device. 
0515. These transmissions could use a data broadcasting 
method that could minimize the need for individual point-to 
point data transfers between the update server and each client. 
The invention thus enables update streaming without the 
requirement of sending a multiplicity of different messages 
on a per-client basis for each update. 
0516. In each case, the update would be incorporated into 
the SuperStructure using the SuperStructure modification/up 
date techniques described in the earlier sections of this docu 
ment. Because of the Superstructure-based application envi 
ronment of the invention, the updates could be efficiently 
transmitted and processed across a wide range of different 
handheld devices within the stadium, regardless of the native 
operating system of the various processors involved. 
0517 Streaming in this manner provides a number of 
advantages, including: 
0518 (1) less per-client state is required on the informa 
tion server; 
0519 (2) the technique can exploit the network efficien 
cies of known or new multicast/broadcast technologies, and 
reduce network traffic; 
0520 (3) it reduces the need for retransmission of failed 
packets (the next broadcast would overwrite them); 
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0521 (4) it allows device transmitters to remain in 
“receive only” mode instead of having to send back confir 
mation; and 
0522 (5) there is no need to maintain records of precisely 
which devices are still receiving information, so devices are 
more free to leave and re-join the network without interrup 
tion to the communication protocol or the user experience. 

Equalization 

0523 
aaS 

0524. User Interface Code: The look, feel and presen 
tation of the application 

0525 Application Logic: The specific behaviors or fea 
tures of the application 

0526 Communication Logic: The parts of the applica 
tion that communicate to the outside world to receive or 
send information 

Depending on the platform, typical application development 
can focus greater than 80% of the attention on user interface 
logic and communication. Many mobile operating environ 
ments are particularly constricted, and require highly special 
ized programmers to work very carefully to create easy-to 
use interfaces and manage communication. This is 
unfortunate since most of the core aspect of the application is 
not present in either of these areas. Worse, the work done to 
Solve these problems on one platform can almost never be 
reused when porting to a different platform. Together, these 
issues increase testing and development time (and therefore, 
development cost). Given that the market for wireless appli 
cations is still in its infancy, this acts as a huge disincentive for 
developers. 
0527. The left-hand side of FIG. 20 shows the traditional 
application model (2002) that would commonly be applied to 
a mobile platform such as Qualcomm’s Brew (Binary Runt 
ime Environment for Wireless.). Brew supports a very small 
Subset of features for communication, data management and 
graphical presentation. These features are presented to the 
application programmer through a programming interface 
that requires procedure calls to set up and maintain hardware 
resources. The application developer typically must perform 
additional work to tailor the raw capabilities granted by the 
host environment into the specific look and feel, communi 
cations model and data representation required for the appli 
cation. On top of this initial effort, the programmer adds the 

Mobile applications are typically divided into three 
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specific logic or functionality that the application requires. 
Most existing platforms for application development gener 
ally follow this model. 
0528. The work done to shape an application's services on 
a particular software environment typically cannot be re-used 
between environments due to dissimilarities between differ 
ent platforms. While the top-level application logic can occa 
sionally be re-used between toolsets, this only applies to 
platforms based on the same language Such as C or Java. 
0529. In contrast, a SimpleOS product implemented in 
accordance with the invention (2004) sits on top of each target 
operating system providing the user interface, communica 
tion and data organization features. SimpleOS, controlled 
entirely by an application's XML structure, insulates the 
developer from the specific details of the platform. 
0530. This model extends well-beyond the “write-once, 
run anywhere model of Java. Because programs can be 
described in a lightweight form of XML that can run on a 
variety of hosts, SimpleOS makes it easy to deploy applica 
tions anywhere. 

Networking Architectures 
0531 SimpleOS provides the ability for server-side pro 
cessing to occur just as easily as it can on the device. The 
cornerstone of this feature is that the networking protocol can 
ship over arbitrary sections of the application's SuperStructure 
over the network by converting it into SQML. In essence, 
SimpleOS is sending application Snippets instead of docu 
ments or data when it communicates with the server. 
0532. This networking paradigm is the natural evolution 
of user interface-to-server architectures. Originally, main 
frame-computing systems relied on a text-based user inter 
face and communicated through specific screen elements. 
Client/Server architectures supported greater user interface 
logic local to the device, but were still constrained by com 
munication and desktop-specific programming rules. The 
web services model uses only one client browser, but all 
application logic must reside on the remote server. SimpleOS 
provides for presentation and application logic to transpar 
ently reside on either the client or server, providing a leap 
forward in application design. See 2108 of FIG. 21, con 
trasted with 2102, 2104, and 2106. 
0533 Table 56 illustrates the differences in communica 
tion and data paradigms. 

TABLE 56 

Comparison of Renote Computing Paradigms 

WWW (including 
Architecture 

Central Communication Paradigm 

Transport Atoms 
Reliance on communication 

Mainframe 

Text Terminals 

ASCII 
Extreme - without 
network, client is 
dead 

Client Server WAP) Simple Quick Go 

Row sets and Documents Applications 
Actions 
SQL HTML SQML 
High - Client is High-Medium - Low-Medium - 
usually useless 
without server 

Browser can view 
documents offline, 
but interactivity is 
impossible 

Applications have 
the option to spread 
interactivity 
between client and 
server, and 
applications can be 
standalone 
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Comparison of Renote Computing Paradigms 

Architecture Mainframe Client Server 

Clients must be 
written to native 

Device Specific Programming None. Programmers 
just display ASCII 

platforms 

Location of application logic Server Server 

Location of data Server Server 

Description of user interface handling Server Server 

0534. Yet another powerful advantage of the SimpleOS 
network model is that an application's code can be updated on 
the fly if so desired by the carrier or the developer. 

Platform Comparisons 
0535 The following sections compare SimpleOS to sev 
eral existing technologies to help illustrate the differences in 
the technology. 
SimpleOSVs. Java 
0536. SimpleOS and Java share many common goals. 
Both operating systems are designed to run as virtual con 
tainers over host operating systems like Windows or Linux. 
Both operating systems allow for write-once, run-anywhere. 
Both provide a consistent platform-independent abstraction 
between their running applications and the native operating 
system. Both are also highly network-aware, object-oriented 
and have support for XML. 
0537. The major difference between SimpleOS and Java is 
that Java does not support the novel execution model of Sim 
pleCS described herein, which frees the programmer from 
concerns about how a particular description of an application 
should be implemented, and allows a purely descriptive 
development model. In SimpleOS, the application need only 
describe changes. In contrast, within Java, the application 
must also perform the changes. XML support within Sim 
pleCS is automatic—any running application can communi 
cate in XML as easily as it communicates with itself. In 
contrast, Java requires marshalling and un-marshalling of 
XML data into private data structures. SimpleOS supports an 
intermediate form of application state that provides an addi 
tional level of security beyond the insulation provided by the 
JavaVM. In addition, SimpleOS's network model allows for a 
seamless sharing of applications and data between devices, 
because SuperStructure may be accessed and transferred. In a 
Java environment, this same effect would require explicit 
transfers of data and the programmer would need to identify 
when those transfers would be required, and write code spe 
cifically to handle them. It is expected that SimpleOS code 
sizes would much smaller, because the application need not 
be concerned with Support for a graphical user interface 
library. Also, SimpleOS is designed to embed the entirety of 
the state assumptions between the application and the envi 
ronment into the SuperStructure. The same is not true for Java, 
which stores extensive private data within its class libraries, 
and even within the device-native portion of the virtual 

WWW (including 
WAP) Simple Quick Go 

HTMLWML is None. SQML offers 
general, but maximum 
functional functional 
versatility is limited versatility and 
and tied to the client-device 
Sewer. independence. 
Server Client and Server in 

any proportion 
Server Client or Server as 

needed 
Server Client or Server as 

needed 

machine. A frozen Java program can not consistently be 
restarted outside of its Java container. The introduction sec 
tions above, which describe other properties of the invention, 
discuss other differences between opcode-based execution 
environments and SimpleOS. 
SimpleOS vs. HTML 
0538. It may initially appear that HTML and SimpleOS 
have nothing in common, but the truth is that they share 
common roots. Both of them rely on a complex data structure 
that is entirely descriptive; SimpleOS has the Superstructure, 
and HTML has the DOM. However, HTML describes docu 
ments, where as SimpleOS's SQML describes applications. A 
SimpleOS application can be completely client-side and does 
need to communicate with a remote server in order to be 
interactive. 

0539. At a technology level, both HTML and SimpleOS 
rely on an intermediate form to gain security, device-indepen 
dence and stability. However, the HTML intermediate form is 
relatively fixed once it is downloaded into a web browser, 
whereas the SimpleOS intermediate form (the Superstructure) 
may change freely over time and is designed to allow Such 
changes to occur as a natural part of its execution. The entire 
operating “contract and shared State assumptions between a 
SBAE engine and its application code is explicitly expressed 
within the grammar and content of the SuperStructure. Sim 
pleCS does not consider the current running application to 
simply be an XML grammar changing over time after it has 
been seeded onto a browser, but instead, a rich, dynamic 
collection of State variables, structured data and program 
code that can easily be marshaled back into a self-consistent 
package and transferred to another device. Values within the 
SuperStructure may refer directly to expressions that evaluate 
within the context of the data being read. Additionally, the 
update mechanism used by SimpleOS works by directly 
delivering events into the superstructure itself. The super 
structure is then free to modify itself in any way possible, as 
long as all modifications are captured within the SuperStruc 
ture itself. Finally, the design of SimpleOS allows for an 
application's events and data to be handled seamlessly over a 
network, in part because the activation of event handlers and 
the data required to process them has been generalized. These 
differences, and others, arise as a result of the inherently 
different design foundation between HTML/DHTML, (opti 
mized for documents), and SimpleOS (optimized for appli 
cations). 
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SimpleOSVs. XSLT 
0540 SimpleOS and XSLT share some characteristics in 
that they both use template languages to effect change within 
trees. SimpleOS may even use XSLT in some of its early 
implementations because so much work has already been 
accomplished within XSLT in the area of tree manipulation. 
However, XSLT is almost entirely about producing final form 
grammars for incoming data. Typically an XSLT processor 
receives data in one form of XML, and then transforms that 
data into a different XML grammar. In SimpleOS, the trans 
formation always occurs within the same grammar (SQML.) 
The output of the grammar does not leave the system, but 
instead it gets reapplied to the original document. In this 
respect, SimpleOS's transformation model can be a closed 
loop where as XSLT is almost always an open loop. 
0541. It is to be understood that the invention described 
herein is amenable to a wide range of variations, modifica 
tions and alternative constructions and implementations. It 
should therefore also be understood that there is no intention 
to limit the invention to the specific implementations 
described above. On the contrary, the invention is intended to 
cover all modifications, alternative implementations and 
equivalents falling within the scope and spirit of the invention 
as defined by the claims appended below. 

Glossary of Terms Used in This Document 
0542 API: Application programmer interface. The means 
for a traditional application to change its outside environ 
ment and communicates with the operating System. 

0543 Class: A template that can be used to instantiate 
objects. 

0544 Clipped Tree: A form of a result tree that minimally 
describes a set of changes to an existing tree. 

(0545 Data Member: A variable declared directly under 
neath an object or class 

0546 Data Tree The “data' section of an object, which can 
be an arbitrary SQML tree. 

0547 Dynamic Section: A portion of the superstructure 
that has shared meaning between the operating system and 
the application. When external events occur, the operating 
system updates dynamic sections inside the SuperStructure 
and notifies the application. When the application wishes 
to change its environment, it updates the dynamic sections 
of the superstructure and the change is observed by the 
operating system. 

0548 Element Identifier Syntax for referring to an indi 
vidual element within an object 

0549. Event Handler Code that handles an event 
0550 Event Target The location of code that is executed 
when an event occurs 

0551 Host Operating System: The native operating sys 
tem of a device, such as Windows, Java or Brew. SimpleOS 
is written as an application or library for a particular host 
operating system. 

0552. Initializer: A method within an object that is 
executed when the object is instantiated. 

0553 Interpolated Expressions: An expression found in a 
string that is evaluated and replaced with the value of the 
expression 

0554. Object: An instantiated object containing a data tree, 
methods and data members. 

0555 Result Tree The output of a transformation-based 
SimpleOS message handler, which represents all or part of 
a new tree that must be applied to the SuperStructure. 
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0556 SimpleOS Container: An application that imple 
ments SimpleOS and provides a protected area for Sim 
pleCS applications to run. 

0557. SimpleOS: A lightweight operating system from 
Simple Quick GO that runs on a variety of environments 
such as Windows, Brew, J2ME, and J2SE etc. 

0558 SQML: An XML-based markup language used to 
describe applications and portions of applications for Sim 
pleCS. 

0559 SQScript: A language written in SQML that can be 
used to express the application logic of a SimpleOS execut 
able. The language is optimized for tree operations against 
the process's SuperStructure. 

0560 Stylesheet: A mapping between a display “class' 
and a set of low-level attributes such as font, color and text 
S17C. 

0561 Superstructure: A central tree-like data structured 
maintained by each running SimpleOS process that con 
tains all of the State, code, data and registrations for the 
entire application. 

1. A method for enabling the creation and management of 
a platform-independent application whose appearance and 
functionality is consistently propagated across heteroge 
neous device types for cross-device interoperability, replica 
bility, and compatibility of applications and data with a con 
sistent user experience, the method comprising: 

receiving, by a device, a platform-independent data Super 
structure defining the appearance and behavior of an 
application, the platform-independent data SuperStruc 
ture storing an application state, program code and inter 
nal logic of the application; 

instantiating, by a SuperStructure-dedicated operating sys 
tem, the application in the device in accordance with the 
received SuperStructure; 

receiving, by the platform-independent data SuperStruc 
ture, from a device-native operating system via commu 
nication with the Superstructure-dedicated operating 
system, at least one application event generated by the 
instantiated application and representative of an update 
to the application state of the application; 

updating, by the platform-independent data SuperStructure, 
information in a first segment of the Superstructure asso 
ciated with the at least one application event, responsive 
to receiving the least one application event and indepen 
dent of an update to a second segment in the SuperStruc 
ture; and 

updating, in accordance with the Superstructure segment 
update, the application state in the device. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of receiving 
further comprises receiving, by the device, a platform-inde 
pendent, hierarchical information SuperStructure defining the 
appearance and behavior of an application and storing an 
application State, program code and internal logic of the 
application. 

3. The method of claim 1 further comprising: 
receiving, by the device, a message containing a data object 

of a defined type operable to instantiate the application 
in the device; and instantiating the application in the 
device in accordance with the data object in the received 
message. 

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the instantiating of the 
application occurs substantially when the application is 
invoked. 
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5. The method of claim 1 wherein the instantiating of the 
application occurs at an application-provisioning time prior 
to application run-time. 

6. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of: 
identifying, by a provisioning application on a first device 

within an operating environment on the first device, a 
first SuperStructure for generating a new application 
SuperStructure to be expressed on a second device; 

generating, by the provisioning application, a data object 
for expressing the new application SuperStructure on the 
second device; 

transmitting, to the second device, the data object; and 
creating, by the second device, the new application Super 

structure, responsive to receiving the data object. 
7. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of: 
identifying, by a provisioning application on a first device 

within an operating environment on the first device, a 
predefined data object that expresses a new application 
SuperStructure for a second device; 

transmitting, to the second device, the predefined data 
object; and 

creating, by the second device, the new application Super 
structure, responsive to receiving the data object. 

8. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of 
maintaining by a first device, an application accepting 

input from a user to create an interactive message; 
translating, by the first application, a portion of the mes 

Sage into a new SuperStructure-based application oper 
able to display the message or cause interactive opera 
tions within the message; and 

transmitting, by the first application, the SuperStructure of 
the new application to a second device. 

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising the step of 
converting the Superstructure into a temporary form that is 
transmitted, received, and decoded back into an original form 
on the receiving device; and 

maintaining, by the second device, an application that 
receives the Superstructure in its temporary form, 
decodes it, and causes the message-bearing SuperStruc 
ture to operate, thereby rendering the message. 

10. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of receiving 
further comprises receiving, by the device, for a given state of 
a selected application, a platform-independent data Super 
structure having a substantially invariant organization, 
regardless of the device, platform or device-native operating 
system environment in which the associated application is 
instantiated, so as to maintaina consistent application appear 
ance and behavior across heterogeneous devices, platforms or 
device-native operating system environments. 

11. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of receiving 
further comprises receiving, by the device, a platform-inde 
pendent data SuperStructure defining a plurality of rules of 
appearance and behavior of the application which are Sub 
stantially invariant across heterogeneous devices, platforms 
or device-native operating system environments. 

12. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of receiving 
further comprises receiving, by the device, Substantially iden 
tical application source code in the platform-independent 
data SuperStructure as source code used across heterogeneous 
devices, platforms or device-native operating system envi 
rOnmentS. 

13. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of initiating the 
application further comprises initiating, by the SuperStruc 
ture-dedicated operating system, an application including a 
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user interface having a Substantially identical appearance and 
behavior across heterogeneous devices, platforms or device 
native operating system environments. 

14. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of updating 
information in the segment of the SuperStructure further com 
prises the steps if: 

receiving data representative of the at least one application 
event in the superstructure-dedicated OS, 

applying to the SuperStructure, in response to the received 
data, a data object, thereby modifying the SuperStruc 
ture. 

15. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of: 
generating, by the SuperStructure-dedicated operating sys 
tem a modification data object representative of a modi 
fication applied to the SuperStructure, 

translating the modification data object into a form Suitable 
for processing by the device-native OS, 

receiving in the device-native OS the translated modifica 
tion data object, and 

processing the translated modification data object in the 
application to update the application. 

16. The method of claim 15 further comprising expressing 
within the Superstructure a mechanism for generating the 
modification data object. 

17. The method of claim 14 wherein modifying the super 
structure includes transmittingaportion of the SuperStructure 
to a processor remote from the device, modifying the trans 
mitted portion, and then returning the modified portion or a 
new set of operations to update the SuperStructure. 

18. The method of claim 14 wherein modifying the super 
structure includes using device-native code to implement an 
interface to modify the superstructure. 

19. The method of claim 14 wherein the application of 
changes to the Superstructure is implemented by activating 
program instructions within the SuperStructure. 

20. The method of claim 1 wherein further comprising the 
step of: 

storing, by an application server in communication with 
the device, a copy of the platform-independent data 
Superstructure, the Superstructure including at least one 
data object operable to instantiate applications on the 
device; and 

transmitting applications from the application server to the 
device by replicating data objects in the Superstructure to 
the remote device, so as to enable instantiation of new 
data objects and applications from the server into the 
remote device. 

21. A method for enabling the creation and management of 
a platform-independent application whose appearance and 
functionality is consistently propagated across heteroge 
neous device types for cross-device interoperability, replica 
bility, and compatibility of applications and data with a con 
sistent user experience, the method comprising: 

receiving, by a device, a platform-independent data Super 
structure defining the appearance and behavior of an 
application, the SuperStructure storing an application 
state, program code and internal logic of the application; 

instantiating, by a SuperStructure-dedicated operating sys 
tem, the application in the device in accordance with the 
received platform-independent data Superstructure; 

transmitting, to the SuperStructure-dedicated operating 
system, by a device-native operating system, at least one 
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application event generated by the instantiated applica 
tion and representative of an update to the application 
state of the application; 

transmitting by the SuperStructure-dedicated operating 
system, to a remote server, a segment of the SuperStruc 
ture associated with the at least one application event; 

receiving, from the server, a modified version of the seg 
ment of the SuperStructure generated responsive to the 
received segment of the SuperStructure for replacement 
of the existing version of the segment of the SuperStruc 
ture, thus updating the segment of the SuperStructure, 
and 

instructing, by the superstructure-dedicated OS, the 
device-native OS to update the application state in 
response to the updated sediment of the SuperStructure. 

22. The method of claim 21 wherein the network further 
comprises a plurality of heterogeneous devices, communica 
tions channels and communications providers servicing the 
communications channels, and wherein the SuperStructure 
defines a given application to have an appearance and behav 
ior that can be propagated with consistency across heteroge 
neous devices, communications channels and communica 
tions providers. 

23. The method of claim 21 further comprising: 
modifying the SuperStructure in a Substantially device-in 

dependent manner, and 
expressing a real-time image of an application running in a 

first device across the network from the first device to a 
second device to yield a viable instantiation of the appli 
cation in the second device, regardless of device envi 
rOnment. 

24. The method of claim 21 wherein: 
expressing, by the Superstructure, the running State and 

functionality of an application operating in a first device, 
and 

instantiating the application on a second device, without 
loss of State or functionality, by expressing the Super 
structure on the second device. 

25. The method of claim 1 further comprising validating 
the SuperStructure upon or after modification. 

26. The method of claim 1 further comprising validating 
the SuperStructure after modifying the SuperStructure, the 
validation including validation of data updated by processing 
of an event, so that the modified SuperStructure cannot express 
a harmful change to the device-native OS. 

27. The method of claim 1 further comprising producing, 
by an application defined by the SuperStructure, external 
changes only by invoking operations that operate on the 
SuperStructure. 

28. The method of claim 1 further including providing an 
interface between an application and a system service, 
wherein the interface is defined by interaction between the 
superstructure and the superstructure-dedicated OS. 

29. The method of claims 1 or 21 further comprising: 
expressing, by an information processing language 

adapted to interface with the superstructure, a set of 
transformations within the Superstructure, the informa 
tion processing language being expressible entirely 
within the SuperStructure and capable of expressing a set 
of transformations within the Superstructure, and 

modifying, by the information processing language, data 
only within the SuperStructure, so that: applications uti 
lizing the language cannot affect the state of other appli 
cations or 
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operate outside a bounded application container to affect 
an underlying device platform. 

30. The method of claim 1 wherein the superstructure can 
contain stylesheets for defining selected application or pre 
sentation characteristics. 

31. The method of claim 30 further comprising configuring 
stylesheets on a per-device basis. 

32. The method of claim 30 further comprising configuring 
stylesheets on a per-group-of-devices basis. 

33. The method of claim 30 further comprising expressing 
stylesheets within the superstructure, independent of device 
specific limitations. 

34. The method of claim 30 further comprising selecting a 
stylesheet at runtime. 

35. The method of any of claim 1 further comprising the 
step of transmitting an application defined by the Superstruc 
ture via a peer-to-peer transaction from a first device in which 
the application is instantiated, to a second device for instan 
tiation in the second device. 

36. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
converting at least a portion of the SuperStructure into a 

device-portable form, independent of the present state of 
the application; and 

reconstructing the original SuperStructure portion, on the 
same or different device context, using the device por 
table form, without loss of state. 

37. The method of claim 36 wherein the reconstructing 
includes utilizing a new device-specific stylesheet. 

38. A system for enabling the creation and management of 
a platform-independent application whose appearance and 
functionality is consistently propagated across heteroge 
neous device types for cross-device interoperability, replica 
bility, and compatibility of applications and data with a con 
sistent users experience, comprising: 

a platform-independent data SuperStructure defining the 
appearance and behavior of an application and storing 
an application state, program code and internal logic of 
the application; 

at least one application event generated by the application 
and representative of an application state; 

a Superstructure-dedicated operating system in communi 
cation with a device-native operating system and instan 
tiating the application in the device in accordance with 
the SuperStructure and updating information in a seg 
ment of the superstructure associated with the at least 
one application events responsive to receiving the at 
least one application event and independent of an update 
to a second segment in the Superstructure. 

39. The method of claim 36 further comprising: 
using the device-portable form as an intermediate or per 

manent storage format for recording data within the 
Superstructure. 

40. The method of any of claims 1 or 21 wherein the 
SuperStructure is organized into objects and classes. 

41. The system of claim 38 wherein the platform-indepen 
dent data SuperStructure further comprises at least one data 
structure that may be interpolated when the device-native 
operating system requests data from the platform-indepen 
dent data SuperStructure. 

42. The method of claim 3 wherein a first device can 
transmit to a second device a message containing an applica 
tion event item, causing the second device to place the appli 
cation event item into a processing queue of the second 
device. 
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43. The method of claim 20 wherein application logic can 
be distributed across the network by obtaining a portion of the 
logic from the remote device and transmitting it in a hierar 
chical form to the server without the necessity of adapting 
code therefor. 

44. The method of claim 20 further comprising providing 
updates to an application's state from the server to a remote 
device, by defining a minimal change set to the application's 
state and transferring it across the network from the server to 
the remote device, without the necessity of adapting code 
therefor. 

45. The method of claims 1 further comprising incorporat 
ing media assets into the SuperStructure, for reference by 
executing applications. 

46. The method of claims 1 further comprising incorporat 
ing by reference media assets outside the Superstructure, for 
reference by executing applications. 

47. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of receiving 
further comprises receiving, by a wireless messaging device 
operable to communicate with a network serviced by a com 
munications carrier, the platform-independent data Super 
structure enabling the creation, modification, and manage 
ment of platform-independent user interfaces and associated 
display elements for an application having an appearance and 
behavior propagated with consistency across a network, of 
heterogeneous platforms and communications carrier proto 
cols, the platform-independent data SuperStructure defining a 
user interface, maintaining a display state of the user interface 
and storing an application state, program code and internal 
logic of the application. 

48. The method of claim 47 further comprising the step of 
updating, in accordance with a SuperStructure segment 

update, the application state and the user interface state 
on the wireless messaging device. 

49. (canceled) 
50. The method of claims 47 further comprising the step of 

updating, in response to generated application events, a first 
segment of the SuperStructure associated with the application 
events independent of an update to a second segment in the 
SuperStructure, the application events including associated 
user interface events. 

51. (canceled) 
52. The method of claims 47 wherein the application 

includes a user interface, and wherein the user interface has a 
Substantially identical appearance and behavior across het 
erogeneous devices, platforms or device-native operating 
system environments. 

53-69. (canceled) 
70. The method of claim 47 further comprising the step of 

requesting, by at least one application event, a modification to 
the user interface. 

71. The method of claim 47 further comprising the step of 
requesting, by the at least one application event, access to at 
least one template element stored in a library of platform 
independent user interface templates provided by the plat 
form-independent data SuperStructure. 

72. The method of claim 71, further comprising the step of 
requesting, by the at least one application event, at least one of 
an addition, Subtraction, replacement or other modification, 
to the at least one template element stored in a library of 
platform-independent user interface templates. 

73. The method of claim 47, further comprising the step of 
requesting, by the at least one application event, an addition 
of user-defined content into the user interface. 
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74. (canceled) 
75. The method of claim 71 further comprising the step of 

enabling the creation of templates at a remote processor for 
Subsequent representation in the SuperStructure and instantia 
tion in the wireless device. 

76. The method of claim 75 wherein the remote processor 
is a personal computer. 

77. The method of claim 47, further comprising configur 
ing the user interface to respond to controls adapted to be 
actuated by a user's thumbs. 

78. The method of claim 47 further comprising configuring 
the user interface to provide visual, sonic, tactile or other 
human-perceptible indications in response to commands 
entered by a user, or other application events. 

79. The method of claim 47 further comprising configuring 
the user interface to enable a user to view, generate, send and 
manage messages. 

80. The method of claim 79 further comprising configuring 
the user interface to enable a user to generate messages con 
taining any of text, images, Sound, or other media content. 

81. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of 
executing, by the device, the application in accordance 

with the received superstructure; 
receiving, by the device, via a wireless communications 

channel accessible by a Superstructure-based applica 
tion environment, an application update, the application 
update including a data object operable to update a first 
segment of a platform-independent data SuperStructure 
in the Superstructure-based application environment, 
independent of in update to a second segment in the 
platform-independent data SuperStructure; and 

receiving, by the device, a command to update the appli 
cation in accordance with the application update. 

82. The method of claim 81 further comprising receiving, 
by a plurality of devices, a broadcasted application update 
and command to update an application. 

83. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of: 
transmitting, by the device, to a plurality of devices in a 

network, via a wireless communications channel, at 
least one update; 

transmitting, by the device, to the plurality of devices in the 
network, a command to update, in the plurality of 
devices, an executing application in accordance with 
received update. 

84. The method of claim 83 wherein the step of transmit 
ting the at least one update further comprises transmitting, by 
the device, to a plurality of devices in the network, via wire 
less communications channel, at least one update to a state of 
an executing application. 

85. The method of any of claims 82, 83 or 84 further 
comprising: ensuring that each device is in a consistent, 
known state at the time of broadcasting and that the update 
remains whole and complete. 

86. The method of any of claims 82, 83 or 84 further 
comprising: broadcasting, in an all-or-nothing manner, only 
complete segments of application update. 

87. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of: 
using an internal representation of the Superstructure to 

store private data relating to requests from the applica 
tion or the state or data type of a SuperStructure node, 
wherein the private data is not serialized when the appli 
cation is paused, halted or migrated, and is stored in a 
manner conveniently accessible at application runtime, 
Such that this non-conversational data is coherently 
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recoverable so long as the private data can be re-estab 
lished upon de-Serialization, based on public data that 
has been maintained in the SuperStructure. 

88. (canceled) 
89. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of: 
instantiating the SuperStructure in the device. 
90. (canceled) 
91. A system for enabling the creation and management of 

a platform-independent application whose appearance and 
functionality is consistently propagated across heteroge 
neous device types for cross-device interoperability, replica 
bility, and compatibility of applications and data with a con 
sistent user experience, comprising: 
means for receiving, by a device, a platform-independent 

data SuperStructure defining the appearance and behav 
ior of an application, the platform-independent data 
SuperStructure storing an application state, program 
code and internal logic of the application; 

means for instantiating, by a SuperStructure-dedicated 
operating system, the SuperStructure, 

means for receiving, by the platform-independent data 
SuperStructure, from a device-native operating system 
via communication with the Superstructure-dedicated 
operating system, at least one application event gener 
ated by the instantiated application and representative of 
an update to the application state of the application; 

means for updating, by the platform-independent data 
SuperStructure, information in a first segment of the 
Superstructure associated with the at least one applica 
tion event, responsive to receiving the at least one appli 
cation event and independent of an update to a second 
segment in the SuperStructure; and 

means for updating, in accordance with the SuperStructure 
segment update, the application state in the device. 

92. The system of claim 91, wherein the means for receiv 
ing the platform-independent data Superstructure further 
comprises 

means for receiving, by the device, a platform-independent 
data SuperStructure defining the appearance and behav 
ior of an application, the platform-independent data 
SuperStructure storing an application state, program 
code and internal logic of the application, and compris 
ing a hierarchical information structure. 

93. The system of claim 91 further comprising 
means for instantiating the application in the device in 

accordance with the Superstructure. 
94. The system of claim 91 wherein the means for receiving 

further comprises means for receiving, by the device, a plat 
form-independent data SuperStructure defining the appear 
ance and behavior of an application, the platform-indepen 
dent data SuperStructure storing an application state, program 
code and internal logic of the application, and comprising an 
XML information superstructure. 

95. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of receiving 
the SuperStructure further comprises receiving, by the device, 
a platform-independent XML information superstructure 
defining the appearance and behavior of an application, the 
SuperStructure storing state, program code and internal logic 
of the application. 
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96. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of receiving 
the Superstructure further comprises receiving, by the device, 
a platform-independent data SuperStructure defining the 
appearance and behavior of an application, the SuperStructure 
serializable in whole or in part at any time and storing state, 
program code and internal logic of the application. 

97. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of 
encapsulating, by the platform-independent data SuperStruc 
ture, program code defining appearance and behavior of the 
application. 

98. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of receiving 
the Superstructure further comprises receiving, by the device, 
a platform-independent data Superstructure comprising at 
least one data structure that may be interpolated when the 
device-native operating system requests data from the plat 
form-independent data SuperStructure. 

99. The method of claim 21, wherein the step of receiving 
the Superstructure further comprises receiving, by the device, 
a platform-independent XML information superstructure 
defining the appearance and behavior of an application, the 
SuperStructure storing state, program code and internal logic 
of the application. 

100. The method of claim 21, wherein the step of receiving 
the Superstructure further comprises receiving, by the device, 
a platform-independent hierarchical information SuperStruc 
ture defining the appearance and behavior of an application, 
the SuperStructure storing state, program code and internal 
logic of the application. 

101. The method of claim 21 further comprising the step of 
encapsulating, by the platform-independent data SuperStruc 
ture, program code defining appearance and behavior of the 
application. 

102. The method of claim 21, wherein the step of receiving 
the Superstructure further comprises receiving, by the device, 
a platform-independent data SuperStructure defining the 
appearance and behavior of an application, the SuperStructure 
serializable in whole or in part at any time and storing state, 
program code and internal logic of the application. 

103. The method of claim 21, wherein the step of receiving 
the Superstructure further comprises receiving, by the device, 
a platform-independent data Superstructure comprising at 
least one data structure that may be interpolated when the 
device-native operating system requests data from the plat 
form-independent data SuperStructure. 

104. The system of claim 38, wherein the platform-inde 
pendent data SuperStructure further comprises a platform 
independent XML information superstructure. 

105. The system of claim 38, wherein the platform-inde 
pendent data SuperStructure further comprises a platform 
independent hierarchical information SuperStructure. 

106. The system of claim 38, wherein the platform-inde 
pendent data SuperStructure encapsulates program code 
defining appearance and behavior of the application. 

107. The system of claim 38, wherein the platform-inde 
pendent data SuperStructure is serializable in whole or in part 
at any time. 

108. The system of claim 91, wherein the means for receiv 
ing further comprises means for receiving, by a device, a 
platform-independent XML information superstructure. 
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